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Introduction

I would like to explain why the World Bank does research work
and why this research is published. We feel an obligation to look beyond
the projects that we help finance toward the whole resource allocation of
an econorrm, and the effectiveness of the use of those resources. Our major
concern, in dealing with member countries, is that all scarce resourcesincluding capital, skilled labor, enterprise, and know-how-should be used
to their best advantage. We want to see policies that encourage appropriate
increases in the supply of savings, whether domestic or international.
Finally, we are required by our Articles, as well as by inclination, to use
objective economic criteria in all our judgments.
These are our preoccupations, and these, one way or another, are the
subjects of most of our research work. Clearly, they are also the proper
concern of anyone who is interested in promoting development, and so
we seek to make our research papers widely available. In doing so, we have
to take the risk of being misunderstood. Although these studies are published by the Bank, the views expressed and the methods explored should
not necessarily be considered to represent the Bank's views or policies.
Rather, they are offered as a modest contribution to the great discussion
on hiow to advance the economic development of the underdeveloped
world.
ROBERT S. McNAMARA

President
The World Bank
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Foreword
In recent years the Economic Development Institute of the World Bank
(EDI) has been collaborating with institutions in the Third World to develop

a number of training programs for specialists, administrators, and planners
in different economic sectors. An important part of the Institute's effort
has been to develop appropriate teaching materials and to make them
more widely available.
Maxwell Brown, formerly a Chief Agricuitliral Economist with the
Agricultural Planning Ui.t of the Ministry of Agriculture in Jamaica, has
been a member of the EDI staff for six years. This book has grown out of
his contributions to the teaching and direction of our courses in Agriculture
and Rural Development. It will be especially useful for those in developing
countries charged with preparing agricultural and rural development projects, whether financed wholly from national resources or with partial
funding from international sources. A most crucial consideration in these
projects is whether the proposed production components are remunerative
and attractive for farmers :'nri their families. The standard tool for judging
the effect on incomes of these projects is the farm budget. This book will
also help project designers test whether proposed projects will contribute
to overall economic development.
AJrr MOZOOMDAR

Director, Economic
Development Institute
The World Bank
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Preface
There is a wealth of literature on farm income analysis and agricultural project analysis, but little has been published which clarifies the
difference between them or which shows how the transition is made from
one to the other. The purpose of this study is to bridge this gap, providing
t'neo,;cal iinstruction in layman's language and giving practical guidance
to those responsible for planning or making investment decisions in agriculture or in the wider field of rural development.
This study is written primarily for participants in courses on agricultural
and rural development projects given by the Economic Development In-

also
stitute (EDI) of the World Bank or by similar organizations. It should
practiparticularly
countries,
developing
prove useful to students from
tioners in the field of agriculture and rural development.
The style and presentation of the subject matter reflect the study's origin
the
in 'Di's coulrses in Washington and in developing countries around
way,
straightforward
a
and
simple
a
in
world. The material is presented
so that it u i1 be understood easily by a broad cross section of readersbe a
specialists and non-specialists alike. The study is not intendcd to
planning
in
involved
people
the
of
treatise on agriculture, because many
agricultural projects are not agricultural specialists. Nor does it attempt
who
to be a treatise on economic theory, because most of the specialists
formal
no
have
planning
agricultural
for
must provide the technical data
often
training in economics. Thus, much of the theoretical discussion
has
analysis
project
agricultural
and
associated with farm income analysis
the
of
application
the
on
is
throughout
been simplified. The emphasis
preparation.
more practical aspects of project
Many of the ideas in this study have been inspired by two main sources.
are
The sections dealing with farm income analysis and partial budgeting
a
as
Fann
The
of
authors
the
by
built around the techniques presented
Food
and
Fisheries,
Agriculture,
of
Business, published for the Ministry
with
by Her Majesty's Stationery Office in England. The sections dealing
J.
with
association
close
by
agricultural project analysis are influenced
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Price Gittinger, to whom I am greatly indebted
for his encouragement and
intellectual leadership as my Division Chief in
the Economic Development Institute.
The preparation of this study has benefited considerably
from discussions
and debates with my colleagues in the Economic
DevelopmentInstitute,
particularly William A. Ward, William 1.Jones,
Orlando Espadas, Arnold
von Ruemker, Jack Upper, and J. D. von Pischke.
Hundreds of EDI participants in agricultural and rural development
project courses held in
Washington and other countries have read earlier
drafts and offered valuable criticisms. Special thanks are due to Raymond
Frost, forrner director
of the Institute, and Bernard Chadenet, vice-president
of
for their encouragement. I am also indebted to Professor the World Bank,
Pan A.Yotopoulos
of the Food Research Institute, Staniford University,
as well as to the
members of the World Bank's editorial committee
and its panel of reviewers
for their most helpful comments and constructive
criticisms.
Josephine Woo did a superb job in transforming
earlier drafts from the
jargon of the classroom to a style more suited to a
wider readership. Tahany
Habib had the most arduous task of all, typing
and retYping what seemed
to be a never-ending stream of drafts. Virginia
deHaven Orr edited the
final manuscript and managed production of the
book, and Pensi Kirnpitak
prepared the figures.
MAXWELL L, BROWN
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From Farm Income Analysis
to Ag-ricultural Project Analysis

Introduction and Summary
A budget is simply a plan to coordinate the inflows and outflows
of resources to achieve a given set of objectives. Farm budgeting is concerned with organizing resources on a farm to maximize profits or, more
often, family satisfaction. It is traditionally treated as a branch of farm
management economics: a hybrid of accounting, agriculture, and economics. Drawing on the physical, biological, and social sciences, it considers farm organization in terms of efficiency and continuous profit.
Agricultural project analysis runs parallel to farm management analysis,
overlapping with it in many ways, but also incorporating some basic modifications.
Budgets for farm management analysis are prepared primarily to cvaluate
the efficiency of a particular farm or a group of farms within a prescribed
accounting period, usually cne year. In agricultural project analysis, however, budgets provide the basis for evaluating and comparinig the relative
profitability of alternative investments, which may involve a single farm
or a group of farms (described as the project area), in which some clearly
defined input or package of inputs is invested, and from which a flow of
benefits and costs is projected over a specific period (described as the life
of the project), usually lasting several years.
Essentially, farm management analysis takes a microscopic view of each
year of the project, whereas agricultural project analysis takes a telescopic
view of the entire life of the project. Farm management analysis reflects
the efficiency and profitability of the project on a - .-ar-by-year basis; agricultural proic.t analysis uses the annual differences between benefits and
costs to calculate an index for the profitability of the project over its entire
life. This index may be in terms of an internal rate of return, a net present
worth, or a benefit/cost ratio.
3
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This study does not discuss the entire field of farm management. Rather,
it focuses on just one aspect-farm income analysis-which is a necessary
complement to agricultural project analysis, because it is important to
consider the profitability of a project not only in aggregate over the life
of the investment but also on a year-by-year basis.

Farm Income Analysis and Agricultural Project Analysis
Farm income analysis reflects the profitability of a farm on an annual
basis. It can be approached from two angles: from the viewpoint of the
farm as a whole or from the viewpoint of each constituent enterprise. The
first approach leads to the calculation of the net farm income, which
represents the reward to the farm family for their labor, capital, and management invested in the farm during the particular year being analyzed.'
The profitability of each constituent enterprise can be measured at various
stages: namely, gross output, net output, gross margin and profit, each of
which successively takes into account more elements of cost.
In agricultural project analysis, profitability is expressed as an index
which characterizes the performance of the project over its wholc life, not
just one year at a time. There are also two basic approaches to agricultural
project analysis: the financial and the economic. The finanicial analysis
evaluates the project in terms of its attractiveness to the farm familv or to
other entities participating in the project. In the economic analysis the
project is considered from the point of view of socictv as a whole. Figure
1-1 illustrates the distinction between farm income analysis and agricultural project analysis, and shows some of the internmediate stages in each.

Summary of the Study
This study shows the logical progression from farm income analysis to
agricultural project analysis, highlighting at each stage the kinds of budgets
that are required and the differences in the methodology used in each type
of analysis.
Farm income analysis
Chapter 2 begins with an analysis of the structure of the farm industry.
Three groups of farms are identified: commercial, subsistence, and semi1. United Kingdom, Ministry of Agriculturc, Fisheries, and Food, The Farrnas a Business
(London: ler Majesty's Stationierv Office, 1958i. p. 18.
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subsistence. The methodologies presented in this study are developed for
application to semisubsistence farms, but they can also be used for analyzing commercial farms. The study shows that, even in the absence of
the system of accounts available on commercial farms, it is possible to
prepare budgets as a basis for calculating the gross output, net output,
gross margin, and profit for each enterprise. By aggregating the costs and
benefits from the individual enterprise budgets and by making certain
adjustments, the net farm income is calculated.
Partial budgets
The farmer uses enterprise analysis to prepare budgets that provide the
basis for making management decisions on the farm, such as whether to
introduce, expand, reduce, or eliminate certain enterprises and how to
adjust the organization of the farm to enhance profitability. Chapter 3
introduces the technique of partial budgeting, which is appropriate only
when the contemplated change is so small that it will have a minimal
effect on the organization of the rest of the farm.
Transition to complete budgeting and project analysis
When the proposed change is a major one or when an investment will
have a long-term effect on the organization, complete budgeting must be
undertaken. Chapter 4 shows that the methodology of project analysis
overlaps with complete budgeting, although the latter is usually associated
with analysis of a single farm and project analysis with a large number of
farms. In moving from farm income analysis to agricultural project analysis, the time frame shifts from a particular year to the entire life of the
project, and the times when costs occur and benefits accrue assume special
significance in the analysis. The technique of discounting is introduced
to express costs and benefits over the life of the project in presentvalues,
providing a basis for comparison. This chapter also illustrates the calculation of the benefit/cost ratio, net present worth, and the internal rate of
return.
Budgets for land, labor, and capital
Chapter 5 discusses the importance of preparing budgets for land, labor,
and capital. 'I'he land budget helps the farmers to select the cropping
sequences and combinations that will yield the best income and enhaince
the productivity of the soil. The labor budget is particuLlarly important,
since labor is usually the most substantial inlput contributed by-'he farm
family on senisib.)istcncc farms. Labor profiles are first prepared for each
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enterprise. Then these are aggregated to prepare the labor budget, which
shows the supply and demand for labor for the whole farm. A distinction
is made between family labor and hired labor, because they arc treated
differently in the financial, as well as in the econornic, analysis.
Capital is discussed as a physical resource (such as equipment, raw
materials, and inputs produced on the farm) and as a financial resource
representing the monetary value of the items of costs and benefits. A
distinction is made between the budget which is required to calculate the
rate of return and that which is required to test the liquidity of the farm.
When the financial resources of the farm as a business and as a place of
domicile are so interwoven that both aspects cannot be differentiated, a
budget should be made for the financial resources of the farm-home complex and not merely for the farm.
Farrnmodels
A farm model is a simplified representation of a typical farm included
in the project. It is used to typify the different farming situations that may
be found in a project. Preparation of farm models serves two important
functions: to facilitate analysis of the attractiveness of the projects to different groups of farmers and to prepare for the aggregation of thc project's
total costs and benefits. The nature of the project will determine the
number of models that are necessary. Different systems are used to make
projections for crop and livestock models.
Farm models should reflect what each group of farmers is likely to do
and not what the analyst would like the farmer to do. Thus, realistic
assumptions should be made about the rates of adaptation both in terms
of the phasing of the area to be brought under the influence of the project
each year during the implementation period as well as in the projection
of increases in productivity.
Financialanalysis
In tlhis phase of the analysis the models represented in the project arc
assessed from the viewpoint of those contributing capital to, and sharing
in the rewards of, the project. T'o show the return on the farm family's
investment, the rate of return is calculated after financing; so inflows of
loans and oufflows for debt service are included. In order to calculate the
rate of return on all capital invested in the project, the rate of returni is
calculated before financing, and loans and debt service are omitted from
the analvsis. Thle main items involved in preparing the financial analysis
are inflows (gross value of produiction, loan receipts, grants, stibsidies, and
rental value of the farmnloimse), outflows (investmenlt costs, operating ex-
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penses, and debt service); the farm family net benefit with and without
the project; and the incremental farm family net benefit.
Economic analysis
The economic analysis of a project reflects the profitability of the project
from the viewpoint of society as a whole: that is, whether the project makes
the most efficient use of the nation's resources in producing national
income. It is concerned with the flow of real resources, therefore, transfer
payments are excluded. Also, in the analysis, resources are valued in terms
of their opportunity cost, which may be different from the price in the
market. Therefore, in making the transition from the financial analysis
to the economic analysis, adjustments are made to remove distortions in
the prices of foreign exchange, inputs, and outputs.
The economic analysis incorporates the off-farm investment costs and
provision of common services, which are not included in the financial
analysis, and it is prepared either by aggregating data from the farm models
and then adding off-farm costs or by aggregating enterprise budgets. In
either case, attention must be paid to the phasing involved in implementing
the project.
This study is concerned m9stly with the calculation of the economic
rate of return, because it is the one measure of project worth most commonly used by international credit institutions. The economic rate of
return has certain limitations, however, and in circumstances such as
comparing mutually exclusive projects, the net present worth is the more
reliable basis for ranking projects.
Despite the importance of the economic analysis, economic efficiency
is not the sole criterion for selecting projects to implement. Stronger
influences are sometimes exerted by social and political factors. But this
does not invalidate the importance of the economic analysis, since its
value does not lie merely in calculating the economic rate of return, the
net present worth, or the benefit/cost ratio. Given the assumptions about
government policies and resource availabilities, the economic analysis
provides the framework within which the contribution of a project to
national income can be evaluated and compared with other projects. But
it is the whole process of preparing the budgets and laying out each step
of the analysis in a coordinated and systematic manner, so that each
assumption can be tested and so that the design of the project can be
challenged and improved, that makes the effort worthwhile.

Farm Income Analysis
It is sometimes argued that farming is a way of life adopted only
because of family tradition, a desire to be self-employed, a love of nature,
or some other subjective consideration. These considerations, however,
do not necessarily mean that farmers are neither responsive to price nor
motivated by profit. To understand farmers' attitudes, it is necessary to
analyze the structure of the farm industry.

The Structure of Farming
Generally, farms can be divided into three groups. At one extreme are
corporations, partnerships, and cooperatives with paid management and
other characteristics of the commercial firm in the industrial sector. At
the other extreme is the pure type of subsistence farm in which the family
has little contact with the market. In between is the partly commercial
and partly subsistence family farm. Most farms in developing countries
belong to this last category. Understanding the principles governing the
decisionmaking process on these farms is, therefore, important for the
success of any agricultural project designed to contribute to a country's
economic development.
The purely commercial farm may be regarded as being motivated primarily by the objective of profitmaking; and the semisubsistence, semicommercial farm, by many objectives that contribute to maximizi ng family
satisfaction. "Satisfaction is increased by the benefits of farm output and
decreased by the cost of sacrificing food, leisure, money or taking risks."'
1. Martin Ulpton, Farm Management in Africa (London: Oxford University Press, 1973),
p. 7.
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Realizing a profit on the sale portion of the crop is important, but maximizing profit is not always the over-riding consideration in allocating
resources. Increased profits increase family satisfaction only to a certain
degree. At some levels, profit maximization might be secondary to family
satisfaction, and enterprises and productive processes that allow the family
greater security and satisfaction might take precedence over those that are
more profitable.
The semisubsistence farm can be viewed best as a houselhold-farm complex. A similar relation exists in some small-scale industries, but it is not
typical orf usual commercial operations in whichi the family contributing
capital to the business is often remote physically as well as managerially
from the firm. In contrast, the semisubsistence farm family is a complete
economic and social entity. Not only do the members of the family share
in the work on the farm, but the well-being of each member directly
influences the management of the farm relative to resource allocation,
income distribution, and capital accumutlation. The strong farm-household relation affects major areas of d%cisionmaking, such as the choices
between income-genierating enterprises and non-income-generating activities or leisure; between future and present income; between production
for the market and production for the home; between production for a
specialized market and production for several marketing possibilities; between family consumption (including eduication, entertainment, and
health) and investmcnt in the farm; and between short-term and long-term
enterprises.
This stronig farm-household relatiosn may niot indicate that farmers lack
economic motivation. In fact research restults often show that farmcrs in
developing cotuntries are responisive to prices.2 Similarly, the farmner's
choice to produce traditional or subsistence crops that arc less profitable
than cash crops does not niecessarily reflect indifferenice to cconomllic returns. 'arming is inherenitly risky because the individual farmer has no
control over his econonmic or physical environmiient. Thc farmer tries to
reduce his risks by the judicious selection of cnterprises, by crop diversification, and by sprcading productioni over the growing seasoni. As Upton's
research in Africa inidicates:
Most individuals are risk avoiders, whichl mieanis that thcv will choose
less risky activities even thouglh they may not be the imiost profitable
on1 average over a period of years. Growing traditionial crops for hIomIC
consumiiptioni as well as the cash crops may provide protection againist
2. Raj Krishna, "Agriciltuhral Price Policv and Economic DevelopTlent," in Agricultural
Development and Economic Growth, ed. M. 11. Soutliwortlh and B. F. Johlnstoni (New York:
Cornell University Press, 1967), pp. 497-540.
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various risks: risks of failure of the cash crop, or of falling prices for
it or of rising prices for the staple food crop in the local markets.
Many farmers wouild maximize their average profits by growing only
cash crops, buit they maximize their satisfaction by avoiding risks.'
The farmer's behavior must be exaiminecd in relation to the set of circumstances withiin wvhichl he operates. Famriily relatio;iships, the size of
farmis, the degree of fragmiientation, the distance from markets, transport
facilities, sources of informationi, channiels of conmLmuniicationi, the market
structure, and uncontrollable prodtuction coinditions are some of thc influences that inhibit a more positive rcsponse to econiomic stimuli. For
all practical purposes, as long as an individual invests his time, effort, or
capital resources in combininig inputs to create outptut, he is engaged in
a busines.-, intended to produce an income.

The Term "Income"
The tcrm "income" is often used interchangeably with revenue, receipts,
sales, earnings, benefit, and profit. But each of these words has a different
connotation. Various definitions have been offered for the term "farm
income, " It has been interpreted as (a)the gross value of all goods produced
on the farm, whether sold for caslh or not; (b) cash received from the sale
of goods produced on the farmn; (c) the net receipts from sales of produce
after the advances for inputs such as feed, seed, and fertilizer are deducted;
(d) the profit for an enterprise; and (e) the profit for the farm as a whole.
'f'he use of a siingle expressioni with different possible interpretatiolns leads
to conifusion, because the context does niot always give a cluc to the
intenided meaninig.

In this chapter Neveral terms representinig various elemielts of farm income are discussed. Tlec expressioni "farm inicomie'"itself will refergenerally
to the profitkbility of the farm as a whole.

iInalnyzing Farai Einterprises
For the purpose of[ this stuidv, thie farmii is consi(lered as a firnm hi.vilig Olne

or more enterprises. lIterl-rrikcs are defined as the different subdivisionis
of the farm, eaclh usually devoted to produncihni one kind of crop or live3. Upton, Farm %fanavenzcrit in Africa, p. 8.
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stock. A farm might consist of a single citerprise or several cntcrpriscs.
One interesting phenomenon of small farms is mixed cropping, in wN?hich
several crops are grown at the same time on the same parcel of land in
such an intricate combination that it is virtually impossible to isolate the
area for each constituent crop. In such cases, cach mixed cropping combination should, for practical purposes, be regarded as one cnterprise.
Enterprise studies are important in farm incomc analysis, because they
help to explain the internal structure of thc farm as a whole and to show
the relative contribution of each enterprise to the whole organization.
Sometimes the farm as a whole might be making a good profit, but one
of its enterprises might be doing rather badly. Einterprise studies will (a)
examine the relation between individual cnterprises on a farm and their
relation to the farm as a whole; (b) assess the pr fitability of each enterprise
relative to the resources used; (c) compare the relativc efficiency of various
enterprises on the farm; (d) compare the efficiency of cnterprises on various
farms similar in type, size, and farming conditions; and (e) provide a basis
for making rational decisions about the kind and size of cnterprise, for
calculating the costs of production, and for fixing the price of farm produce.
Enterprise studies are carried out easily if farm accounts are kept. Where
these are not available, the essential data can be extracted from the standard
financial accounts supplemented by physical records, the farm diary, and
other data avalilable on the farm. Real problems arise, however, where
the farmer, particularly on small farms, does not keep proper records of
transactions on the farm. Under these circumstances it is still possible to
analyze the enterprise, but the reliability of the study will depend on the
memory of the farmer and on the skill of the analyst in eliciting the daia
and in removing possible biases.
In the typical small farm operation, family labor is usually the main
input. Cash expenditure is generally quite low and is confinied to cash
crops, Usually it is possible to trace the quantity and value of inputs and
outputs for most cash crop production. Quite often a marketing board,
cooperative, or some other marketing agency finances the crop, buys the
output, recovers the loan, and remits the balance to the farmer. In such
cases there are account statements showing the quantity and value of each
item of input and output. If the farmer fiinances a scasonal crop from hiis
own resources, expenditure on inlputs miglht be concentrated at the beginning of the season and income from output at the end.
When some of the produce is consumed oni the farm, the revenue from
sales understates production, and the value of farm output consumed on
the farm must be estimated and added to the revenuce from sales. Adjustment must be made for intermediate products, however.
Each enterprise usuallv produces a final output cither for sale or for
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direct consuminption by the farm family. 'IThe output of such enterprises is
readily indentifiable, and its contribuition to the profitability of the farm
is easily assessed. Problems arise with intermcdiate products, suchI as pasture crops or feed grains, that arc used as inlpUts for a furtlher stage of the
production process on the farm. The intermediate product may be treated
either as a separate enterprise or as an integral part of the enterprise that
uses it as an input.
Sometimes it may be useful to treat the intermediate product as a
separate enterprise. Then the cost of producing it onl the farm may be
compared with the cost of purchasing a comparable product to find out
wlhether it would be preferable to produce thc commodity or to purchase
it. T'he comparison may also indicate whether it would bc better to sell
the commodity in its intermediate stage thani to use it as an input for an
unprofitable enterprise on the farm. For examplc, a farmer may be an
efficient producer of forage, but a poor manager of livestock, and the
overall livestock enterprise may show a profit, because efficient forage
production is subsidizing inefficienit livestock husbandry. If a market cxists
for the fodder and grain produced, profits may be cnhaniced by concentrating on fodder production and discontinuing the livestock.
Enterprise income may be assessed by four differcnt mcasures: gross
output, net output, gross margin, and profit.
Farm enterprise gross output
The gross output is a preliminary measure of inicomTe. It assesses the
performance of an enteiprise puirely in terms of the benefits it yiclds without
considering the costs to produce them. 'Tfhe gross owltput of an enterprise
is calculated by multiplying the total volumc of the final marketable production by its average farm gate price. Final production normally excludes
intcrmediate products. The total volume of productioni can be calculated
either by multiplying the total arca devoted to the crop by the average yield
per unit area of marketable produce (excluding intermediatc nroducc) or
by aggregating the total amount of produce consumed on the farm and
in the home, sold, fed to labor, or given away.
When comparing the gross outputs for the individual enterprises on the
farm, the value of intermediate products would be included in the gross
output. But in calculating the total gross output for all the enterprises on
the farm, the value of intermediate products mnust bc excluded to avoid
double counting.
Generally, the farnm gate represents the point of first sale. It marks the
dividing line between income derived purely from production and income
from marketing the produce. Thus, it would be incorrect to calculate the
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Table 2-1. Gross Output of CabbageProduction for One Year
Item

Acreage
Yield per acre (tons)
Production (tons)
Farm gate price per ton (dollars)
Gross output (dollars)
Gross output per acre (dollars)
-

First
crop

Second
crop

Average

3
6

2
5
10
200
2,000
1,000

5.6
174
976

18
160
2,880
960

Total

5
-

28
-

4,880

Not applicable.

Source: Adapted from data prepared by the Agricultural Planning Unit, Ministhy ofAgriculture, Jamaica.

gross output for the enterprise by using the retail price at which the farmer
sold the produce in the village marketplace or elsewhere off the farm. In
those cases, marketing costs and marketing margins should be deducted
from the gross output calculated at retail prices to arrive at the gross output
at the farm gate price. The farm gate price is a weighted average that
accounts for the variation of prices according to the grade of produce, the
time of sale, and the market outlet. It is used to value both marketable
produce and by-products that are not sold but consumed in the home, fed
to labor, given away, or used as feed and seed.
Since it is possible to produce more than one short-term crop within
a year, a distinction should be made between gross output for a particular
season and gross output for the year. Table 2-1 shows how the gross output
of a short-term crop is calculated for the year. The area for each crop is
multiplied by the average yield to obtain the volume of production, which
is then multiplied by the average farm gate price to derive the gross output
for that crop. The gross output of cabbage for the year is the sum of the
gross output for the two crops produced during the year. The gross output
per acre for the year is derived by dividing the total gross output for the
year by the total acreage of cabbage grown during the year.
Where stocks are carried over from one production period to another,
such as in livestock production, gross output may be defined more precisely
as the difference between the closing valuation of stocks plus sales (including marketable produce and by-products consumed on the farm or
given away) and the opening valuation of stocks plus purchases. 4 Table
2-2 provides a simple hypothetical example of how gross output for a
livestock enterprise is calculated. In this example the farmer fattens steers
4. United Kingdom Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food, The Farm as a Business
(London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1958), p. 13.
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Table 2-2. Gross Output of Cattle Enterprise for One Year

Item

Closing valuation (at end of year)
plus
Sales (during the year)
minus Opening valuation (at
beginning of year)
plus
Purchase (during the
year)
Gross output (dollars)
Acreage
Gross output per acre (dollars)

Number
and kind
of cattle

Cost
(dollars)

15 steers @
10 steers @

240
280

=
=

3,600
2,800 6,400

10 calves @

200

=

2,000

15 calves @

140

=

2,100

Total
(dollars)

4,100
$2,300
'5

$ 153

on fifteen acres of impro,'ed pasture. He purchases calves weighing about
350 pounds each and costing about $40 per 100 pounds liveweight. He
sells the fattened animals weighing about 800 pounds each at the average
price of $35 per 100 pounds liveweight. He starts the year with ten calves,
which he fattens and sells during the year, and he purchases another fifteen
calves which remain in the herd at the end of the year.
In a more complex situation, the farmer could be involved in breeding
as well as in fattening. The method of calculating the gross output would
be the same as before. At the end of each year the farmer would make an
inventory of the herd and value each category of animals according to the
prevailing prices. The closing valuation for one year would be the opening
valuation for the next.
The same principle is used to calculate the gross output for a dairy
enterprise, but the value of milk produced would be add'd to the gross
output of the cattle.
In farm management analysis, gross output is often expressed in relation
to either the quantity or value of some critical input. Ratios commonly
used are gross output per acre or gross output per dollar (or other unit of
currency) of total cost, labor, tertilizer, or fuel. When expressed in such
terms, gross output provides a preliminary basis fnr comparing the relative
efficiency of an enterprise with that of other enterprises on the farm or on
other similarly organized farms.
Farm enterprise net output
Enterprise net output is derived by subtracting the value of purchased
feed and seed from the gross output of the enterprise. This measure of
5. Ibid., p. 20
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Table 2-3. Gross Margin of Cabbage Production for One Year
Item

Gross output (dollars)
Variable costs (dollars)'
Seed
Fertilizer
Fungicide
Insecticide
Gas and oil

First crop

2,880
15
318
72
45
150

Gross margin (dollars)
Acreage
Gross margin per acre
(dollars)

600

10
212
48
30
100

Second crop

Total

2,000

4,800

400

25
530
120
75
250

1,000

2,280
3

1,600
2

3,300
5

760

800

776

a. Labor was not a variable cost in this example.
Source: Same as for Table 2-1.

enterprise income is particularly significant for livestock enterprises where
purchased feed can be substituted for home-grown feed. The net output
provides a basis for comparing the use of land on livestock farms with
different feeding policies. For example, a farm relying heavily on purchased feed might reflect a more impressive level of gross output than a
similar farm relying more on its own feed production. Purchasing feed is
virtually equivalent to increasing the area of land devoted to feed production. Net output therefore provides a better measure for comparing the
productive capacity of land devc.ed to livestock production than the gross
output.

Fanm enterprise gross margin
Costs can be conveniently divided into two main groups: variable and
fixed costs. The enterprise gross margin is obtained by subtracting the
variable costs from the gross output of the enterprise,6 as illustrated in
Table 2-3. Variable costs rise and fall with the size of the output and with
the level of operation. Variable costs for items, such as feed, seed, fertilizer,
spray materials, and casual labor, can be controlled to some extent,
and are not incurred when there is no production. Fixed costs, for items
suclh as taxes, insurance, interest, regular labor, and depreciation on build6. Clifford Selly and David Wallace, Planningfor Profit (Farm Economics Branch, School
of Agriculture, Universitv of Cambridge, 1961), p. 4.
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Table 2-4. Labor Required to Produce an Acre of Cabbage for One Crop
(man-days)
Operations

Land clearing
Ploughing
and harrowing
Drilling holes
and refining
Dropping seeds
Fertilizing
Weeding and
moulding
Spraying
Reaping, cleaning,
and packing
Transporting
Total

DeNovember cember

January

September

October

5

...

...

...

..

...

5

40

...

...

...

...

...

40

...
...
...

26
7
3

...
...

...

...

...

26

...

...

7

...

...
...

9

...

12

...
..

...

20
4

15
4

15
2

...

...

...

50
10

...

...

...

...

45

...
36

...
24

...
19

7
...
33

7
...
7

14
...
164

August

Total

... Zero or negligible.
Source: Same as for Table 2-1.

ings and machines, are incurred whether or not there is production. The
concept of gross margin is particularly useful in partial budgeting and
linear programming analyses.
Farm enterprise profit
Enterprise profit is obtained by substracting the estimated total cost of
production for the enterpiise from its gross output. When the enterprise
gross margin was calculated above, the variable costs were taken into
account, but not fixed costs. Now, in calculating the enterprise profit, the
total cost of production-fixed as well as variable-must be considered.
For this purpose costs can be roughly divided into three categories: labor,
materials, and other charges. Tables 2-4 and 2-5 illustrate the process of
calculating the total cost of production. Enterprise profit is calculated by
subtracting the total cost of production from the gross output, as shown
below for the first crop of cabbage in Table 2-1:
Amount
Item
6 tons
Yield per acre
$160/ton
Farm gate price
$960
Gross output per acre
$819
Total cost of production
$141
Enterprise profit per acre
Labor required on the farm can be either supplied by the farm family
or hired. Family labor does not constitute a cost in conventional account-
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Table 2-5. Total Cost to Produce an Acre of Cabbagefor One Crop
Item

(a) Labor operations
Land clearing
Ploughing and
harrowing
Drilling holes and
refining
Dropping seeds
Fertilizing
Weeding and
moulding
Spraying
Reaping, cleaning,
and packing
Transportation
(b) Materials
Seed
Fertilizer
Fungicide
Inrocticide
Gas and oil
(c) Other charges
Contingencies
Land charges
Interest

Total

Rate and quantity

Estimated
cost
(dollars)

$2.00/square for 10 squaresab
$6.00/square for 10 squaresb

20
60

$3.50/day for 26 days

91

$3.50/day for 7 days
$3.50/day for 12 days
$3.50/day for 50 days

24
42
175

$3.50/day for 10 days
$3.50/day for 14 days

35
49

Total
(dollars)

30

526

$4.00/pound for 1 pound
$6.60/bag for 16 bags
$1.20/pound for 20 pounds
$2.00/pound for 15 pounds
$5.00/week for 10 weeks

4
106
24
30
50

214

5 percent of (a) + (b)
$20/acre annually
6 percent of (a) + (b)
semiannually

37
20
22

79

...

819

... Zero or negligible.
a. I acre = 10 squares.
b. Land clearing, ploughing, and harrowing are compensated on the basis of the amount of land
worked.

ing systems. But to estimate all possible costs in calculating the profit for
each enterprise, labor is treated as though it were all hired.
The total cost of labor can be estimated in two different ways. The first
simply adds the imputed cost of family labor to the actual cost of hired
labor. The second method estimates the time required for all operations
(Table 2-4) and then multiplies the result by the wage rate in the area
(Table 2-5). The amount of labor required to perform similar operations
on different farms may vary because of differences in the quality of labor,
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the level of skill and experience, and the incentives offered. For the purpose
of calculating the cost of production and the enterprise profit, however,
it is sufficient to use the average labor requirements on farms of similar
type and size, operating under roughly similar conditions. (Labor budgets
are discussed more fully in Chapter 5 in connection with their treatment
in agricultural project analysis.)
The cost of materials is the easiest to handle. It generally constitutes
the variable costs, which are easily identified. As shown in Table 2-5, the
cost of materials is derived by multiplying the quantities required by the
unit price of each item.
Other charges include such items as depreciation, rent, taxes, interest,
physical contingencies, and other indirect costs. The cost of production
for an enterprise does not include in full the purchase price of assets that
last longer than one production period. Instead, the value of that portion
of the asset used up for the enterprise is estimated and reflected as a charge
for depreciation. Depreciation may be calculated by several methods, the
more popular being the straight-line and the diminishing-balance. In the
straight-line method, the estimated total depreciation-the purchase price
minus the scrap value-is distributed evenly over the expected life of the
asset, and a constant amount is written off each year. In the diminishingbalance method a constant percentage is written off, and the annual
amount of depreciation decreases each year. In calculating the portion of
annual deprecation that can be allocated to an enterprise, the usage, the
cropping period, the percentage of the total farm area devoted to the
enterprise, or other relevant factors are considered.
Rent and land taxes are apportioned according to the area of the farm
devoted to the enterprise and to the duration of the crop. Where the land
is owned, a rental value is imputed at the current rental rate for similar
land. In this way, all costs are taken into consideration, and the enterprise
may be compared with other farms where the land is rented.
The cost of physical contingencies is provided in case miscellaneous
items are overlooked. It is an arbitrary figure usually estimated at from 5
to 10 percent of the cost of materials and labor.
Interest is usually defined as the paymenit for the use of borrowed capital.
Since the capital requirements of the farm may be supplied partly by the
farmer and partly by outside sources, it is usually difficult to determine
how much interest should be included in the cost. How intcrest should
be treated also depends op .lWe different purposes of a farm income analysis:
(a) If the purpose is to obtain the cost of production for an enterprise,
interest should be imputed at market rate for all costs incurred
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for the enterprise as though all the money required to produce
the crop were borrowed;
(b) If the purpose is to obtain the net farm income (discussed later
in this chapter), only the interest actually paid on borrowed
capital should be included in the cost;
The enterprise profit only partially reflects the benefit accruing to the
farm family. The farm also provides the family with employment. Large
and complex farms may rely heavily on hired labor, but on small farms
the family contributes the bulk of the labor required. In calculating the
enterprise profit for an acre of cabbage in Table 2-5, it was assumed that
all labor was hired. But if the farm family actually performed the following
functions, they would retain $381 as compensation for their labor:
Estimated
cost

Labor operation
Drilling holes and refining
Dropping seeds
Fertilizing
Weeding and moulding
Reaping, cleaning, and packing
Total

(dollars)
91
24
42
175
49
381

Thus, the total amount accruing to the farm family from the cabbage
enterprise would be the sum of the enterprise profit and the compensation
for the family labor: that is, $141 + $381, a total of $522 per acre.
Farm family labor helps small farms to survive in periods of falling
prices. For instance, if the calculations of farm enterprise profit were based
on the assumption that the farm gate price was $120 per ton instead of
$160 per tonI, the gross output would be $720 instead of $960, and there
would be a loss of $99 instead of a profit of $141. To the farmer, however,
it would mean that he is getting $282: that is, $99 less than the $381
calculated for familv labor. In other words, family labor would be compensated at a rate less than the normal wage rate. Some farmers may then
decide to change their cropping programs or to go out of production,
whereas others may accept this low rate and continue to produce in hopes
of a better price in the future. The farmer's reaction may be determined
by the availability of alternative sources of income, the reservation price
for his labor, 7 and expectations for the future.
7. The reservation price is the rate below which the farmner would prefer to withhold his
labor rather than to accept employment.
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Net Farm Income
Net farm income is the principal measure of the year-by-year profitability
of the farm as a whole. It is the reward for the labor, capital, and management contributed by the farm family during the year. In some developed
countries the farm family is defined as the farmer and his wife;8 work done
by other members of the family is treated as hired labor. But this definition
is not consistent with the cultural patterns in many developing countries,
where the farm family will include all the members of the household who
normally live on the farm, who contribute their labor and other resources
to operate the farm, and who share in the benefits from the farm.
The net farm income is obtained by subtracting the total cost for all
enterprises, except the imputed values for farm family labor and capital,
from the total gross output of all the enterprises. In calculating the items
of cost, as in calculating the gross output, adjustment has to be made for
the opening and closing valuation of stocks on hand. This adjustment
particularly affects items that are sometimes bought in bulk, with stocks
carried over from one year to the next, such as feed, seed, fertilizer,
chemicals, and fuel.
In computing the net farm income, the cost for the purchase of assets
that have a productive life of more than one year is considered relative to
their annual value of depreciation. This value is determined by the cost
of the item, the life of the asset, and the method of calculating depreciation. The value of marketable by-products is included in the gross output
for each enterprise. Subsidies and crop bonuses should be reflected in the
gross output for the appropriate enterprise, or should be added to the total
gross output if it is difficult to allocate them to the respective enterprises.
Loans are not included in the gross output, just as the repayment of loans
is not included as a cost. The total cost also includes interest paid on
borrowed capital, but not the return on capital invested by the farm family
or the compensation for family labor.
Tables 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8, illustrate the calculation of the net farm
income for a five-acre irrigated farm, based on a model proposed for the
Hounslow Irrigation Scheme in Jamaica. 9 The crop production program
for the farm is outlined in Table 2-6. The cropping intensity, which is
8. United Kingdom Ministry of Agriculture, The Farn as a Business, p. 11.
9. E;.onomic Development Institute, "The Appraisal of the Hounslow .rrigation Scheme,"
prepared by participants in the Agricultural Projects Course (Washington, D.C.: World Bank,
1973; processed).
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Table 2-6. Cropping Program
Crop calendar
Item

Peanut
Corn
Sweet potato
Corn
Lettuce
Tomato
Tomato
Red peas
Peanut

Planting

Harvesting

Acreage

January
January
January
April
April
June
August
August
October

April
June
August
October
August
October
December
December
December

1.8
0.9
1.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.8
1.8

Total acreage
Size of farm (acres)
Cropping intensity (percent)

11.7
5.0
230

Source: Adapted from data in Economic Development Institute, "The Appraisal of the Hounslow
Irrigation Scheme."

derived by dividing the total area cropped by the size of the farm, is 230
percent. The farm is divided into three plots. The cropping sequence for
these plots is given in Table 2-7.
Table 2-8 shows that the net farm income $2,470 is obtained by subtracting the total of variable cost ($1,494) and overhead cost ($750) from
the total gross output of all the enterprises ($4,714). The net farm income
represents the compensation to the farm family for their labor, capital
investment, and management of the farm.
Family labor income is the imputed value of the manual labor contributed by the farm family. This imputed value is based on the rate that
the farmer would have to pay for hired labor. In the model in Table 28, the labor of the farm family is valued at the same rate of $3.50 per day
paid for hired labor.
When the net farm income is equal to the family labor income, the
farm is just able to pay for family labor, with nothing left for management
or return on investment. When the net farm income is less than the family
labor income, the farm family would be compensated for their labor at
a wage rate lower than what they could earn if they were employed as
laborers on some other farm. In this example, the net farm income is
$2,470, giving a surplus of $895 after deducting the family labor income.
The surplus represents the compensation for the management and the
capital contributed by the family. Investment income is subtracted next,
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Table 2-7. Cropping Sequence
Plot I

Plot 2

Plot 3

Month

(1.8 acres)

(0.9 acres)

(1.8 acres)

January

Peanut

Corn

Sweet potato

April

Corn

Lettuce

Tom.;to

June

Tomato

August

October

Peanut

December

j

Red pea

Peanut

,

Source: Same as for Table 2-7.

and the residual is the management income. Investment income is calculated by imputing the same rate of interest for the family's capital as the
rate of interest paid on loans. Management income is the profit from the
farm as a whole accruing to the farm family for taking risks and performing
the managerial function.
To summarize the relation between the enterprise profit and the net
farm income, farm income analysis can be divided into enterprise income
analysis and net farm income analysis. Enterprise income analysis shows
the profitability of each individual enterprise. Net farm income analysis
is used tc calculate the profitability of the farm as a whole. In calculating
the enterprise profit, the imputed costs of family labor and capital are
included in the total cost and are deducted from the gross output for each
enterprise. But in calculating the net farm income, the imputed costs of
family labor and capital are not included in the total cost. It is only after
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Table 2-8. Net Farm Income, Family Labor Income,
and Management and Investment Income
Item

Area cropped (acres)
Yield per acre (ton)
Production (ton)
Price per ton
(dollars)
Gross output
Variable costs
Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
Stakes
Custom work

Red
pea

Peanut Corn Lettuce Tomato

3.6
1.8
0.9
1.8
1.8
0.6
1.4
4.8
6.0
0.92
2.16 2.52 4.32
10.8
1.66
400
150
150
140
400
864

378

648

1,512

664

144
150
30
54

20
65
25
15

22
63
18
42

20
130
240
130
112

68
50
32

Sweet
potato

1.8
6.0
10.8
60
648

11.7
-

4,714

-

46
-

-

-

18

-

Total
378
125
145
632 168
46
Gross margin
486
253
503
880 496
602
Overhead costs
Rent: 5 acres at $20 per acre
100
Hired labor: 100 days at $3.50 per day
350
Other charges: Depreciation, interest, repair, fuel, and so
forth
300
Net farm income
Family labor income
Farmer: 300 days at $3.50
1,050
Wife: 150 days at $3.50
525
Total
Management and investment income
-

Total

1,494
3,220

750
2,470

1,575
895

Not applicable.

Source: Same as for Table 2-7.

the net farm income is calculated that the imputed costs of family labor
and capital are deducted; the residual is the management income. The
management income for the farm is equal to the total of the profits from
all enterprises.

3

Partial and Break-even
Budgets
Enterprise analysis is essential for the proper management of the
farm. It helps to explain the internal structure of the farm by showing the
relative contribution of each enterprise to the farm as a whole. The farm
manager can use the analysis to prepare budgets that help him make better
decisions on which enterprises to expand, reduce, or eliminate; which new
enterprises to introduce; and what adjustments to make in the organization.
Basically there are two types of budgeting: complete budgeting and
partial budgeting.' The former is appropriate for a massive reorganization
of the farm; the latter, for relatively minor adjustments. Another kind of
budget, referred to as the break-even budget, is really a type of partial
budget.

Partial Budgets
The partial budget, the simplest form of budgetary analysis, commonly
is used in estimating the profitability of relatively minor changes in an
existing organization. It is a form of marginal analysis designed to show,
not profit or loss for the farm as a whole, but the net increase or decrease
in net farm incorre resulting from the proposed changes.
Generally, partial budgets consider four basic items classified as follows:
Costs
(a) New costs
(b) Revenue foregone

Benefits
(c) Costs saved
(d) New revenue

1. United Kingdom, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, The Farm as a Business
kLondon: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, t958), p. 52.
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The difference between (a) + (b) and (c) + (d) will indicate whether the
change is profitable. If (c) + (d) exceeds (a) + (b), the proposed change
would increase farm income, provided that it is technically feasible.
Partial budgets can be used when considering whether or not to introduce new inputs, enterprises, or farm practices; to substitute an input or
enterprise; or to change farm practices or marketing arrangements. Partial
budgeting is simplest when a new input, farm practice, or enterprise is
introduced. For example, a farmer may wish to test the profitability of
introducing fertilizers or crop spraying. Or he would like to find out
whether it is feasible to add a supplementary enterprise, such as poultry
or pig rearing to utilize the surplus labor on the farm. In this case there
would not be any cost saved or revenue foregone. Whether a new enterprise
is justifiable depends on whether it is technically feasible and whether the
new revenue earned exceeds the new cost ijicurred.
Technical feasibility is an essential precondition for partial budgeting,
since it is useless to test the economic feasibility of a program which cannot
be implemented or fci which the technical assumptions are not valid. To
say that a program is technically feasible means that the soil, climate, and
other physical and biological factors are conducive to the proper growth
of the crops or livestock under consideration. It also means that the managerhent can introduce the change without undu} strain on the existing
organization.
Table 3-1 presents a simple illustration of a partial budget. The objective
of the budget is to test the profitability of substituting the Sebago variety
of Irish potato with the Arran Consul variety. The basic assumptions are
as follows:
(a) Seeding rate-1, 500 pounds per acre for each variety.
(b) Price of seed-Sebago, $6.50 per 100 pounds
-Arran Consul, $7.00 per 100 pounds
(c) Land-land is rented for the duration of each crop.
(d) Labor-labor is all hired.
(e) Capital-the farmer provides all the capital.
(f) Crop period-Sebago, 10 weeks
-Arran Consul, 14 weeks
(g) Yield per acre-Sebago, 7,500 pound per acre
-Arran Consul, 10,500 pound per acre
(h) Price of table potato-Sebago, $8.00 per 100 pounds
-Arran Consul, $8.00 per 100 pounds
(i) Management-the change is technically feasible and will not
impose undue strain on the existing organization.
The new costs include all the direct and indirect costs incurred in
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Table 3-1. PartialBudget for Substituting One Acre of Sebago
with Arran Consul Potatoes
(dollars)
Benefits

Costs

(c) Costs saved
Sebago seed

(a) New costs
Arran Consul seed
Spray materials
Labor
Rent

105
16
40
12

(b) Revenue foregone
Gross output of
Sebago table
potatoes
Additional profit per acre from
Arran Consul potato

98

173
(d) New revenue
Gross output of Arran

600
773
165
938

Consul table
potatoes

840
938

Source: Adapted from data prepared by the Agricultural Planning Unit, Ministry of Agriculture, Jamaica.

producing the new variety of potatoes. For instance, Arran Consul seed
is a new cost because this particular variety was not produced before. New
costs in this case also include: (a) the cost of additional chemicals required
to spray the crop for four more weeks; (b) the cost of labor for spraying for
four more weeks and harvesting an additional 3,000 pounds of potatoes; and
(c) the additional rent for the land for four more weeks. The cost saved,
$98, is the amount that would have been spent on the Sebago secd. In
the case where the substitute is an entirely different crop, all the variable
costs for growing the original crop would be treated as costs saved. In this
example, only the variety is changed. It is assumed that apart from the
cost of the seed, the expenses for cultivating both varieties are the same
up to the tenth week. The revenue foregone is the gross output of $600
that would be earned if the production of the Sebago variety were not
discontinued. The new revenue is the gross output expected from the
Arran Consul variety of table potatoes.
The partial budget in Table 3-1 shows that the Arran Consul variety
of potatoes will yield an additional profit of $165 for each acre of the
Sebago variety that it replaces. It tells only the amount of the additional
profit expected from the change, but not the total profit for the farm if the
change is made.
The items to be included in a partial budget vary according to the
particular circumstances in each case. In the example above, land was
included because rent was assumed to be a variable cost. In the case
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presented in Table 3-2, the land is assumed to be cithier owned by the
farmer or rented oIn a long-term basis, and henec, the rent becomes a fixed
or overhead cost. Labor may also be treated differently. In Table 3-1 labor
is assumed to be all hired and therefore constitutes a variable cost; in Table
3-2 labor is a fixed cost, because the farm family presumably supplies all
the labor, and tlherefore the cost of labor will not vary regardless of the
level of production.
The partial budget in Table 3-2 tests the profitability of substituting
peanuts with red peas. The basic assumptionis are as follows:
(a) Land-the land is owned by the farmer.
(b) Labor-labor is all supplied by the farm famnily, and there are
no alternative employment opportunities otutside the farm during the production period.
(c) Management-the change is technically feasible. Red peas are
a perfect substitute for peantuts in the crop rotation. The change
will not impose undue strain on the existing organization of the
farm.
In this example the new costs include all the variable costs for producing
red peas. The costs saved are the variable costs for growing peanuts. Land
and labor are treated as fixed costs and are not inciuded in the budget.
The case would be different, however, if red peas required a longer production period than peanuts, disrupted the rotation progr.am, and led to
the sacrifice of the crop that would niormally follow the peanuts. Then

Table 3-2. Partial Budget for Substituting One Acre of Peanuts
with Red Peas
(dollars)

Costs
(a) New costs: Variable costs
for growing red peas
Seed
50
Fertilizer
30
Chemicals
3()
(b) Revenue foregone

Benefits

110

Gross outpLut of

peanuts
Additional profit per acre
from red peas

24(0
35 ()46
11l
460

Source: Same as for TabIt ;--1.

(c) Costs saved: Variable costs
for growing peanuts
Seed
40
Fertilizer
40
Chemicals
1()
(dJ New revenue
Gross output of red
peas

90

370
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the profit normally earncd from the succeeding crop would have to be
included in the revcnuc foregone.
The partial budget in Table 3-2 shows that substitutinig peanuts with
red peas would incrcase profit bv $110 an acre. The amount of additional
profit may be calculated in either of two ways:
(costs saved + niew revenue) - (new costs + revenue foregone)
= $(90 + 370) - (110 + 240) = $110.
or
(new revenue - new costs) - (revenue foregone - costs saved)
= $(370 - 110) - (240 - 90) = $110.
The second method makes use of the gross margin, obtained by subtracting variable costs from gross output. Subtracting the new costs (variable
costs for red peas) from the new revenuie (the gross output of red peas)

Table 3-3. Break-even Budget for Substituting Sebago
w,th Arran Consul Potatoes
(dollars)
Cost or
Be.efit

Item
Sebago Irish potatoes
Gross output
Sale of 7,500 pounds of table potatoes at $8.0c'
per 100 pounds
Variable costs
Hired labor
Seed
Fertilizer and spray materials
Rent
Gross margin
Arran Consul Irish potatoes
Variable costs
Hired labor
Seed
Fertilizer and spray materials
Rent
Gross margini from Sebago potatoes
Miniimum retiurn that riust be obtainied from Arran
Conisul potatoes
Price per 100 poun(ds for table potatoes = 8.()0
Break-even yield for Arran Consul potatoes = 675 . 8
acre
Souirce: Saiiie as

for TalbIle 3- 1.

600
240
98
115
30

280
105
131
42

=

483
117

58
117
675

8,438 pountids per
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gives the gross margin for red peas; subtracting the costs saved (variable
costs for peanuts) from the revenue foregone (gross output of peanuts) gives
the gross margin for peanuts. Then, subtracting the gross margin for peanuts from the gross margin for red peas gives the additional profit gained
in substituting one crop for the other.

Break-even Budgets
The purpose of a break-even budget is to estimate the maximum acceptable
level ofan item of cost given an estimated level of benefit, or the minimum
acceptable level of an item of benefit given an estimated level of cost. In
preparing a partial budget the values of all the variables are known. In
preparing a break-even budget the value of an impor.ant variable is unknown, and the purpose of the budget is to calculate the break-even value
of that variable. For example, a farmer might be interested in substituting
one variety of a crop with another, but the productive potential of the new
variety is unknown. In this case, the break-even budget could indicate the
minimum yield that would have to be achieved to make the change
worthwhile. Or, if the expected yield is known but the price is not, the
break-even budget could indicate the minimum price that must be obtained to make the change economically feasiblc.
The preparation of a break-even budget is illustrated in Table 3-3. The
assumptions are exactly the same as those for Table 3-1, except that in
this case, Arran Consul is supposed to be the new variety, and its yield
is not known. The purpose of the budget is to calculate the break-even
yield, or the minimum yield that must be obtained for the Arran Consul
variety in order to maintain at least the $117 per acre gross margin produced
by the Sebago variety.
The analysis in Table 3-3 shows that the break-even yield for the Arran
Consul variety is 8,438 pounds per acre. If the farmer estimates the average
yield to be 10,000 pounds per acre, but he is not sure about the price of
the new variety, the minimum return of $67/5 may be divided by 10,000
pounds to obtain a break-even price of $6.75 per 100 pounds. l'o this
price should be added an additional amount to compensate the farmer for
taking the risk of making the change. The amount of this compensation
depends upon the farmer, the incentives offered, and the confidence he
has in surpassing the break-even yield.

Transition to
Complete Budgeting and
Agricultural Project Analysis
Partial budgeting is appropriate when the proposed change will
have a relatively minor effect on the farm organization, or will produce
benefits within a relatively short period, say, a year. When the proposed
change will have a long-term effect, as in a comprehensive reorganization
of a farm, complete budgeting must be undertaken,
The methodology of complete budgeting overlaps with that used in
project analysis. Complete budgeting is normally associated with the analysis of a single farm, whereas agricultural project analysis is associated
with many farms, but this is a false distinction. An agricultural project
may consist of a single farm or many farms. It may also consist of one or
more enterprises on a single farm or on a number of farms.
An agricultural project may be defined simply as a specific investment
activity on a single farm or on a large number of farms, in which resources
are used over a short period with the expectation of a greater flow of
benefits to be realized over an extended period in the future. Projects have
specific beginning and tcrminating dates. They are geared to benefit particular interest groups, generally (although not necessarily) in a particular
location. In this chapter a few basic considerations which are important
in the analysis of agricultural projects are discussed.

Time Value of Money and Discounting
In both the economic and financial analyses of an agricultural project,
the changing value of money over time muist be considered because sub31
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jective considerations as well as investment opportunities generally lead
to a preference for present resources over future resources. Since the effect
of reorganizing a farm or of implementing a project is usually distributed
over several accounting periods, the time when costs and benefits occur
determines how valuable they are. The bulk of the cost is usually incurred
at the beginning of the project, and the benefits arise later. If the project
extends over several accounting periods, the values of tihe cost and bentefit
streams must be standardized to provide a proper basis for comparison.
This can be done by reducing the values to their "present worth," also
referred to as present value or discounted value.
The process of calculating the present value of a sum of money due
some time in the future is called discounting. It is the reverse of compounding. Compounding translates present cash flows into their future
values; discounting calculates the present value of future cash flows. Compounding looks from the present into the future; discounting looks backward from the future to the present.
The rate for discounting is called the discount rate. The difference in
the value of the sanie sum of money in two different periods is determined
by the discount factor. This is affected by the length of time and by the
discount rate used. At any given discount rate the value of a sum of money
becomes less and less the further in the future it is to be received. For
instance, $100 today is more valuable than $100 to be received one year
later. Also the greater the discount rate, the greater the difference will be
between the value of a sum of money in two different periods. Table 4l(a), (b) and (c) illustrates the principle of compounding and discounting,
asstuming a rate of 10 percent.
In section (a), $683 is supposedly invested for four years at 10 percent
compounded annually. At the end of the first year, the investment earns
$68 interest, so that the total amount due is $751. If this amount of $751
is invested for the second year, the total due at the end of the second year
is $826. By this process of compound growth, the original investmcnt of
$683 increases to $1,000 at the cnd of the fourth year.
This process is reversed in sections (b) and (c). If the amount of $1,000
is to be received at the end of the fourth vear, how mucth must be invested
now at an interest ratc of 10 percenrt? In other words, what is the present
worth of $1,000 due at the end of the fourth year at 10 percent rate of
interest? Table 4-1(b) shows the process of discounting by cornrletcly
rcversing the calculations for compoundinig in (a). In compoundiiig the
investment at the begiiining of each year is rmultiplied by (1 + the rate
of interest) to obtain the amouniit duLe at the cnd of the year In clisco(untinig,
the amnount due at the end of cach year is divided bv (1 + the rate of
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Table 4-1. Compounding and Discounting Principles
(a) Compounding
Year

Investment
(dollars)

1
2
3
4

683
751
826
909

Amount due at
end of year
(dollars)

Rate'

x
x
x
x

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

=
=
=

(b) Discounting-first example

Year

4
3
2
1

Amount due at
end of year
(dollars)

1,000
909
826
751

Worth at
beginning
of year
(dollars)

Rate

.
.
.
.

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

751
826
909
1,000

=
=
=

909
826
751
683

(c) Discounting-second example
Year

4
3
2
1

Amount due at
end of year
(dollars)

1,000
909
826
751

Present
worth
(dollars)

Discount
factor

x
x
x
x

0.909
0.909
0.909
0.909

=
=
=
=

909
826
751
683

a. The rate used is (1 + the rate of interest): that is, 1.00 for the recovery of principal and 0.10 for
10 percent interest.

interest) to obtain its value at the beginning of the year. Table 4-1(c) shows
an alternative method of discounting. The amount due at the end of the
year is multiplied by 0.909, which is the reciprocal of 1.10 and is the
discount factor for one year at the rate of 10 percent.
Compounding and discounting tables have been prepared to facilitate
these calculations.' Since most of these tables are intended primarily for
project evaluation, the rate of interest is assumed to be an annual rate,
and the intervals are referred to as years. Intervals other than years can be
construed by modifying the annual rate of interest and by considering the
year" columns as "period" columns. For purposes of discounting, Git1. J. Price Gittinger (ed.), Compounding and Discounting Tables for Project Evaluation
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973J.
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tinger assumes that both costs and benefits fall oII the last day of each
project year, including the first year, and so all costs and benefits in the
first year are discounted as though they arose at the end of the year. 2
The tables show the discount factors for each year at specific discount
rates. Given the discount rate, the present worth of an amount due in any
year in the future can be found by multiplying that amount by the discount
factor shown in the tables for the corresponding year. For example, to find
the present worth of $1,000 due four years later at a 10 percent rate,
$1,000 is multiplied by 0.683, the discount factor for the fourth year. The
result is $683.3
The tables can also be used to calculate the present worth of a constant
amount to be received at regular intervals for a continuous period in the
future at a given discount rate. The present worth of a constant sum of
$Z.L'
to be received for 5 years from year 4 through year 8 at a discount
rate of 10 percent may be calculated as follows:

Year

Amount
(dollars)

Discount factor
at 10 percent

4
5
6
7
8

200
200
200
200
200

Present worth
at 10 percent
(dollars)

0.683
0.621
0.564
0.513
0.467

136.6
124.2
112.8
102.6
93.4

2.848

569.6

Total

The total present worth, $569.60, is obtained by adding togethcr the
present worths of $200 each vear. But the same result may be obtained
by adding together the discount factors for each year and multiplying the
sum (2.848) by $200. The sum of discount factors is given as the present
worth of an annuitv factor in the compounding and discounting tables
(see footnote 1). 'T'he present worth of an annuity factor can be considered
as a running total of the discount factors. For instance the present worth
of an annuity factor for the fifth year at a rate of 10 percent is 3.791, which
is the sum of the discouint factors for years 1 through 5. In the example
used here, the constant stream of $200 does not start in year 1 but in year
4, and it ends in year 8. To find the present worth of an annuity factor
from year 4 to 8, the factor for year 3 is subtracted from the factor for year
8, that is: 5.335 - 2.487 = 2.848. Thus, the same result is obtained as
resulted fronm adding the discount factors for years 4 to 8.
2. Ibid, p. 129.
3. 'T'he discounlt factor is rounded to three places of decimal according to conventional

rules.
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Discounted Measures of Project Worth
Three important measures of project worth incorporate the principles of
discounting: (a) benefit/cost ratio; (b) net present worth, also called net
present value; and (c) internal rate of return.
Benefit/cost ratio
The benefit/cost ratio compares the present worths of the benefit and
cost of a project and expresses their relation as a ratio. The discount rate
used is usually the opportunity cost of capital.
Tables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 illuistrate three common ways to calculate
the benefit/cost ratio:
Discounted gross benefits divided by the total discounted
gross costs (including investment, operation and maintenance, and production costs);
Method II. Discounted gross benefits mintus production costs, divided
by the discounted total of investment, operation, and
maintenance costs; and
Method III. The sum of the discounted net benefits in those years when
gross beniefit exceeds total cost (discounted positive net benefits) divided by the sum of discounted net benefits in those
years whenl total costs exceed gross benefits (discounted
negative net benefits).4
Method I.

The tables show that the benefit/cost ratio is 1. 39 if calculated by the
first method, 1.8 by the second, and 2.77 by the third. This illustrates
one of the problems with the benefit/cost ratio: the size of the ratio is
affected by the method used to calculate it. Generally, any method that
reduces the size of the denonminator will increase the ratio.
If all the costs and benefits of a project are measurable, the benefit/cost
ratio is a useful tool for determining whether to accept or to reject the
project. The simple decision rule is to accept the project if the benefit/cost
ratio is greater than one and to reject it if the ratio is less than one.
Net present worth
The net present worth is the difference between the present worths of
the benefits and costs of a project. As in the case of the beniefit/cost ratio,
4. Colin Bruce, "Social Cost-Benefit Analysis: A Guide for Country and Project Economists to the Derivation and Application of Economic and Social Accounting Prices," World
Bank Staff Working Paper, no. 239 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1976; processed).

Table 4-2. Calculation of Benefit/Cost Ratio and Net Present Worth:
Method I. Gross Benefits Compared with Gross Costs
(thousands of Jamaican dollars)

Year

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8-15
16
17-26
27
28-38

Investment Operation and Production
costs
maintenance costs
costs
(I)
(O+M)
(P)

1,324
1,650
1,348
200
200
-

-

141
239
239
239
208
208a
208
208'
208
208c

208
208
251
440
444
444
910
915a
915
915 b
915
915c

Gross costs
(I+O+M+P)

Gross
benefits
(B)

1,532
1,858
1,740
679
683
683
1,118
1,123a
1,323
1 ,123 b
1,323
1,123r

765
765
820
1,785
1,973
1,912
2,070
2,127a
2,127
2,127b
2,127
2,127-

Total
4,722
7,514
31,270
43,506
Benefit/cost ratio at 12 percent = 13,814/9,908 = 1.39
Net present worth at 12 percent = J$13,814,000 -J$9,908,000

76,027
=

Discount
factor
at 12
percent

Present iworth
of gross costs
at 12 percent

Present worth
of gross benefits
at 12 percent

0.567
0.507
0.452
2 .247 d
0.163
0.922'
0.047
0.278'

1,368
1,481
1,239
432
387
346
506
2,523
216
1,036
62
312

683
610
584
1,135
1,119
969
936
4,779
347
1,961
100
591

8.221

9,908

13,814

0.893
0.797
0.712

0.636

J$3,906,000

Not applicable.
d. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 8 to 15.
a. Annual amount isincluded eight times in the total.
e. The present worth of annuity factor for years 17 to 26.
b. Annual amount is included ten times in the total.
f. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 28 to 38.
c. Annual amount is included eleven times in the total.
Source: Adapted from Economic Development Institute, "Field Workshop Report; Appraisal of Meylersfield Drainage Project," prepared by participants
in the Rural
Development Course (Washington, D.C.: World Bank 1977; processed), Table 8-2.
-
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the rate used for discountinig is usually the opportunity cost of capital. The
simple decision rule is to accept projects for which the net present worth
is positive. Unlike the benefit/cost ratio, it is not affected by the different
methods used in calculating it. 'I'ables 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 show that the
net present worth remains the same (J$3,906,000) whichever method of
computation is used. Being an absolute measure, the net present worth
is not effective for comparing the profitabilitv of alterniative investments.
It is an important complement to the internal rate or return, however,
particularly in comparing projects that are mutually exclusive or that have
rates of return over 50 percent. Chapter 8 deals with these cases in greater
detail.
Internal rate of return
The internal rate of return is that rate at which the present worth of the
cost is equal to the present worth of the benefi.L At this rate the benefit/
cost ratio is as close as possible to one, the net prcsent worth is as close
as possible to zero, and the sum of the positive net benefits is almost equal
to the sum of the negative net benefits. The internal rate of return is
usually found by trial and error, since there is no simple miathematical
formula to facilitate the computation. A reasonable rate at which to discount costs and benefits would be selected to arrivc at the net present
worth. If at the rate the net present worth is positive, a higher discount
rate would be tried; and if it is negative, a lower discount rate. Table 4-5
illustrates the process of the calculation. At the discount rate of 26 percent,
the net present worth is J$339,000, which means that the discount rate
is too low. At the higher rate of 31 percent, the net present worth is
-J$48,000, which means that the discount rate is too high. The internal
rate of return is therefore somewhere between 26 percent and 31 percent.
It can then be found by interpolation according to the following formula:'
Internal
lower
Difference
rate = discount + between the two x
of return

rate

discount rates

Net present worth at

lower discount rate

Sum of the two net present worths,
disregarding the signs

As shown in Table 4-5, the net present worth at the lower rate of 26
percent has a positive value (J$339,000). At the higher rate of 31 percent
the net present worth has a negative value (-J$48,000). The difference
5. J. Price Cittinger, Economic Analvsis of Agricultural Projects (Baltimore: Johns Hopkinis
University Press, 1972), p. 80.

Table 4-3. Calculation of Benefit/Cost Ratio and Net Present Worth:
Method II. (Gross Benefits - Production Costs) Compared with (Investment + Operation and Maintenance Costs)

thntis;aidh of Janiaican dollars)

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8-15
16
17-26
27
28-38

Investment
costs
(I)

1,324
1,650
1,348
-

Operation
and
maintenance
costs
(0 + M)

?1;+
() + .MI)

Discount
factor at
12 percent

Present
worth of
(1)+ (O +m)
at 12
percent

Gross
benefits
(B)

1,182
1,315
1,060
152
135
121

765
765
820
1,785
1,973
1,912

208
208
251
440
444
444

557
557
569
1,345
1,529
1,468

0.893
0.797
0.712
0.636
0.567
0.507

Discount
factor at
12 percent

141
239
239
239

1,324
1,650
1,489
239
239
239

0.893
0.797
0.712
0.636
0.567
0. 507

208

208

0.452

94

2,070

910

1,160

0.452

-

208'

208'

2.247d

467

2,127'

200

208

915'

1,212'

408

0.163

67

2,127

-

208'

915

208b

1,212

2 . 24 7d

0.922'

200
-

192

208
208c

2,127b

408
208'

0.047
0.278'

19
58

2,127
2,127.

9 1 5b

1 ,212 b

-

Total
4,722
7,514
12,236
8.221
4,862
76,027
Benefit/cost ratio at 12 percent = 8,768/4,862
1.80
Net present worth at 12 percent = J$8,768,000 - J$4,862,000
J$3,906,000
Not applicable.
a. Annual amount is included eight times in the total.
b. Annual amount is included ten times in the total.
c. Annual amount is included eleven times in the tota'.
Source: Same as for Table 4-2.
-

Production
costs
(P)
(B)- (P)

915
915c
31,270

12212
1212
44,757

Present
worth of
(B)- (P)
at 12
percent

497
444
405
855
867
744
524
2,723

0.163

198

0.922'

1,117

0.047
0.278f

57
337

8.221

d. The present worth of an annuitv factor for years 8 to 15.
e. The present worth of annuity factor for years 17 to 26.
f. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 28 to 38.

8,768

( '\ AIPLF

between the two ratcs is 5 percent: the difference between
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the net presclt

worths is J$387,000. lIcnce, the intermal ratc of returnl = 26 + 5 (339,000
387,000) = 26 + 4.38 = 30.38, cr 30 percent to the niearest rotunid
number.

Since the internal rate of return derived bv interp .dtion is soimietimes
overstated, it should be clhecked by repeating the calcuLlationi for the niet
present worth at that rate, as slhowIn in the last two coluIIIIIs in Iable 45. If the internal rate of returni is correctedlv estimated. thc result of that
calculation should be close to zero. Bccause the rate of returnr is rotunded
to the nearest whole number, however, the net present worth is seldom
exactly zero at that rate: that is, the presenit worth of the benefits is seldomii
exactly equial to the present worth of the costs at the initerpolated internial
rate of retirn.
Oine of the maiin criticisms of the internal ratc of retuirn is that the
calculation is tedious. An explanation of how the process maybhecsinplified
has becn developed by Schacfcr-Kehlniert.
Thle internal rate of retuirn has distinlct advantaaes over otlher discouinted
measurcs of project worth. First, its calcutlationi does n-ot depernd o)n asstuImlptioIns aboutt the opportuniity cost of capital. Second, tunilike tllc net
prescnt worth, it is a relative measure that can be used to comlpare th-c
profitil)ility of projects. 'Ilhe rate of returnr

represents thc average ratc of

interest at which a project pays back the in. estmceuit ovcr its lifetimie. It
therefore is a criterioni for comparinig alternlative iiivehet iit opportitlics.
'Ihlis sttudy will Use the internal rate of returLn as thil principal measure

of project worth. Tle World Banik also uses it to gauge the projects it
finanices. 'Ile internial rate of retturn calculated from a finanicial analvsis
is called the internal finiancial retirnl or the finanicial rate of rettrni, to
distinguish it fronm the initernal economiiic retuirn or the ecollomllic rate of
retuirn calculated froin an ecoIIomiiC anlalysis.

The rate of return has certaini limiitationis wlich apply equally to the
financial and the econonmic analysis. TI'Iese limiitationis are discussed in
conjuniictioni witlh economiiic analysis irn C(hapter 8.
The simple decision ruile in tllis case for choosing projects for irmplemenitationi is to select those with an ccouuounie rate of rcturnl hiigher thian
the opportuLnity cost of capital. Wlhere resoturces are limited, projects are
first raniked accordiuug to thf economic rate of retuirn. But tllat is not an
enld in itself. Projects are never selecte(d oni tli c basis of the economfic ratc

of returni alonic. For onie thliig, the rate of return (like other imcasurcs of

6 Walter Schlaefer-Keliiiert, "Ilow to Start ani Internal Rate of Retuirni Calculation," 1.1-l
Coturse Material, CN-3() Washington, I).C.: WVorl(l B}anlk, ]78; procssed).

Table 4-4. Calculation of Benefit/Cost Ratio and Net Present Worth:
Method III. Positive Net Benefits Compared with Negative Net Benefits
(thousands of Jamaican dollars)

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8-15
16
17-26
27
28-38

Investment Operation and Production
costs
maintenance costs
costs
Gross cosw
(I)
(O+M)
(P)
(I)+(O+M)-+(P)
1,324
1,650
1,348
-

-

200
-

200
-

-

141
239
239
239
208
208a
208
208b
208
208'

208
208
251
440
444
444
910
915'
915
91 5'
915
915c

1,532
1,858
1,740
679
683
683
1,118
1,123'
1,323
1,123b
1,323
1,1232

Gross
benefits
(B)
765

765
820
1,785
1,973
1,912
2,070
2,127a
2,12-7
2,127b
2,127
2,127j

Total
4,722
7,514
31,270
43,506
76,027
Benefit/cost ratio at 12 percent = 6,117/2,211 = 2.77
Net present worth at 12 percent = J$6,117,000 - J$2,211,000 = J$3,906,000
-Not applicable.
a. Annual amount is included eight times in the total.
b. Annual amount is included ten times in the total.
C.Annual amount is included eleven times in the total.
Source: Same as for Table 4-2.

Net
benefits

Discount
factor at
12 percent

Present worth
of net benefits
at 12 percent

-767
- 1,093
-920
1,106
1,290
1,229
952
1,004a
804
1,004
804
100

0.893
0.797
0.712
0.636
0.567
0.507
0.452
2.247'
0.163
0.922'
0.047
0.278'

-685
-871
-655
703
731
623
430
2,256
131
926
38
279

32,521

8.221

3,906

d. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 8 to 15.
c. The present worth of annuity factor for years 17 to 26.
f. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 28 to 38.

Table 4-5. Calculation of Net Present Worth and Internal Rate of Retum
thosu)ands of Jamaican dollarsi

Year

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8-15
16

Gross
costs

Gross
benefits

1,532
1,858
1,740
679
683
683
1,118
1,23a
1,323

765
765
820
1,785
1,9 3
1,912
2,070
2,127a
2,12
2,127
2,127

17-26

1,
123b

27

1,323

28-38

1,123

Total

43,506

Net
benefits

-767
-1,093
-920
1,106
1,290
1,229
952
1,004d
804
10047
804

2,127C

1,004

76,027

32,521

In-ernal rate of return = 26 + 5 [(339)/(38-i]
Net present worth at 26 percent = J$339,000
Net present worth at 31 percent = J$48,000
Net present worth at 30 percent = J$13,000
Benefit/cost ratio at 30 percent = 1,669/1,656
a. Annual amount is included eight times in the total.
b. Annual amount is included ten times in the total.
c. Annual amount is included eleven times in the total.
Source: Sa,me as for Table 4-2.

Discount
factor at
26 percent

0.794
0 630
0.500
0.397
0.315
0.250
0.198
0.643d
0.025
0.086e
0.002

0.007,
3.847

Present
wvorth at
26 percent

-609
-689
-460
439
406
307
184
646
20
86
2

7
339

Discount
factor at
31 percent

Present
worth at
31 percent

Discount
factor at
30 percent

0.63
0.583
0.445
0.340
0.259
0.198
0.151
0.431d
0.013
0.040'
0.001

-585
-637
-409
376
334
243
144
433
10
40
1

0.769
0.592
0.455
0.350
0.269
0.207
0.159
0.466'
0.015
0.047e
0.001

-590
-647
-419
387
347
254
151
468
12
47
1

0.002f

2

0.002f

2

3.226

-48

3.332

30 percent

1
d. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 8 to 15.
e. The present worth of annuity factor for vears 17 to 26.
f. The present worth of an annuity factor for years 28 to 38.

Present
worth at
30 percent

13
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Table 4-6. FinancialAnalysis for the Farm Family: Broiler Production] Model
(thousands of Philippine pesos)
Item

(a) Inflows
GrossxXi'e of production
Loan ret pts (90 percent of
investrr nt)
Total
(b) Outflows
Investment costs
Cash operating expenses
Debt service
Total
(c) Farm family net benefit
(a - b)
(d) Farm family net benefit
without project'
(e) Incremental farm family net
benefit (c -- d)

Without
project

_

Year I

With project
Years 2-7a Years 87-10

167.81

302.05

335.61

335.61

167.81

73.46
375.51

335.61

335.61

143.46
143.46

81.62
232.41
4.41
318.44

288.14
17.87
306.01

288.14

24.35

57.07

29.60

47.47

24.3 5

24.3 5

24. 35

24.3 5

-

32.72

5.25

23.12

-

-

288.14

Internial financial rate of return for the farm family = > 50 percent
-

Not applicable.

a. Data in thcse columns arc for eacil year of the period.
b. From the first column for item (c).
Source: Adaptcd from World Bank, "Appraisal of the Sccond Livestock Projcet-Philippincs," 1070-PHI
(Washinigton, D.C., 1976, proccssed).

project worth) mav not be precise because of faulty estimiatles or because
of the impossibility of quantifying or valuing items of cost and benefit.
Also the rate of return is only onc criterion. Oth!or importanit considerations
inclulde income distribution, creation of employmncit, travIsnlissi!iln of
technology, institution buildinig, regional development, enviro imenIal
protection, and defense. Social and political considerations sometimes
exert a more powerful influence than the economic.
Thiere is no single format for presenting thIcalc
uCliosrloof the finanicial
and economic rates of return, but there are obvious advantages in adopting
a systenm that sets out clearly the bases for the calc1ilati-)l-.
Table 4-6
prcselits a sample of one system. 'IThis formiiat is modified for the calculation
of the economic rate of return.
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Net Benefit with and without the Project
The focus of agricultural project analysis is oIn the project's incremental
net benefit stream. As showrn in Table 4-6 the incremental net benefit is
obtained by subtracting the net benefit without the project from the net
!enefit with the project. Thle net benefit without the project r resents
what the farm family would earn if the project were not implemcnted. It
is equivalent to the opportLnity cost for the labor, managemnenit, and
existing capital (including land) contribtuted by the farm family. The incremental farm family net benefit, wlhiclh is the surplus accruing from the
project, is composed of two elements: (a) the return of capital to recover
the investment made in the project, and (b) the retturn to capital to compensate for the use of the farm fanmily resources invested in the project.
One of the most important principles in project analysis is to compare
the situatioin with the project againist the situation without the project.
The situation before the project is not compared witlh that after the project.
"Before the project" suggests an historical point in the past before the
implementationi of the project; it does not allow for assumilptionis about the
future in the abseince of the project. F'or some projects in areas where the
level of productivity has been hiigh, productivity cotuld bc expected to he
stable, and the net benefit without the pro'cet to be as constant as in past
years. The example in Table 4-6 slhows a constant niet beniefit for the farmn
family (24,3 50 pesos) without the project. In suclh cases, it might be argued
that it makes little difference whether the term "before the project" is used
instead of "without the project." But this approaclh overlooks an importanlt
principle.
Situationis do arise where the net benefit without the project does not
remain constanit. EvenI if the project were nIot implemented, productivity
could increase because of earlier inniovationis or other investm-rent ac[tivitv.
To say "before the project" and to assume that the nct benefit wotuld
remain constant would bc to overestimate the value of the project. Conversely, in analyziiig a proicct wlhere the area is sufferinig from impeded
drainage, prodllctivity would probably decrease if the project were not
implemented. To assume that the net benefit would remaini constant
without the project would understate the value of thie project. I'his sitLationl
iS illustrated in 1F'igure A-1 1whichl
,
shIows the projected gross values of
produiction with and withiout the Upper E4'gypt drainage project. 'I'he justification for the project should nlot be based merely oni the area betwceel
the with-project cturve anid the value of crop productioni at the iniceptioII
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Figure 4-1. Upper Egypt DrainageProject:
Projected Annual Value of Crop Production in the Project Area
Using Average Farm Cate Prices from 1967 to 1971
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Bank, "Aopraisal of Upper Egypt Drainage Proicet," 8-a-UAR (a restrictedcirculation document) okvashington, D.C., 1973; processed).

Source: World

of the project (EE20. 5 million), but on the total area between the withproject curve and the without-project curve for the life of the project,
When it is expected that the farm family net benefit without the project
would not remain constant, a separate table should be prepared to show
the projection of the inflows, outflows, and the farm fanmily nct bencfit
without the project for the period corresponding to the life of the project.

Project Life

I

The life of a project is usually relatcd to the pro(huctive life of the major
assets. For example, the broiler production model in 'Fable 4-6 has a
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project life of ten years, which is the estimated prodtuctive life of the
poultry houses. Generally, agricultural project analysis rarely covers more
than thirty-five years, although the productive life of the assets might last
longer than fifty years. For examiiple, Figure 4-1 assumiies that the life of
the Upper Egypt drainage project is thirty-five years. Thlis does not necessarily mean that the irrigation system would become obsolete thirty-five
years later. The limit was set at thirty-five vears only becatuse the discount
factor would become so small bv theni that the present worth of the incremental net benefit stream would be too insignificanit to have anv effect
on the internal rate of returni.

Budgets for Land, Labor,
and Capital in
Agricultural Project Analysis
Complete budgeting or agricultural project analysis involves many
stages. One of the first steps is to define the objectives, but not just in
such broad terms as increased food production, introduction of soil conservation measures, provision of irrigation and drainage facilities, crop
diversificationl, or import substitution. They should be translated into
quantitative targets, for example, to produce a certain quantity or value
of the commodities, to develop certain acreage, or to settle a certain
number of farmers eaclh year. Quantification of the objcctives is crucial
for the preparation, implementation, and evaluation of a project. It is
equally important to prepare an inventory of available resources, taking
into consideration the physical constraints and institutional restrictions
that will be imposed on the project. Budgets should be prepared for each
resource to coordinate demand and supply, to plan for efficient use, and
to test the feasibility of the project. Resources may be conveniently divided
into three broad categories: land, labor, and capital.
Land
Land serves two basic functionis. It provides the space for production to
take place, and it is the repository of the physical, chemical, and biological
properties of nature. T'he different aspects of land to be considered for a
project should include the location, soil, climate, vegetation, topography,
and supply of terrcstrial water.
46
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Location determines the soil and climate of the project area. It also has
a decisive effect on the acce.sibility of the project area, thic comminunication
facilities, the marketing opportuniities, the supply of labor and other inputs,
and the general attractiveniess of the project to the participatilng farmers.
The location of a project, particularly the ihitive adx%aitages anid disadvantages of the site, shlould be carefully described.
'The soil and the climate are the twonmost importanit factors that determine thie limits of crop and livestock productioni. 'I'lTe descriptioln of the
soil should iniclude details regarding classification, structuire, textture, topograplhv, pf1, fertilitv, profile, deficienlcies, dcgree of erosion, drainage,
and depth of water table. Recommendations o)n soil maniagenment should
also be made. Climate is definied as "the average course or coniditionis of
the weather at a particular place over a period of many years as exhibited
by the absoltute extremes, uleains, anid frequencics of given departures froml
the means, of temperature, winid velocity, precipitation, and other weather
elements," Descriptioni of the climate should cover the clemeniits imlentionied in this definiition, as well as seasoinal iiiForiaUtioi relatinig to hours
of sunlight, lenigth of the growing seasoni, and the history of floods, drouglht,
or other natural phenomiiena that could seriously affect production.
The inventory of lauid resources shotld also shiow the total area of the
project, the arable acreage, the types of land use patterns anid farminig
methods, the physical yields for each
'l]dercrop and livestock entcrprise
different seasonal conditions and levcls of II.idiidgClciil1. anid the inifltuenice
of institutionial factors (suclh as land tenutire arraiigeinwills and ilnheritanice
laws) on farm fragmenitationi and levels of productivitv. 'I'hc more comprehensive an invenltory, the easier it is to prepare the budget for land.
A budget for land resources is necessary to select cropping sequences
and combinationis that wvill yield the optilmumta level of incormie in a particular cenvironment anid withini the scope of a particuilar project. If the
project is designed to produce a single crop, the invenitory of land resoutrces
will indicate whether the -onlditiomis of the project area are favorable for
producing thiat crop. Quite ofteni the ovcrall objective of a proicet is to
prodtuce a widc range of crops. Thlenl a decisioni has to ble iade oni the
kinds of crops to grow, the acreage to be allocated to each crop, anid thc
cropping sequienlce. Final aniswers canniiot be provided uintil the budgets
for all factors of productioni are prepared and(l iunitil thic co)sts and returns
for alterniative prodliictioni systemis are analyzed. Preliminary an%wers
miav
be obtained by coonsiderinig alternative rotationial progranis.

1. W'ebster's Third Internationtal Dictiornarv, I'hilip Babmhcck (ed.), 7tl ed. (Springfield,
Mass.: G. and C. Merriam, 19661.
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Rotational cropping usually has significant advantages over monocropping. Crops grown in combination or in a partictular seqtuence often have
a beneficial effect onl one another. An effective crop rotational program
would prevent soil erosion, maintain soil productivity, help soil drainage,
and control weeds, diseases, and pests. It will allow for soil-building crops
frequently on each field and will select the crops most adapted to each
type of soil. It will spread labor, machinery, and power ovcr the season,
and will adjust to rainfall limitations and nmoisture needs. It will also lessen
risks and uncertainties, provide livestock feed and cash incorme, and use
the land for the most profitable crops. 2
A rotational program provides a useful framework for long-termi planning, but it should not be an inflexible constraint. Like any otlher plan,
it merely provides the blueprint for systematic managemiienit. Unexpected
clinmatic conditions may occur in particular seasons, or the demand anid
supply for particular crops may change, makinig it necessary to modify the
rotational program from tinmc to time.
Valuing land in financial analysis
Land is valued differently in financial analysis and in economlic analysis.
But in both cases the calculation is based on the form of tenure anid
whether or not transfer of ownership is involved.
If a tenant farmer rents land to participate in a project, the anilual rent
he pays will be shown in the finiancial analvsis as an ouLtflow each year
during the life of the project. If the farmer has rented and used the land
before the proicct has begu,ll the annlual rent would be reflected in the
outflow streams with and without the project. If the land is made available
to the farmer free of charge, no cost would be shown.
Where the farmer purchases the land to participate in a project, a transfer
of ownership is involved. If the full price is paid in one installment, the
actual amount paid will be shown as an outflow in the year in wlhich
payment is to be made. If the price is paid by installmenits, the annual
payments will be reflected as outflows as they are made.
Where the land was prcviously owned bv the farmer, there would be
no transfer of owners1 .ip, nor any paytlieiit to purchlase or rent the land
for the project. But an estimate would have to be made of the opportuinity
cost or the inicome the family gives Up by usinlg the land differently from
the past. If the farmer were niot earninig an income from the land, there
would be no inlcoeic foregonie. If the farmler had rented the land to someone
2. Earl 0. Hleady and liarold R. Jensen, Farm Management Economics (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-EIall, 1954), p. 122.
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else, the annual rent he used to receive would be the iniconme foregone.
If the farmer used the land himinsclf, he would bc the owner-operator, and
the valuation of the land would be the annual income the farmer normally
expected to receive from it without the project. In Tablc 4-6, Chapter 4,
the farm family net benefit without the project represents the opportunity
cost: the income the farm family gives up by transferring the use of the
land to the project. It is the return for the farm family's land, labor,
management, and existing capital. In subtracting the farm family net
benefit without the project from the farm family net benefit in each year
of the project life, the opportunity cost of the farm family's land, labor,
management, and existing capital is at the same time taken into account.
An interesting case for analysis is the sharccropping arrangemient, in
which the landlord and tenant use the land jointlv and share both expenses
and the resulting crop. Usually the landlord provides the land, management, and other inputs, whereas the sharecropper supplies labor and pays
for some operating expenises. Prodtuction is proportionally shared betwcen
the landlord and the sharecropper according to the tcrms of the arrangement.
Finanicial analysis can be prepared for either the sharecropper or the
landlord or both, sinice they share in the inicome and expenises of thc farTn.
If it is for the sharecropper, the land can be valued in two different ways.
In the first metl-hod, the tenianit's share of the expenses wotuld be shownl as
outflows and his shiare of productioni as inflows. In the second method,
the total value of prodtuction fromii the farm could be cntered as inflows,
but the lanidlord's sharc of production would be an outflow in licu of rcnt.
If the analysis is for the landlord, tlle land would be valuied in a way similar
to that for anl ownier-operator, but onily the landlord's shiare of expenses
would be outflows and his slhare of the income would be inflows. If the
total valtue of productioni were slhowin as an inflow, the tenianit's slhare of
production would have to be shown as an outflov.
Valuing land in economic analysis
In preparinig the econIomllic anialysis, lanld is valued at its true economic
cost or at the net value of productioni forcmgoc. 'This net valtuc woulld be
the market price if tlherc were a perfect market for land. As Gittinger puts
it, "In this perfect imiarket we wouild be indiffercnt if we chose to valtue
lanil at its purchase price, at its rental value or at the value of its inet
conitribtutioni to productioni; cach wotuld be equivalent to the other.
heI'lic
3. J. Pricc Gittinger, Economic Analysis of .AgriculIural Projects (Baltimilore: Joliiis Ilopkitns
University Press, 1972), p. 16.
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market for land, however, is far from perfect. Speculative expectations or
other considerations, such as social prestige and personal security, sometimes have stronger influence on the market price than thie land's net
contribtution to prodtuction.
Where the project does not involve a clhange in land owniership, the
economic value of the land is the net value of production foregone. Thlis
value would be calculated in the same way as in a financial analysis, but
the items of cost and benefit would be valued at shadow prices, wlhich are
discussed in Chapter 8. Where a change in land ownership is involved,
the purchase price might overstate the true economic cost. It might then
be necessary to eol-imate the annual income-earning capacity of the land.
In the absence of precise data, the annual rent for similar land may be
taken as a reasonable estimate. If the land was lving idle, the true economic
cost would be zero. If the land was used for some pturpose, such as for
pasture or recreation facilities, asssessment of the benefit from such use
would be the basis for estimatinig the income foregone or its opporttunitv
cost.
Valuing land-a summary
The rules for estimating the value of land in agricultural project analysis
are summarized below. In finanicial analvsis, costs and beinefits are nieas-

ured at market prices; in ecoInomilic analysis, at slhadow prices.
Condition

Financial analysis

(based on market prices)

(a) Owner-operator on land
purchlased with the
project.

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

Use purchase price.

Economic analysis

(based on shadow prices)

tJse annual incomeearning capacity or
anntual rent for
similar land. (If the
land was idle, the
rent would be
zero.)
Owner-operator on land
Value of land
Value of land
owned with and without
incluLded in farm
included in net
the project.
famnily net benefit
beniefit witlhotut the
withlotut the project.
project. (If the land
was idle, the value
would be zero.)
'I'enanat rentinig land witlh
Use rent paid.
As in (a), above.
the project.
Tenant renting land withl
As in (c), above.
As in (b), above.
and withlout the project.
Tenant operating land free No cost.
Ass in (a), above.
of cost with the project.
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Condition

Financialanalysis
Economic analysis
(based on market prices) (based on shadow prices)
(f Tenant operating land free No cost.
As in (b), above.
of cost with and withlout
the project.
(g) Land purchased witlh the
For land'ord, use
As in (a), above.
project and operated
purchase price; for
under a sharecropping
sharecropper, show
arrangenment.
reit as zero and
sharecropper's
portion of income
as an iniflow.
or
Show landlord's share
of income as a cost
and total
production as
inlflow.
(h) Land operated under a
For landlord, as in
As in (b), above.
sharecropping
(b), above; for
arrangement with and
sharecropper, as in
without the project.
(g) above.

Residual value of land
Calculating the residual or salvage value of land at the end of the project
raises some interesting issues. Unlike other assets, which depreciate in
value over time, land may appreciate in value. This increase in value
should be reflected in both financial and economic analysis. It is important,
however, to differentiate between the increase which would accrue even
without the project and that which would accrue solely because of the
project. To reflect an increase in the residual value of land that could
accrue even without the project would overstate the project's benefits. To
correct this, it is necessary to estimate the residual values with and without
the project, calculate the net residual value, and then enter it as an inflow
in the final year of the project. But the estimate of the internal economic
or financial rate of return is generally not affected by the residual value
of land or of any other asset, except in cases where the life of the project
is very short, where the residual value of assets is very large relative to the
net benefit stream, or where the internal rate of return is very low.

Labor
Labor is the most substantial input contributed by the farm family in most
agricultural projects. Land is usually made available to farmers on a freehold or leasehold basis by the government or project authority. Most of
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the capital is often provided through grants, loans, and subsidies; the
farmer's contribution from his own resources rarely cxc eds 20 percent of
the investment. But the farm family invariably supplics most of the labor
on small farms. In many agrictultural projects in developing countries, the
size of the farm is often directly related to the acreage the family can
manage.
Since labor constitutes such an important part of the family's contribution, it should be examined carefully in planning agricultural projects.
Some of the neccssary information can be obtained from census reports
and sample survey data provided by government statistical agenicies. It is
often necessary, however, to carry out additional surveys to obtain specific
information about family labor and thc probable sources of hired labor.
In estimating the supply of family labor, the analyst needs detailed information about the nerrbers of the houschold, such as their age, sex,
educational background, professionial experience, preferences for crop and
livestock, and the number of hours they are likely to work on the farm in
different periods of the year. In estimating the probable sources of hired
labor, the analyst needs information oni the surrounding area as to the
usual sources of employmcnt, the seasonal pattern of unienploymient,
transport facilities, and wage rates. Thle more data the analyst has on the
quantity and distribuition of family and hired labor, the easier it will be
for him to prepare budgets to test the technical and cconomic feasibility
of alternat;ve farnming programs.
Measuring labor productivity
To prepare these budgets, the supply of labor must be aggregated. 'This
would be relativelv sinmplc if labor were homogencious. But the quality of
labor varies according to the worker's age, sex, health, nutritioni, and
experience; the level of technology; and the niature of the work. Many
analysts use a common measure, the man-day, which is based on the
amount of productive work that the average adult male worker can perform
within an eight to ten hour day. Some analysts have also derived conversioni
factors to express labor performed by womeni and clhildren in terms of
man-days. These coinversion factors are usually based onI comparative wage
rates and assumptions about the productivities of differcnt types of labor.
For example, Yang's system 4 coniverts woman-days and child-days into
1
man-days by assigning a ratio of: 2 child-days = 1.25 vNni.in-days
man-equivalent day. But these attempts at standardizatioin have not becn
i\nuntlaacncnt !unv'i'stigatinns (Romiie: 1'ood and Agri4. W. Y. Yanig, Methods of Farm
cttltural Organizationi, 19 65), p. 61.
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universally accepted. In his study of small-scalc farming in Jamaica, Edwards decides not to use conversion factors to adjust labor; hlis reasoning
is:
If conversion factors were to have been helpful rather than misleading
they would have to take account of more than age and sex characteristics of the workers because capacity of work differs even between
two persons of the same age and sex. But adjusting the labor used on
eacth farm on its own merits would have involved making numerous
value judgments of doubtful validity. For these reasonis it seemed
preferable to add together the actual hours of work undcrtaker. by
different people. This measure has the virtue that its limitations are
obvious. 5
In his study orn Zaire, 6 Tollens contends that "in the final analysis, any
conversion of female and child labor to man labor units is arbitrary." He
believed that women in Zaire were as efficient as men in the types of work
performed. Therefore in his analysis he adopted the scale proposed by
Spencer,' whereby children from seven to fifteen were assigned a weight
of 0. 5 and women a weight of 1. 0.
Experience throughout the world has shown that it is a fallacy to assume
that a woman's effective output is always less than a man's. Besides, work
assignments on the farm are highlly specialized. Some jobs are assigned
to women not merely because they are "a woman's work" in the derogatory
sense, but because a woman's pr6ductive capacity at such jobs has proved
to be greater than a man's. An interesting photograplh is presented in
Kyeyune Sseiitongo's study on the farming system in the high altitude
areas of the Ankole district in Uganda. 8 The picture shows the outcome
of a contest between a farmer's wife and a male extension worker in
harvesting finger millet. Th-e malc extension worker lost the contest both
in terms of the quantity harvested and the quality of the product. Ssentongo's comment is: "you just cannot beat a professional." His study also
5. David Edwards, Economic Study of Small Farming in Jamaica (Kingston Univcrsitv
of the Wcst Indies, Institute of Sicial and Economic Research, 1961), p. 345.
6. Eric F. T)ollens, "Problems of Micro-Economic Data Collection on Farms in Northern
Zaire," WVorking Paper, no. 7 (East Lansing, Michigani: Department of Agricultuiral Economics, Mlichigan State Utnikersit%, June 1975; processed), p. 18.
7. Dunstan S. C. Spencer, "Micro-Level FarmiiMaiagci-miit and Productioni Econonmics
Research Among 'T'raditioinal African Farmers: Lessons from Sierra Leone," African Rural
Employment Paper, no. 3 (East Lansing, Michiganl Dcpartmenit of Agricultural Economics,
Michigan State University, 1972; processed).
8. Kyevune Ssentongo, "An Economic Survey of the I igh Altitude Areas of Ankole"
(Uganda Ministrv of Agriculture, Forestrv and Cooperatives, 1973; processed), p. 24.
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shows that it usuallv takes 179 hours to weed an acre of finger millet. Of
this work, the farmer puts in only 7 percent; the wife, 75. The rest is
contributed by clhildren and hired labor.
On balance, therefore, there is little justification for distinguishinig between male and female adult labor on the farm. Significaint differences,
of course, would justify making a distinctioni, as in the case of child labor.
But it is both convenient and reasonable to aggregate male and fenmale
adult labor in the same wav, without applying a conversioni factor to the
latter.
Labor budgets
Thle supplv of adult labor is relatively evenly distribtuted througlhout the
vear. 'T'he demand for labor varies, however, with different enterprises and
fluctuates widely with the seasona, beinlg heaviest in the plantinig and harvesting periods.
The farmer will try, if possible, to select a variety of enterprises as a
hedge againist uLncertaintv. Hie will try to distribute ccvnly the demiaInd for
labor, provide a steady flow of income, or secture a beneficial rotational
program. He will arranlge the enterprises either in combiniationi or in
sequence; in either case there is the risk of bottlenecks from overlapping
or improper phasiing. Labor budgets provide a solutioni to this problem.
The budgets, which are based on the labor requiremciits of eachi crop,
compare the aggregate demaind for and supply of labor on the farm.
Labor as a resource is the amouiit of work performed by pcople, not
just the people themselves.' It should be considered as a flow resource
rather than a stock. Unlike capital, it cannot be stored. Labor that is not
used one day is not available on the next. TI'herefore labor budgets should
ideally be prepared at least oII a daily basis. This is how the farmer operates,
but it would be impractical for project analysts. As a compromise, labor
budgets are usually prepared on a mointlhly or seaso)nal basis. Comparison
of the aggregate nmontlhly supply of and requirements for labor on the farm
will reveal the periods of deficits and surpluses. Stupplementarv enterprises
can be introdticed to utilize surplus labor as long as their gross margins
are positive and their managemenit is teclhically feasible.
If the familv caninot suipply all the labor needed for the eniterprises, there
are several optional remnedies: modify the size of some enterprises, vary
the cropping scquenece, or hire labor oIn a castual or full-time basis dependiing on the length of the period or on the nature of the deficit. In
9. Mlartin Utpton, Farm Management in Africa (London: Oxford
p. 126.
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mnaniy counltries iniformal arranigements arc adopted to help farmners overcome seasonal dcificits or to tackle particular jobs that necd to be donie
expeditiously. Thesc arrangemiients inclutde the riglit to use lanid, buildings,
machinery, or animals in licu of wages; "miorninig sport," wherc farmiers
in turn provide a feast and cntertainmcnit at the cnd of a task on the farIII
as compenisationi for comiiiinal lal)or; anid "day for day," where the farmer
is obliged to stupply hi.s ownii lal)or in exchlanigc for similar lhclp obtaiined
from other farmers.
TI'he inforiimationi on the labor requiired for the ciitcrprkisc is derived froml
labor profiles prepared for each centcrprisc oni the farmii. For collvcilicilce
and easier aggregation, these profiles arc based oni Unlits of land measurement, such as one acre, onie feddani, or one lhectare, 0 T'hev slhow the
nutmber of nmii-da vs.,. reqtuired for eachi operation in eachi mointh for the
duration of eachi cro>. 'I'he data are ustually derived fromii obscrvaiionsl by
extensiorn officers, research ecxperience, farm rccords, and informial survevs.
Labor requiremIenlts for simnilar operationis on differc t farmls tistuallv vary
because of the worker's age, sex, lhcaltlh, nutritioni, and imcotivatioll, or
because of soil conditionis. Significant differences also occur uinder different
levels of mechanizationi, anid therefore it is customary to prepare separate
profiles for each level. Where the farrm Uses farin machinery pools or has
certain tasks performed on contract, thesc operationis shotuld be showni
separately in the labor profile, sinice thev do not make tise of the labor
generally available on the farm.
Labor force surveys provide data relating to famiiily comiipositioni and( the
contribution of eachl family Ineml)er to produictive labor. In the context
of agticultural project analysis, prodtuctive labor refers to the lulml)er of
hoturs each fanil ineimber is able anid willing to work on ani inlcoImleearinlg activity included in the project. 'I'lits, it normiiallv excludes timc
for leisture, employment outsi(ie the farm, and any othcr activity thlat does
niot directly contribute to the otutptut of the project. In estiliatinig family
labor, allowance miust be mnade for illniess in the family, schlool aItteim ildacc
housework, leisure, domicstic and social coiimmiitmiienlts, emplovment out-

side the farm, and other purstuits that are niot related directlv to activities
on the farm which carn incomiie. Separate budgets should be prepared to
reflect demiand anad stupplv withouit the project anid atdiffcrecit stagesdt dmrimg
the life of the project, so that it may be dlctcrllli[lc(l wshetlher the farm
family can cope with the revised farm program anid whLat ouitside labor
mlight be required.
'I'ables 5-1 to 5-6 illustrate the preparation of labor profiles, uising data

10. 1 feddan = 1.138 acrts; I hectarc

-

2.47 acres.
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derived from studies on the cost of production conducted in Jamaica.
These profiles will then bc aggregated to prepare the labor budget in Table
5-7. It is assumed that two rotational programs are practiced on the fouracre farm, each rotation covering three crops in the year, as shown below:
Rotation B: two acres

Rotation A: two acres
Irish potato (January to April)
Watcrmelon (May to August)
Lettuce (September to December)

Carrot (January to April)
Peanut (May to July)
Tomato (August to December)

Each crop program may finish a few days before or after the end of a
calendar month, or may start shortly before or after the beginning of a
calendar month. But for the sake of convenicnce, it is assumed that its
beginning and end coincide with calendar moniths.
In this illustrai>,-, labor is sUpplied by contract (eustom work), by hired
temporary labor, i-id by the farmer aind his wife. The farmer works twentyfive days a month. I'he wife contributes up to thirteeni days a month.
Hired temporary labor supplies the balance.
Labor profiles for each of the six crops in the rotational program show
the operations, the source of labor, and the number of man-days required
cach month for one acre of the crop. Since tvo crops are produced each
month, eacih crop on two acres, the total labor required for tihe four-acre
farm is obtained by first adding the requirement for each acre of thc crops
and then by doubling the sum, as shown in the labor budget in 'T'able 5-7.

Table 5-1. Labor Profile for Irish Potato, Rotation A
Gperations
Land clearing
Ploughing
Refining
Furrowing
Planting and fertilizing
Weeding and moulding
Spraying

Reaping

Source of
labor

Labor requirement (man-days)
January February March April Total

Conitract
Contract
,ontract
Contract
Farm
Farm
Farm

6
15
12
10
10
...

...

Farm

Total

...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...
...

4
2
...

53

6

4
...4

6
15

...

12

...

...

10
10

...
...

4
6

10

10

10

73

Ncate: Arca = I acrc; duration of clop = 4 months.

... Zero or negligible.
Source: Adapted from data prepared bv thc Agriculttiral Plamninig LUnit, .liistu nf.%grit

iltureF. Jam1aica.
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Hired labor is supplied to make tip the difference between thc demand
and the total supply from custom work, the farmer, and his wife.
The labor budget shows that the farm depends heavily on outside labor
during May and between August and Januarv. If outside labor were not
available, the farm program would have to be modified stubstantially.

Table 5-2. Lator Profile for Watermelon, Rotation A
Operation

Land clearing
Digging holes and
moulding
Fertilizing
Staking (to mark holes)
Planting
Weeding
Spraying
Reaping
Total

Source of
labor

Labor requirement (man-days)
July August Trotal
June
Mlay

7

Contract
Farm

7

...

...

10

10
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm

1

...

6
8
...
...
32

...
10

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

10

...
8
8

2
8
52

1

1
...
...

1

11

1
6

...

8

Note: Area = I acrc: duration of crop = 4 mnorntlis
... Zero or negligib!e.
Source: Same as for 'lable 5-1.

Table 5-3. Labor Profile for Lettuce, Rotation A
Labor requirement (man-days)
Operation

Ploughinlg
Refininig
Plantinig
Fertilizing
Weedinig and monulcling
Spraying
Reaping

Novem- DecemSource of September
her October ber
labor.

Contract

Contract

Farm
Farm
Fari
Farm
Farm

'Total
Note: Area = I acre; duratioti of crop - 4 mnontlis.
.. , Zero or negligible.

Source: Satne as for l:able i-1.

...
...
...

...

1() 1()
1
1

I

...
41

...

...
...
...

15
15
10(

15

...
..

15
10

..

1

...

...

'Total

...

...

...
15

20
2
15

11

11

15

78
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Valuing labor
In valuinlg labor for project analysis, it is iiiiportaiit to distir-guish between familv labor and luire(d labor. Thle famli]y is niot norinallv paid a
wage, ancd family labor is not treated as an itemIl of cost in farm accomn(hling.
Hired labor (wlether ini the formi of cuistomn, ob, or piece work; or fulltime, part-time, permanienlt, or temporarv emplovmlent), however, is included in the cost. In fiinancial or ecoinoicii anlalysis, this mcthiod is

Table 5-4. Labor Profile for Carrot, Rotation B
Source of

Operationi
Land clearing
Ploughlinlg
Refitning
Planting
Fertilizing
Weeding
Reaping

labor

Labor requirement (man-days)
January Februar Mlarch April Total

Contract
Contract
Contract
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm

Total

6
15
12
1()

6

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
15

...
...

...

...

...

...

6

3(0
6

49

15

10

6

80

I

5

...
...

...
...
...

10

...

15
12
i0

1

Note: Area = 1acre; dturation of crop = 4 moniths.
. . Zero or negligible.
Souice: Samc as for Table 5-1.

Table 5-5. Labor Profile for Peanuts, Rotatiotn B
Operation
Ploughinlg and harrowing

Furrowiing

Planting and fertilie.inug
Weeding and moulding
Spraying
Harvesting

Source of
labor

Labor requirement (man-days)
May
June
July
Total

Contract
Contract
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm

15
10
5
4
...
...

...

...

15

...
...

...
...

10

6
2

...

1
12

10
3
12

34

8

13

55

Total
Note: Area = I acre; duration of crop = 3 montils.
... Vero ornegligible.
Source: Same as for'l'able 5-1.
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maintained, but withl one important modification: the principle of opportunity cost is applied to reflect the valuc of faiimily labor.
FAMILY LABOR. 'I'lTc opporttumitv cost of familv labor is thc inlcomiie from
the next best alternative that is foregonie bv participating in the project.
Generally it is incorporated in the farm familv net beniefit without the
project if the familv operates the farm full-tirimc without the project. If
participation in the project necessitates anl increase in family labor on the
farm so that income carned outside the farm was either reduced or eliminated, however, any income sacrificed should be added to the farm famnily
net benefit without the project to reflect the full opportunitv cost of family
labor. Thle same principle would apply in valuing labor from a family that
was not previouslv engaged in farming. Market prices are used to estimate
the income foregone in financial analvsis; shadow prices are uised in economic analysis.
It has been mentioned before that the farm family net benefit withotit
the project represents the family's reward for investinig their land, labor,
management, anid capital in activities they wouLld engage in without the
project. Tlherefore wheni the farm familv net benefit witlhout the project
is subtracted from theinet benefit stream flowinig fronm the project, the
opportuniity cost of famiily labor is automatically taken into considerationi.
TI'he resulting inlcremienital farml familv net benefit stream represenits thc

Table 5-6. Labor Profile for Tomato, Rotation B
Labor requirement (man-days)
Operation

Source of
Sep- Octo- No- I)eAugust tember ber vembercember Trotal
labor

Ploughl Wing
Digging holes
Fertilizing
Planting
Weeding and mlouldinig

Contract
Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm

15 ...
...
...
...
5 ...
...
...
...
6
...
...
...
...
6. ...
...
...
...
...
10( ...
...
...

Staking

Farmi

...

Pruning
Spraying
Reaping
Gradinig atid packinig

Farm
Farm
Farmi.
Far..I

.i..

...
............

Fotal
Notez Area - I acre; durationi of crop
.. Zero or itpliejl'It
Source. Samtle as for Fable 5- 1.

.

32
S montms.

10
4

28

15
5

6
f6
1(0

...

...

...

4

10
3

...
...
2(1
1(

...
...
10
5

20

30

15

13

30
15
118

Table 5-7. Labor Budget for the Farm
(man-days a month)
Labor demand and supply
Labor demand-1 acre
Irish potato, Rotation A
Watermelon, Rotation A
Lettuce, Rotation A
Carrot, Rotation B
Peanut, Rotation B
Tomato, Rotation B
Total demand-two acres
Total demand-four acres
Labor supplv
Custom work (contract)
Farmer
Wife
Hired labor
Total supply-four acres
... Zero or negligible.
S rurce: Same as for Table 5-1.

Janu- February ary March Apnl May June July

Au- Sep- Octo- No- Degust tember ber vembercember Total

53
6
4
10 ........
...
...
...
...
332
11
...
... ...........
...
49
15
10
6
...
...
... ....
........
34
8
... ............
...
...
102
21
14
16
66
19
204
42
28
32 132
38

...
1
...
...
133
...
14
28

8
...
...
...
32
40
80

...
....
4...1
...
...
28
69
138

...
...
11
...
...
13
24
48

...
...
11
...
...
30
41
82

...
773
...
52
15
78
...
80
... .55
15 118
30 456
60 912

152...
...
...
25
25
25
25
13
13
3
7
14
4
...
204

42

28

32

64
25
13
30

...
25
13
-

...
25
3
..

30
25
13
12

60
25
13
40

...
25
13
10

...
25
13
44

...
25
13
22

306
300
130
176

132

38

28

80

138

48

82

60

912
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return for olnly the capital invested in the project but niot for farm family
labor, management, or land.
In preparing a financial analysis, hired labor is simply
valued in terms of the market wage rate. In an economic analysis, however,
This
it is valued at its opportunity cost, also called the shadow wage.
the
in
employed
labor
the
that
conitribution
opportunity cost reflects the
wages
Market
society.
in
elsewhere
growth
project could make to economic
often differ from the opportunity cost because of minimum wage laws,
union representation, social conventions, employer's attitudes, and othler
elements of imperfect competition in society. These influences may not
be strong in the market for agricultural labor, but when there is a high
level of unemployment in the society, a new project can absorb labor
without reducing the level of production elsewhere in the society. Thus,
as
many economists argue that the opportunity cost of labor is perhaps
economic
an
for
labor
valuing
In
low as zero in developing countries."
analysis, skilled labor must be distinguished from the unskilled, unemployed labor from the underemployed and the fully employed, and slack
season labor from the peak season.
Valuation of skilled labor in developing countries for the economic
analysis presents little problem. Skilled labor is almost always in short
supply, so that the market wage rate is generally a good reflection of its
true opportunity cost. Unskilled labor presents considerable difficulty,
however, and each situation must be jtudged on its own merits. 'T'he onily
possible generalization is that the opportunity cost of unskilled labor is
likely to be somewhat less than its market price, but it is debatable whether
it is as low as zero, as some analysts contend. If unskilled labor is fully
employed without the project, it is valued at the market wagc rate; if it is
underemployed without the project, it is valued at the wage rate for the
peak season multiplied by the nutmbers of days when labor is critical; if
it is unenmployed withotut the project, it is valued at the cost of bringing
labor to the project. Such costs may include transport, housing, or otther
incentives that might have to be provided, and should be included among
project costs in the economnic analysis. If the labor would be unemployed
without the project, the shadow wage rate usually wotuld be close to zero.
HIREI) LABOR.

11. See Stephen J. Ettinger, "Nigeria: The Opportunity Cost of Rural Labor," rescarch
H1.
paper prepared for the World Bank (Washington, D.C., 1973; processed); also Charles
Agriculture:
in
UJnemployment
"Dis,giiscd
Eicher,
K.
Carl
and
Anschel,
C. Kao, Kurt R.
A Survey," in Carl Ficher and Lawrence Witt (ed.), Agriculture in Economic Development,
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), pp. 129-44.
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Valuing labor-a summary
The rules for valuing labor in agricultural projects are summarized
below:
Condition
Family labor

Family on farm full-time
without the project.

Financialanalysis
(based on market prices)

Economic analysis
(based on shadow prices)

The opportunity cost of Same principle as in
labor is incorporated
financial analysis.
in the farm family net
benefit without the
project, which is to be
subtracted from the net
benefit stream with the
project.
Add off-farm income
Same principle as in
foregone to farmfinancial analysis.
family-net-benefitwithout-the-project.

Family not on farm fulltime without the
project; increased
family labor input
required with the
project.
Family not operating the Deduct estimated income Same principle as in
farm without the
foregone from the farm
financial analysis.
project but engaged in
family net benefit
other income-earning
streamn witlh the
activities.
project.
Hired labor
Skilled labor.
Use market wage rate.
Use the market wage rate
as the shadow price.
Unskilled labor
Unemployed without
Use market wage rate.
Shadow wage rate may
the project.
be close to zero, but
include costs necessary
to attract labor to the
area.
Fully employed
Use market wagc rate.
Use the market wage rate
without the project.
as the shadow price.
Underemployed
Use market wage rate.
Use wage rate for peak
without the project.
seasons multiplied by
the nurnber of days
when labor is scarce.
Capital
The word "capital" has ntumerous definitions, but in this study it is
only
necessary to distingguislh between two conIcepts of capital: as a physical
resoturce and as a fiinanicial resoturcc.
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Budgeting capital as a physical resource
As a physical resource capital compriscs thosc goods that produce other
goods. Capital goods include such items as plant, machinery, buildings,
and breeding anirnals. 'T'hey are distinguislhed from raw materials, sUCch
as fertilizer, seed, and chemicals, w,hich are coinmoily called nioncapital
goods. Capital goods usually have a longer productive life thaii one production period. In the process of production the capital good is progressively worn out or depreciated. In conventional accounting, whichi shows
the annual net profit of a firm, expenises include onily the anntualized value
of depreciatioii, n(ot the full cost of the capital good.
T'he distinction betweeni capital and nonicapital goods is miainitainied in
agricultural project analysis. But all items, whether capital or noncapital,
enter directly inito the cost stream in the vear whein the expenditure is
cxpected. It is niot necessary, therefore, to include deprcciationi as an itemll
of cost in either finanicial or economriic analysis. To incltude it would be
double counting.
The nature of the land, the composition of the labor force, the ehoice
of enterprises, and the size of the operation will deteriminle the tvpes and
quantities of required inputs. 'or proper planninig, resource budgets should
be prepared for eachl of the maini cnterprises, for representative farm ulnits,
and for the total project. T'ley should be preparcd on a montlhlv or at least
quarterly basis to reflect the scasonal requLirements of the farm.
Resource budgets expressed in physical quaiitities rather thian value
usually cover such items as transport, maclhinery, tools, equipniciit, fertilizers, chemicals, and other inlpUts procured from off-farm sources. But
the success of manv projects has been jeopardized becatuse of the lack of
planning for the supply of inlpUts produced on the farnm, suIch1 as seedlings,
suckers, cuttinigs, weaners, calves, in-calf heifers, and other intermiediate
goods, In some projects these items are produced in central 'nurseries or
research stations, witlh the project authlority beinig responsible for their
procuremienit and distribution to the farmers. In other projects farmers are
expected to Imiakc their owIn arranlgeineilt. In too mainy projects, however,
there is no clear policy, so that neither the project authority nor the farmer
is responsible for ensturinig that inptuts are available in the neccssary qouantities anid at the proper timle and place.
Conipreliciisivc budgets shotild show the sclhedtulinig of the phvsical
input.s requiired for the project, for each cnterprise on1the farmii, anid for
the farm as a whole. 'T'hev shotuld ind(liclte what items will be needed,
whICII they will be nededol, anid hIow thev will l)e sulpplied. Rcepommsibility
for the procuireniciit of inputs shiouildI be cle;arly defined, anid the farimiers

Table 5-8. Budget for FinancialResources for the Farm Only
Item

Janu- February ary March April May June July

Cash inflows
Produce sales receipts
Livestock sales receipts
Land sales/rent receipts
Other sales receipts
Grants, susidies, gifts in cash
Loans
Other cash inflows
Total
Cash outflows
Cash farm operating expenditures
Livestock purchase expenditures
Machinery purchase expenditures
Land purchase/rent expenditures
Farm taxes paid
Loan interest paid
Loan repayments
Other cash expenses
Total
Surplus
Deficit
Positive balance
Negative balance

Au- Sep- Octo- No- Degust tember ber vembercember Total
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and the project authority should coordinate constantly during the implementation of the project.
Budgeting capital as a financial resource
The monetary concept of capital relates to the flow of financial resources
into the project. They enable the farmers wlho participate in the project
to acquire goods and services required to produce the projected output.
In common practice they are generally referred to as fixed or working
capital, or as long-, medium- or short-term capital. Thley are usually
derived from sales, loans, grants, gifts, subsidies, or equity participation.
In agricultural project analysis, three types of financial budgets are
required: a budget to calculate the financial rate of return; a budget to
calculate the economic rate of return; and a budget to test the liquidity
of the project. Thie last is particularly important in the early life of the
project. Some confusion arises because these budgets are sometimes called
by a conmmon name, cash flow. But the rules for treating finanicial resources
in these three types of budgets are different.
The financial rate of return determines the return on the investment
by each project enitity. Thuis, in calculating the rate of return on the farnm
family's investment, the farnm family's contribution of capital is not included as an inflow. The excess of the outflows over the inflows reflects
the farm family's contribution. All other financial resources outside the
farnm-such as grants, loans, and subsidies-are treated as inflows in the
year they are expected.
The economic rate of return determines the rcturn to the whole society
on all resources commniitted to the project, regardless of cquity participation.
In economic analysis, it is assumned that all the resources uscd in the
project belong to someone in the socieiy. Thus, neither inflows of loans
or grants nor outflows for debt servicing awe reflected. This treatment will
also apply for foreign loans that could be used for other projects in the

country. 12

The third type of finiancial budget, which reflects a project's liquidity,
can be callcd the budget for financial resoturces. It shows only market
transactions that affect the amouLnt of cash a farm would have at its disposal
in different periods. It translates the budget for labor and physical resources
into financial ternms and makes it easy to compare cash inflows and outflows
in each period. For subsistenice and semisubsistence farms where most of
the output is consurmed in the home, this type of budget is particularly
useful. For exanmple, in preparing the financial analysis to obtain thc
12. G ittinger, Economic Analysis of Agricultural Projects, p. 69.

Table 5-9. Budget for FinancialResources for the FarninHomeComplex
Item
Cash inflows
Produce sales receipts
Livestock sales receipts
Land sales/rent receipts
Other sales receipts
Grants, susidies, gifts in cash
Cash income earned outside farm
Loans
Other cash inflows
Total
Cash outflows
Cash farm operating expenditures
Livestock purchase expenditures
Machinery purchase expenditures
Land purchase/rent expenditures
Farm taxes paid
Loan interest paid
Loan repayments
Household expenses
Family taxes paid
Other cash expenses
Total
Surplus
Deficit
Positive balance
Negative balance

Janu- February ary March April MWay June July

Au- Sep- Octo- No- Degust tember ber vembercember Total
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finaincial rate of returni, the gross valtuc of productioii is derived bv mlutltiplying total productioin by farm gate prices. BuIt this valuie overstllcs the
cash inflow, sinlce total prodtictioni inicluides portions that are coislumiiied
in the hIoIIIe. Simiiilarlv the reittal value of the farnm is included, bult it is
niot a caslh inflow. 'I'litis, to shiow thc actual cashi positioIl of the farnm, it
is IlecesmmB to prepare a separate financial btudgct.

Projections for cash and creclit transactions arc uistually Tnade anniually.
But annuilal projections invariably mask imbalances that occulr durinig the
year. This coii.idcraIioii is particularly ij'' ')rtanit in planininig agricultural
projects that involve excessivc cxpenditure at the beginniilng of tllc project.
Ideally the hudget for finanicial resources should show projections for the
sotirces anid Uses of fuinds oC)a monotlylv basis at least for the first tlhree
years, dependinig on the nature of the project.
In cases whlere hlousehold (2XpCITh1C can l)e scparated from farmn opcrations, a l)udget slhould be prepared for the farm only. Thle itemls to be
entered for each monitlh of the year are iisted below. 'I'his budget, which
shoulcl reflect the caslh and credit transactionis relatinig onilv to the farm,
will include in the inflows only that portioni of otutput cxpected to be sold,

revenuiie from otlher sales, acnd the farm familv's investmiienit, loans, grants,
anid subsidies to be received in cash, as showwn in 'Iablc 5-8.
IThc illtterdepedellce between the farnm as a business and tlle farml as
a hiomc is sometimies so strong on scmisubsistenice farms, lhowever, that
it is virttually impossible to separate the two ftunctions. ThelfiTnanicial resources of thie family arc often used to Im1eet business expenses, and the
financial resources of the business are often cllaIicled inlto private lhoulsehold expcnditures. Manv dcvelopment projects havc been jparclprdizedl
because project planniers and governmlienlt adlnhiinistrators, failing to appreciate this fact, did niot forestall the dissipation of farmii dcvclopmelnt funds
on houselhold expceIses. Where the farm and the holmie cannot be differentiated, a budget for the faricc/lhomne complex should be prepared. This
budget shlouild include income earned outside the farm and family living
expenses, as showni in 'I'able 5-9.
A surplus or a deficit represents the differclice betweenl caslh outflows
and inflows of each production) pcriod, wlhichi may be miionthlv, (qllartellv,
annlually, or anv other perio(l necessitLited by the nature of the project.
A positive or a IeReative balance reflects tlce ciiiiicilativc caslh position from
the beginniilg of the project up to thc cnd of cach period. It inlcorporates
surplus and deficits for all previous periods.
A iegat ive balance wolIldI ii)djicate that add(itio0ial cred(it or fin1ancinlg
is nicc.INary to mlect exp( IIses tip to the end of the period. It does n(ot
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indicate that the farm is necessarily operating at a loss. 'I'o determine the
profitability of the farm it is necessary to calculate the net farni income,
as illustrated in Table 2-8.

6

Farm Models
An agricultural development project is sometimes designed specifically to produce a certain amount of a particular crop or livestock.
Quite often, however, projects have indirect objectives that involve land
reclamation, soil conservation, irrigation, drainage, pasture development,
or measures for increasing productivity, introducinig new enterprises, or
expanding crop or livestock production. These projects range from the
simple to the complex, from the production of a single crop to that of
different crops, of different livestock, or of crops and livestock combined.
A project is not always located in a single geograplhic zone having
homogenous physical resources and economic and social infrastructure.
Even within one geographic area, there may be considerable variation in
soil types, size of farms, production systems, quality of management, or
other important factors. If the project consists of a singlc farm, one set of
budgets for the factors of production would be sufficicent to plan the rotation
system, to calculate farm income, and to project the value of inflows and
outflows over the life of the project. But if the project consists of several
farms, a single set of budgets may not be adequate to represent the characteristics of the different farms in the analysis of the project's technical
feasibility and its profitability. When the farms are similar, ope of them
may be selected as a representative; but when the farms are diferent, they
should be separated into relatively homogenous groups, withini which only
minor Xvarialionis exist. These groups would form the bases for farm models.
A farm model is a simplified representation of a farm. It is used to typify
the different kinds of farming situations that may be found in a project
and serves two important fuinctions: to facilitate analysis of the project's
effect on the various groups of participating farmers, and to prepare for
the aggregation of the project's total costs and benefits.
The number of models that should be prepared for each project depends
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on the characteristics of the particuLlar proicct. It could be
as large as the
number of farms in a project, because I1o two farms are completely
alikc.
But tlbis would be impractical in a largc project. If the project
takes place
on existing farnms, the type of farrinlg system, the size of
the farm, and
the level of maniagement will help to deternmine thce nulmber
of models.
If the project is to develop a nlew area or to settle farmers
in a nlCw area,
the planner would have conitrol over the number of models
depending
upon the resources availablc. Quite ofteni the very nature
of the project
will indicate the number of mocdeles necessary. lor example
if a livestock
project involves different groups of farmnc to produce beef,
nmilk, eggs,
broilers, and pork, it would
nccs.sary J-, desigrn a separate model for
-ach component. Or if the sizes or the inicome level. arc
significantly
differcent in each group of farms, sepa,ate muodels would be
necessary to
reflect not only the various kinds of production, but also
the different
levels of management. Then if each farm combines different
kinds of
enterprises, it WoUl.J be necessary to design enough modcls
to reflect the
combination of enterprises according to the size of the operation
and the
type of management.
The preparation of models is perhaps the most iiuportaiit
feature in
planning agrictultural projects. Each model cmbodies the
assumptions
about the productive capacity of the farrns it represents. Thre
data for each
model are arranged in the fornm of the variouis budgets discussed
in earlier
chapters. 'Tlhe budget for land shows wlhat and hr)w Imiuchl canl bc
prodtuced;
the labor btudget shows wlhetlher fanmilv labor will bc aIdlc;iiatc
for tllc
productiorn program and wvhat additional labor miglht be hiired;
the bLudget
for physical resources indicates the inpuLts requlired for the project.
Based
onI these budgets, the btudget for finanicial resources can bc prepared,
and
the financial analysis for each model can be uiidr:rtakcii.
In preparing the financial analysis for each model, a crutcial
task is
projccting production over the life of the project. Proiccting
crop production, which is usually related to thc land area, is quite straightforwaTd.
Projecting livestock production, whiclh is relatcd to the numniber
of the
producing units and their prodtuctive capacitv, is sometimes more
difficult.

Crop Projections
The World Bank's Tamil Nadu agriculttural credit project in
IndiaI provid!s a good example of thl, tise of crop production imodels
in project
1. ' Id Bank, "'I'amil Nadu Agrictilttiral Credit Project-India," PA-81a
(a restrictedcirculatioin document) (Washington, D.C., !V71).
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analvsis. This project was designCdL to enable farmers in two maini geo-

graphic regions to invest in miiior sclhemlles for irrigation, lanid levelinig,

drainage, and meclhaniization. 'T'hc first region, consisting of the coastal
plain with sedimentary soils, has ani averagc annuilal rainifall of abotit 200
millimeters (8 inches); the seconid region, a cenitral plateauimainly with
red soils oni crvstalline rock formationis, has about 800 iiiilliiliiters of rain.
Thie type of irrigation development, wlhiclh was onle of the project's maini
elements, depended oni the geology. Filter points and tuibewells \ cre coincentrated in the areas of sedimenitary soils; duLgwells (or opCII wells), in the
areas of crystalline rock. Landc was levclcd only within the commiiand areas
of sturface irrigation schemies, wlhere watcr could be controlled and distributed evenly. Farimi meclhaniizationi was introduiced in certaini areas for
faster and more timely cil[ivationi and higlher cropping intenisities.
Six models were desigred, representinig the differeint soil strtuctures and
the various kinds of iiiestrnieits in the project. Model I: investmient in
filter point oni five-hectare farms witlh sedimncitarv soils in the Caulver
Delta; model II: shallow ttubewell oni ten-lhectare farms in a sedimenitary
area of Soutlth Arcot; m)odel III: me(editum tubewell oni ten-hectare farnis in
a crystalling rock area; model IV: einergized dugwell on five-hectare farmls
in a crystalling rock area; model V: land-levelinig oni five-lhectare farms
with black-cotton soils; and model VI: mieditum-size tractor with inmplemnents Onffiftecn-lhectare farms witlh full irrig.'[ioii in a crvstalling arca.
Table 6-1 shows the crop area and yield for each of these models, both
without the project and at its full developmenlt. 'T'his table provides fturther
justification for the preparationi of the separate mnodels, because the essential features vary a great dcal, whetlher in terms of the kinds of crops
grown, the area devotel to each, the croppiing intensity, or the levels of
yield. Only models I anid II wcre growing similar crops, but the area for
each crop in rnodel II was twice that in imodel I. Only model III lhad
chillics, and only modei IV incluided sorglhtum. Sugarcane was initrodduced
with the developmeent program in the model V farmi. In model VI the
area devoted to ssugarcanie was expanded in the programn.
In preparing, >nrm-i
miodels, the analyst shfouild be careftul to recfl

t what

the farmer is likely to do, not whlat hie should do. Especiallyw hen planninig
f(; semisubsistence farm.s, the stromig interdLllndencee
CC between the farm
anld thie liome and its effect on decisionimakinig should alwvays be rnmembered, If cropping programis are chanlged, newN crops are introduced, or
new praictices are to be adopted, it mu1LlSt be remiemnbcred that adjustmllenit
takcs time anid that people adapt at diffcrenit rates. T'lhesc rates are affected
bv the niature of the calnL;ge, the family's nleeds for caslh, the farmer's skills,
his cxpectations about mlarkets, the availbibility of inlptstS, or the effTeciveness of tlEc extenision program. In genieral, the tilICe n]eeded to initroiLice
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Table 6-1. Crop Area and Yield for the Tamil Nadu Farm Models
Area (hectares)
Model

I. Filter point
Ist crop paddy
2nd crop paddy
Single crop paddy
Pulses
Maize
Cotton (seed)
Total
Cropping intensity
(percentage)
I1. Shallow tubewell
1st crop paddy
2nd crop paddy
Single crop paddy
Pulses
Maize
Cotton (seed)

Total
Cropping intensity
(percentage)
III. Medium tubewell
Maize
Pulses
Oilseeds
Chillies
Paddy
Total
Cropping intensity
(percentage)
IV. Energized dugwell
Sorghum
Oilseeds
Pulses
Paddy

Total
Cropping intensity
(percentage)

Without
project

Full development

Yield (tons per hectare)
Without
project

Full developmert

1.0
1.0
2.5
0.5
0.5
...

2.5
2.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5

2.5
2.0
2.5
0.4
2.0
...

3.2
2.6
3.0
0.6
5.0
1.0

5.5

7.0

-

-

-

-

110
2.0
2.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
...
11.0
110

140
5.0
4 0

2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
14.0
140

2.0
3.0
2.0
...
...

3.0
2.0
3.0
1.0
3.0

7.0

12.0

70
1.0
1.5
1.0

120

2.5
2.0
2.5
0.4
2.0
...

3.2
2.6
3.0
0.6
5.0
1.0

-

-

-

-

2.0
0.4
0.8
...
1.5
-

-

0.8
0.
0.4

...

2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0

3.5

6.0

-

70

120

5.0
0.6
1.2
1.2
2.6

...

-

3.0
1.2
0.6
2.6
-
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Table 6-1 (continued)
Area (hectares)
Model

V. Land-leveling
Pulses
Paddy
Oilseeds
Cotton (seed)
Sugar cane
Total
Cropping intensity
(percentage)

Yield (tons per hectare)
Without
project

Full development

0.4
2.0

..

1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0

0.5
...

0.6
2. 5
1.2
1.0
100.0

4.0

6.0

-

-

-

-

Without
project

2.0
1.0
...

1.0

80

VI. Mcdium-size tractor with implements
2.0
Pulses
6.0
Paddy
2.0
Maize
3.0
Oilseeds
2.0
Cotton (seed)
3.0
Sugar cane
18.0
Total
Cropping intensity
120
(percentage)

Full development

120

...

1.5
8.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0

0.65
2.8
4.5
1.2
1.0
95.0

0.65
2.8
5.1
1.3
1.1
105.0

22.5

-

-

150

... Zero or negligiblc.
-

Not applicable.

Source: Adapted from World Bank, "Tamil Nadu Agricultural Credit Proicet-India."

a new crop is longer than that needed to improve old crops familiar to the
farmer. Permanent tree crops with long maturation periods will take longer
to rcach full development than short-term crops. Similarly, crops susceptible to pests and diseases are delicate to manage and will require more
time to reach full development than more resistant crops. The full effect
of changing a rotation program, introducing an irrigation scheme, or
bringinig additional land under cultivation cannot be felt fully until several
production seasons have elapsed. In certain projects, total productioni may
even decline for a time as farmers adjust to the new crop or to new
practices, or as land is taken out of production in the changeover process.
Two critical indexes that exprcss the rate of adjustment are projections
for the land area to be brought into the project each year and projectionls
for yields. Projecting the land area to be improved each year is relatively
sirnple; it depends on the resources of the project staff and assumptions
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about the farmers' rate of adaption. Projecting yields. which are influenced
by the interaction of maniy factors, is far more difficult. Some of these
factors are physical and biological; others are affected by humani behavior,
Because of the variety of these influences, a wide range of yield levels may
exist even within a particular area that has a unifornm basic factor, sucI
as soil type.
Projecting yield levels even oInC year in advancc is a difficult propositionl,
so the problems of making projections over the life of the project can be
wcll imagined. Three pitfalls, in particular, should be avoided: (a) assuming that current yields will remain unchanged during the life of the project;
(b) using unadjusted data derived from expcrimental stations; and (e) projecting futLre yield by extrapolating past trends.
The assumption that yields will remain unchanged during the life of
the project could introduce fallacies. The first fallacy presumes that yields
have already reached the maximnumrl levels and cannlot be increased by
introducing new technology or otlher improvemenits in the projcct, thus
underestimating the effects of the project. Trhe second fallacy assumes that
conditu,ns in the project area could not deteriorate if the project were not
implemented, thus underestimating the value of the project. The third
assumes that prodUctiVity in the area could not possibly be improved
without the project, thus overstating the benefits of the project. Clearly
each situation must be judged on its own merits anid models should be
constructed to reflect the changes in productivity wvith and without the
project. Then the incremiental benefit expected from the project's implementation can be assessed as accuratelv as possible.
Unadjusted data from experimental stations are misleadinig because thcse
stations are operated under conditions that approximate the ideal. Farmers
rarely, if ever, achieve the sarme results. SoIIme analysts think that the
maximum to be achieved under field conditions is from 50 to 60 perecnt
of the results from experimenital stations. Results from dcmonstration farns
in the project area are closer to real life; nevertheless, these farmns often
receive considerably more care and attentionr from the farmer and extcnsion
officer than do crops in normial field conditions.
If the analyst projects future yield by simply extrapolating past trends,
he has failed to consider the effect of new technology or imnproved practices
that may be introduced. Although previous levels of performance should
be considered when estimating inew yield levels and the ratc of the expected
increase, changes brouglht about by the project must be accounted for.
It is particularly difficult to project yields for a new crop introduccd into
an area because there is no previous local experienice to draw on. One
solvl miiis to arrange for yield trials on experimcnital stations and demonstrationi plots ulnder variouis coniditionis withini thic project area, but this
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is feasible only for slhort-term crops. Long-term crops take too long to yield
useful data. The analyst often has to draw on the experience of farmers
or experimental farms in other areas or cotuntries where the crop has been
grown under conditions similar to those in the project area. 'I'hese experiences must then be related to the particular characteristics of the project
area, the abilitv of the extensioni staff to transmit the new technology, and
the readiness of the farmers to accept it.
Table 6-2 illustrates the projection of yields usinig data from the World
Bank's Second Atlantico project in Colombia. 2 Projections for sorghum,
sesame, maize, and cottoin-the traditional crops grown in the area-were
based on previous yields. Soybeans, grounfdtiuts, and tomatoes were the
new crops. Their yields were based on trials in the proiect, as well as on
yields obtained by farmers under comnparable dry farming conditions in
the area.

Table 6-2. Projection of Yields for the Second Atlantico Development Project
(tons per hiectare)

Year
Crop

Sorghtim
SeSdme
Maize
CottoII (seed cotton)
Soybeans
Groundnuts (unshelled)
Tomato

1

2.40
0.56
2.00
1.26
1.44
1.12
10.50

2

3

4

2.70
0.63
2.25
1.44
1.62
1.28
12.00

2.85
0.67
2.38
1.62
1.71
1.44
13.50

3.00
0.70
2.50
1.71
1.80
1.52
14.25

5

3.00
0.70
2.5()
1.80
1.80
1.60
15.00

Source: Adapted from World Bank, "Second Atlantico Developmelnt Project-Colombia."

Table 6-3 shows the percentage increase in yield over the base period
(year 1) calculated for each year of the project. 'I'he potential for improvement in sorghum, sesame, and maize was less than that for the new crops,
and they reaclhed maximurm production in a shorter time. 'T'he new crops,
such as groundnuts, take longer to attain full potential. So do the more
labor-intensive, bigh-xalued crops, suchi as cotton and tomatoes, which
require more time for the farmer to adapt to new techniques and to rigorous
fnaniagcrijl requirements.R
2. World Bank, "Second Atlantico lDevelopment Project-Coloinhia,'" PA-846 (a restricted-eirecilationi dociieit)nl AV,Wihingigon. D).C., 19,72, Aninex 15, T'able 4.
3. B. F. Stanton, "Seconid Atlantico PrnjtCCt GCO10olombia)
Case Stuid on Prcp-:riron, BILL]Llt
K
for a Period of Years," F.D)]course material, AC-I 11-S tWashington, I).C.: World Banik,
1972; processed).
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Table 6-3. Increase in Yield for the Second Atlantico Development Project
Year
Crop

Sorgnum
Sesame
Maize
Cotton (seed cotton)
Soybeans
Groundnuts (unshelled)
Tomato

2

3

4

5

12.5
12.5
12.5
14.2
12.5
14.2
14.2

19.0
19.6
19.0
28.6
19.0
28.6
28.6

25.0
25.0
25.0
35.7
25.0
35.7
35.7

25.0
25.0
25.0
42.9
25.0
42.9
42.9

Source: Same as for Table 6-2.

In the five models prepared for this project, the analysts assumed the
same basic projection of yields. This assumption is not always valid. Differences in characteristics are likely to be reflected in the level and rate
of increase in yield. As a general rule each model should be treated
independently, and separate yield projections should be made for each.
Projecting yields is perhaps one of the most difficult, yet most important,
areas of project analysis. Assumptions about the level and the rate of
increase in yield will influence the flows of incremenictal benefits accruing
from the project.

Livestock Projections
Projections of production from livestock enterprises are related to the number of livestock, which is not necessarily related to land area. Unlike land,
which is merely a producing unit, livestock are reproducing (breeding) as
well as producing units.
Livestock projects may consist of onlv breeding operations, only producing operations, or both. Breeding operations involve the production
of offspring on a farm from animals reared on that farm. Producing operations involve the rearing of animals for final consumptioil or sale, or
the production of livestock products from animals reared but not born on
the farm, for example, the fattening of purchased pigs and cattle, or the
production of broiler meat and eggs from fertile eggs not produced on the
farm. The production of weaners for sale would be regarded as a breeding
operation. But if some of the weaners were retained for fattening on the
farm, it would be a producinig and breeding operatioin.
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For purely producing operations, total production of the commodity
being produced is based on the average vield per animal. Where breeding
operations are involved, it is necessary to determine the herd or flock
composition expected on the farm each year. This is calculated by estimating the parent's reproductive capability on the basis of family history
and managerial practices on the farm. Appropriate yield levels are then
applied to the various categories of producing operations on the farm to
determine total production each year.
A few examples drawn from the appraisal of a livestock project in the
Philippines 4 illustrate the principles underlying livestock projections. It
was a complex project that included proposals for financing the expansion
of egg, broiler, and pig production; the construction of slauighterhouses;
and beef production on large hill farms and on cocoinut farms of different
sizes. The project was divided into nine components with separate models
prepared for each. The four discussed in this study are broiler productior,
egg production, beef cattle fattening, and integrated coconut and cattle
breeding and fattening.
Broiler production
Table 6-4 shows the flock projection for the broiler component of the
project. The objective of this component is to increase broiler capacity on
250 farms from 4,000 to 8,000 birds. 'I'he model is simple, because itonly
involves the production of broiler meat from dav-old chicks purchased
from hatcheries. Thle technical coefficients in the table give the basic
assumption of the projections. They indicate that chicks are purchased at
one day old and sold after eight weeks, that five hatches are tcchnically
feasible during the average year, and thot the mortality rate is 5 percent.
Since allowance must be made for the conistruction of buildings to accommodate the additional 4,000 birds per batch, it is assumed that, in
the first year of the project, fix e batches will be obtainied from the original
housing and only four from the neu. From year 2 to the enid of the project,
five batches will be produced annually.
W'ithout the project, 20,000 chicks are paid for, hut 20,400 are supplied

4. World Bank, "Appraisal of the Second Livestock Development Project-Philippines,"
0t)70-Pli (a restricted-circulation document) (\V'islington. D).C., 1976). These examples are
and
based on a preparation report submitted by the Development Bank of Philippinies (D1BP)
appraised by a World Bank mission to the Plhilippines from April 18 to May 22, 1975. 'I'he
staff of the DBP and all mission members (Anthioniy J. Blackwood, M. J. Walshe, I). 1.Sillar,
E. W. Root, Maxwell L. Brown, and Domninique J. Babelon) contributed to the preparatioi
of the original model.
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Table 6-4. Flock Projection in BroilerProduction Model
Item
Flock composition
Broilers (0-8 weeks)
Purchases
Day-old chicks paid for
Day-old chicks delivereda
Mortality
Broilers (0-8 weeks)
Sales
Broilers
Technical coefficients
Age at purchase (days)
Age at sale (weeks)
Batches per year (number)
Mortality (percentage)

Without
project

With project (year)
1
2-10

4,000

8,000

8,000

20,000
20,400

36,000
36,720

40,000
40,800

1,020

1,836

2,040

19,380

34,884

38,760

1
8
5
5

1
8
5/4'
5

8
5
5

I

a. An extra 2 percc:,t of purchased chicks are supplied free of cost.
b. This represents five batches in the old houses and four batches in the new during year 1.
Sources: Adapted from World Bank, "Appraisal of the Second Livestock Project-Philippines."

each year, the difference being a 2 percent provision to cover losses on
deliveiy. In the first year of the project 36,720 chicks are to be supplied.
From the second year to the close of the project, 40,800 are to be supplied
each year. On the assumption of a 5 percent mortality, sales are expected
to be 19,380 each year without the project, 34,884 in year 1 of the project,
and 38,760 in each of the following years until the end of the project.
The flock composition shows the size of each batch at full capacity. It
is assumed that the first batch is purchased at the beginning of the year
and that the last batch is sold before the end of the year. Thus, there will
be no inventory of birds at the end of each year and at the end of the
project.
Egg production
The objective of this component is to increase the capacity of the laving
flock on 150 farms from 2,000 to 6,000 birds. The model assumes that:
(a) Day-old chicks will be purchased;
(b) They will grow into layers in six months;
(c) The layers will be productive for eighteen months, after which
they will be sold as culls;
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(d) On the average, 60 percent of the hens will be laying each day
over the life of the project;
(e) The mortality of clhicks and growers will be 11 percent of the
number of chicks purchased; and
(D The mortality of layers will be 23. 5 percent of the average annual
size of the laying flock, except in year 2, when the size is in a
state of transition.
This model introduces a few elements not cnIcouliitcrcd in the broiler
production model. The broiler model assumes that broilers are produced
in five discrete batches each year; this model assumes continuous productioni. In the broiler model, the baby chicks grow into broilers, whicl
then are sold as the final output of the project; in the egg production
model, the baby chicks grow into layers, which then produce table eggs
as the final output, thus adding a second stage in the productioni process.
The flock projection in Table 6-5 may be more easily uniderstood with
the help of the flow chart in Table 6-6. 'Tfhere are four laying houses at
different stages of production on the farm. The numbers in the chart
represent the number Gf birds at six month intervals. 'IThe chart covers the
period extending from two years before the begiininhg of the project (B,
and B1) to the end of the ten year project. Thle entries for house 1 show
that 750 chicks are purchased at the beginninig of B2. After allowing for
11 percent chick mortality, 667 chicks survive to the time at which they
begin to lay eggs. Mlortolity of another 200 birds, representing 30 percent
of the surviving chicks, is assumed to be evcnly distributed over the eightcen
mnontlh laying period. At the end of two years, the rermaining 467 birds in
the house are culled, and a new batchl of chicks is purchased. At this point
the project begins. But house 1 is not ready to accommodate an incrcased
number of birds until facilities have been expanded. So, another 750
chicks are purchased. This pattern is followed in the other three houseks,
but each starts the cycle half a year later than anothei. When house -2 is
ready to take in a new batch of chicks in the middle of year 1, facilities
have been expanded to accommodate 2,250 birds.
At the end of B1, just before the project starts, flock composition consists
of 667 pullets which will begin to lay eggs in house 4, and altogether
1,133 layers in houses 2 (533) and 3 (600). Thle average size of the laying
flock at the beginninig of the project is 1,700. This is found by calculatiing
the average number of layers on the farm during the preceding twelve
months. In house 1 the average is 533; in house 2, 600. Inl house 3, the
layiing period starts in the latter half of the vear, whereas in house 4 it
extends only to the first half of the year. T'o obtain the average number
of layers for the whole year in thcse two houses, the average nurnber of
birds in house 3 during the last six monitlhs of the year (633) is added to
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Table 6-5. Flock Projection in Egg ProductionModel
Item

Flock composition at end of year
Point-of-lay birds

Without
project

With project (year)
2
3-10

1

667

2,000

2,000

2,000

Layers

1,133

1,133

3,400

3,400

Total
Average annual laying flock

1,800
1,700

3,133
1,700

5,400
3,533

5,400
5,100

1,500

3,000

4,500

4,500

Purchases
Day-old chicks
Mortality
Chicks and growers

166

333

500

500

Layers

400

400

800

1,200

Total mortality

566

733

1,300

1,700

934
372,300

934
372,300

934
773,727

2,800
1,116,900

1
18
2

1
18
2

1
18
2

1
18
2

60

60

60

60

11

11

11

11

23.5

23.5

22 .6b

23.5

Sales
Culled birds
Eggs
Technical coefficients
Age at purchase (days)
Laying period (months)
Age at sale (years)
Average percentage
of hens laying per day
Mortality
Chicks and growers
(percentage of chicks
bought)
Layers (percentage of
average annual laying
flock')

a. Mortality inlcludcs layers that are removed from the flock before normal culling, because it wouild
be uneconomic to keep them. It is calculated at the rate of 30 percent of the surviving chicks distributed
evenly over the eighteen-month laying period.
b. In year 2 the size of the laying flock would be in a state of transition.
Source: Same as for Table 6-4.

the average in house 4 during the first six months (500); the sum is then
divided by 2, resulting in 567 layers.
The number of eggs produced each day can be calculated by multiplying
the average annual size of the laying flock by the percentage of the hens
laying each day. Annual production is obtained by multiplying daily production by 365, the nulmber of days in the year. For example, at full

Table 6-6. Flock Projection in Egg Production Model (Flowchart)
Without project
House
nume

B,

number
1

-

467**
750*

B

----------

533

667

467*750

67600 533

667

600

With project (year)

600

533

1

750
467

667
_

_

667

600

533

467**
750*

667

600

i 33

533

Notes: --- - = growing period; Source: Same as for Table 6-4.

467**
750*

- - - -_

667

600

533

600

_

2,250*
467/*

4

4-10

3

_

_

467*
2,250*

_

2,250* 2,000
467*

_

_ _

_

533

_

_

1,800

2,250* 2,000
4674*
_

2,000

1,600

1,800

2,000

_

_

-

_

1,800

1,600

1,400**

1,400** __
2,2504 2,000

1,800

1,600

1,400**
2,250* 2,000

1,600

1,600

1,800
_

= laying period; ° number of day-old chicks bought; ** number sold as culls.

_

_

_

1,600
_ _

_

_

_

1,400**-2,250*
2,000

_

_
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production from the year 3 to end of the project, the annual egg production
is 1,16,900, calculated as:

5,100 x 0.60 x 365 = 1,116,900 eggs.
Beef cattle fattening
Table 6-7 presents herd projections in a simple model for a small beef
cattle fatteninig operation. In this component, an existing five hectare
coconut plantation will begin to rear cattle as an additional enterprise.
The first year of the project will be devoted to developing the pasture. The
farm's carrying capacity will reach 1.4 animal units per hectare by the
second year, providing pasture for seven animal units on the five hectares.
The farmer will then purchase seven feeder cattle weighing approximately
150 kilograms each. Making an average liveweight gain of 400 grams a
head each day, these animals are to be sold in the following year at an
average liveweight of 300 kilograms. In the third year, the total ca. -lng
capacity will increase to eight animal units. Eight feeder steers will be

Table 6-7. Herd Production in Beef Cattle Fattening Model
Without
Item

Herd composition at end of year
Feeder cattle I to 2 years
Animal units
Purchases
Feeder cattle 1 to 2 years
Mortality
Feeder cattle I to 2 years
Sales
Fattened cattle 2 to 3 years
Technical coefficients
Purchase liveweight (kilogramis)
Sellinig liveweight (kilograms)
Liveweight gain (grams/head/day)
Average fatteninlg period (imoniths)
Carrying capacity (animal units per

hectare)

With project (year)

proect

1

2

3

4

5-20

...
...

...
...

7
/

8
8

8
8

8
8

...

...

7

8

8

8

...

...

0

0 0

0

...

...

0

8

8

-

-

150
300
400
12.5

150
300
400
12.5

-

-

1.4

1.6

1.6

1.6

-

--

7

8

8

8

Total carrying capacitv (animTal

units)

Zero or neglhihbl
Not applicable.
Source: Same as for 'lable 6.4.

7

150 150
300 30(
400 400
12.5 12.5
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Table 6-8. Conversion Ratio for Ca'le
Kind of livestock
Used by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
1 Milk cow
1 Beef Cow
1 Cattle on feed
1 Other dairy cattle
1 Other beef cattle

Animal
unit
1.0()

0.75
(174
0.44
0.34

Used by the Farm Economics Branch, School of Agriculture,

Cambridge University, United Kingdom
Dairy cows, 11-cwt animal,
giving 350 gallons at 3.75 B.F.
Dairy cows, 11-cwt anirnal,
giving 650 gallons at 3.75 B.F.
Dairy cows, 11-cwt animal,
giving 1, 0(1 gallons at 3.7 5 B. F.
Other cattle, 2 year old, 9 cwt,
gaining 1 pounld liveweight per dav
Other cattle, 1½V year old, 7 cwt,
gaininig 1 pound of liv eweight per day
Other cattle, 1 year old, 5 cwt,
gaining 1 pound li%c%%(iglht per dav
Other cattle, ½/z-i year old,
gaining 1 pounld liveweiglit per day
Othier cattle, 0-1/2 year old,
gaininig 1 pouind ]i\ wcwIlt per dav
Used by the U. K. 'tfinistrY oAgriculture,
f
Fishcri'.s,
and Food
Dairy cows
Beef cows
Other cattle
2 years and over
1 to 2 vears
-;nder 1 year

1.00
1.25
1.50
1.0(
0.75
0.67
().5(
1.25
I
1
1
2/3
1/3

Sources: For lI.S.D A. and Cambridge Universitv mcthiods: Yang, Methods of Farm Va
inaecrur,t
Investigations. For UI.K. Ministry iethod: U1nited Kilgdomrl Nlinistr oFAgricL1to1rc, Fishcrics and Food,
The Farum as a Buisiness.

purchased, fattened, and theni sold in vear 4. Since the nurnl)er of aminials
is small, iiiortalitv is assumned to be inegligible and therefore is ignlored.
A more coii.ervative approach would allow for oIne animiial dying about
c,very fotir or fivc ycars.
l'he herd comilpositioni in 'I'able 6-7 sh2vs the numiiber of animals oni
the farm at the eild of each vear. 'I his niumitber is converted to animial Unlits
in order to aggregate aninials at clifferenit stages of production. Unfortu-

--

'
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Table 6-9. Hlerd Projection tor Cattle Breeding anad Fattening Model
W'ith project (vears)

1

Item
Herd compostition at enld
of vear
Bills
Breeding cows anid
replacementc
Calves weaned
Heifers, 1-2 vears
Steers, 1-2 vears
Total number of aniimals
'I'otal animilal uniits
Purclhases
Bulls
Heifers, 1-2 vears
Steers, 1-2 Neais
Total

2

3

1

4

5

1

1

25
11

6
12
5
6

1

1

9
0
0
0
10

10

28
5
0
0
34
29

275
1
3
8X
54
3?

0
19
(
19

0
0
8
8

0
0)
(1
(;

I1

9
0
10
l)

(

()

0
0
( )
1)
O

6

1

7

8-20

1

1

2?
12
4
8

5()

52

52

38

40

41)

27
12
4
8
52
40

(
I

0
0
0
()

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

()

(.

()

(1

0

1
0
(1
1

0
(
0
0

1
0
(1
1

1
()

1
(

1

1

1
0
0
1

I)

I)

(

t!l
3
5
1)
8
4

1
3
6
(1
8
()

0
3
7
0
6
0

0
3
8
0
8
0

()
3
8
(1
8
0

16

19

19

5

8
5(1
39

-2

12
4
8

Miortalit'

Bulls
Breeding cows and
replaceiiiemets
!1eifers, 1-2 vears
Steers, 1-2 vears

0
()

Total mortality
Sales
Cull bulls
Cull cows
Calves weaned
Steers, 1-2 vears
Steers, 2-3 vears
Heifers, 1-2 vears
'I'otal sales
1'echnical coefficienits
Calves weaned
p0rentage'
\Iortalitv, aduilt
(peiceitage)
Cuill rate, breeders
ip5crcliL

ti

Cull rate, bulls
:pcrccitagc
Carrying capacity (animiial
inlit)
Area improved iheetare)
--- Not applicabl1
Source. Siamea' tor ldblc 0-4

0
O)
0

(1
(1

U

(1

()

11

2
)
2
0
()

1

0

4

20

-

60

6(

65

-

2

2

2

--

51(

18

1)

75
2

2

2

12

12

12

12

-

201

20(

2()

2(1

20

20

2(

1(1
10

31)
2)

40
21)

4(1
2
21)

40(
2)

40

41

4(0
20(

U2( 2(0
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nately, the measurement of animal uInits is not standardized. It is generally
defined as the equivalent of a mature breeding cow, but other ratios are
also used. Yang's study on farm management quotes two sets of ratios: one
used by the U.S. Departmeiit of Agriculture and the other by the Cambridge University's Farm Economics Branch in the United Kingdom and
reported in the 1955 edition of the Farm as a Business.' The 1958 edition
of The Farm as a Business6 reports another set of ratios. The different
standards are compared in Table 6-8. In the World Bank's cattle projects,
for the sake of simplicity one animal unit is assigned to animals one year
or older, but those that are younger are ignored.
Cattle breeding and fattening.
Table 6-9 presents a more complicated model that combines brCi2ding
and fattening on a twenty hectare coconut farm. The technical coefficients
in the table specify the assumptions underlying the projection for herd
composition, purchases, deaths, and sales. During the first year of the
project, one bull and nine pregnant heifers are purchased. These numbers
are entered in the herd composition (one bull; nine breeding cows and
replacements) at the end of year 1. During the second year, nineteen
additional pregnant heifers are purchased, bringing the ntumber of breeding
cows and replacements to twenty-eight at the end of year 2.
Starting from the second year, calves are weaned each year. The number
weaned in each year is calculated by multiplying the weaning percentage
in that year by the number of breeding females in the herd at the beginning
of the year (or the end of the previous year). For exanmple, there are nine
breeding cows and replacements in the herd at the end of year 1; the
weaning percentage in year 2 is 60 percent. So the number of calves
weaned in year 2 is obtained by multiplying nine by 60 percent; the result
is five. The number of calves weaned in year 3 is calculated in the same
way (that is, 28 x 0.60 = 17).
Weaned calves are assunmed to be divided equally between steers and
heifers. Where there is an odd number of calves, the odd one is allocated
to heifers and steers alternately. Thus, the five calves weaned in year 2
are divided into three heifers and two steers in year 3. The three heifers
remain in the herd at the end of the year, whereas the two steers are sold
during the year.

5. W. Y. Yang, Methods of Farm Management Investigations (Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization, 1965), p. 60.
6. IJnited Kingdom Ministrv of.\gricnltlire, Fisheries, and Food, 7he Farm as a Business
(London: Her Majesth's Stationer Office, 1958), p. 44.
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Two culled cows are also sold dursng year 3. The number of culled
cows is obtaine.d by multiplying the cuillinig rate of breeders for the year
by the number of breeding females at the beginniing of the year 4, after
allowing for mortaliht. Thus, at the mortality rate of 2 pcrcent in year 3,
one out of the twenty-cight breeders at the end of vear 2 dies in year 3.
Then, at the culling rate of 7 percent for year 3, two out of the twentyseven surviving breeding females are culled, as entered in the table under
the sales items for year 3. This convention of allowing for mortality before
calculating the number of culls is not adopted by some analysts.
The size of the farm is twenty hectares, of which ten are improvcd in
year 1 to carry ten animal units. All twenty hectares are improved to carry
thirty aniimal units in year 2 and forty in ycar 3. Eight steers are purchased
in year 3 to utilize the additional pastlre. This brings the total nuLmber
of animals to fifty-four at the end of year 3. Following the World Bank
convention, calves are ignored in calculating the number of animal units.
Thus, the number of animal unrits at the end of year 3 is thirty-seven.
At a weaning rate of 65 percent for year 4, the twenty-five cows iTI the
herd at the end of year 3 wean sixteen calves in year 4. Five weaned calves
are sold, and eleven remain in the herd at the end of year 4. The seventeen
calves in the herd at the end of year 3 are assumed to comprise eight steers
and nine heifers. The eight steers remaini in the herd at the enid of year
4. Four heifers are regarded as surplus and sold, and the other five are
retained for herd expansion. These are shown as "heifers, 1-2 years" in
the herd composition at the end of year 4. 'I'lTe tlhrce lheifers in the herd
at the end of year 3 are added to the nuiber of breeding cows and
replacements in the herd at the end of year 4. The total ntumber of breedinig
cows and replacements at the cnd of year 4 is calculated as shown below.
Number
of cattle

Step
Herd coimposition at end of year 3

-

minus Mortality (2 percent of 25)

=

minus Cuills (10 percent of 24)

=

25
1

24
2

22
Heifers at the end of vear 3
tranisferred to breeding herd
Herd compositioni at the cid of year 4
plus

=
=

3

25

7. Adapted fromii World Bantk, "Appraisal of thc Scconid Livestock Development ProjcctP11'PI, , 1C,l,p
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The model achieves stability in year 7. Thliereafter the number of animals
i-cvwing eaclh category is offset by the number enterinig that category, and
all the elements withini the model remaini constanit. For examplc, sales
remain constant, with three ctll cows, eight weaners, and eight steers sold
each year. The comilposition of the herd remains constant with the same
number of animals in eaclh category. And the nutmber of aniimal uInits
remains constant at forty, which is the maximuim that can be accommodated on the farm.
The general process for calculating the nunmber of a given category of
animals in the herd at the end of a year is shown below.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

minus
minus
minus
minus
plus
plus
equals

Balanice fromI enld of previous year;
Mortality, calculated as a percentage of (1);
Culls, calculated as a percentage of (1) - (2);
Other sales (besides culls);
Transfers to other categories in the herd;
Transfers fronm herd sources;
Purchases or gifts;
Balance at the end of vear.

Table 6-10 illustrates this process with the calculations for the herd
composition at the end of the project's eighth sear.

Table 6-10. Number of Cattle at the End of Year X
Number

of cattle

Step
Bulls
Balance at the end of vear 7
minus Mortality (2 percent of 1)

1
0
-

-

plus

-

Heifers at the cnd of vear 7

1
27

1
-

minus Culls 12 percent of 26)

Balance at the end of year 8

1

0

Purchases

Balance at end of year 8
Breeding cows and replacemncits
Balance at end of vear 7
minus Mortalit;. (2 percenit of 2,

plus

1

0

minus Culls (2() percenit of 1) + sales

26

3
23
4

27
(table continued on the following page)
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Table 6-10 (continued)
Number
of cattle

Step
Calves weaned
Balance at the end of year 7
minus Transfers wihin herd

12
12
=

75 percent of breeding cows and
replacements at the end of year 7
minus Weaners sold (male 2, female 6)

0

plus

Balance at the end of year 8
Heifers, 1-2 years
Balance at the end of year 7
minus Mortality (2 percent of 4)

20
8
=

4
0
=

minus Transfer to breeding herd
Transfers from calves weaned
at the end of year 7
Balance at the end of year 8
Steers, 1-2 years
Balance at the end of year 7
minus Mortality (2 percent of 8)

4

0

=

4
4
4
8
0

=
minus Sales

8
8

=

Transfers from calves weaned
of year 7
Balance at the end of year 8

4

=

plus

plus

12

0
8
8

Source: Same as for Table 6-4.

A formula has been developed by Gittinger to calculate the composition
of the stable herd at full development based on the number of cows in the
herd at the beginning of the year (x), and given the number of animals
in the herd, the technical coefficients for calving, mortality, and the ratio
of bulls to cows. It is used in the Kitulo Ranch herd build-up and stabilization exercise,8 which assumes the following technical coefficients at
full development.
8. J. Price Gittinger and Janet K. Stockard, "Kitulo Plateau Ranchl lierd Build-up and
Stabilization Exercise," EDI course material, AE-1066-P&S (Washington, D.C.: World Bank,
1974; processed).
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Value
80 percent
3 percent
97 percent

Coefficient
Calves weaned
Mortality
Survival rate
Culling rates:
Bulls
Breeding cows
Heifers, 2-3 years
Bulls as a percentage of breeding females
Size of ranch
Stocking rate (animal units per hectare)
Carrying capacity (animal units)

20 percent
12 percent
10 percent
3 percent
9,200 hectares
0.98
9,016

Using Gittinger's method for calculating the herd composition, the
following equation is solved for X, the number of cows:
Heifers,
Cows + Bulls + 1-2 years
X + 0.03X + 0.97 (

+

Steers,
1-2 years
0.97
x +22)

+
+

Steers,
2-3 years
(0.97) (0.97)

Animal
= units
X = 9,016
X = 4,132

The composition of the herd at full development then is obtained by
substituting the value of X in the equation to obtain:
Kind of cattle
Breeding cows and
replacements
Bulls
Heifers, 1-2 years
Steers, 1-2 years
Steers, 2-3 years
Total animal units

Number
of cattle
4,132
124
1,603
1,603
1,555
9,016

In the Kitulo case, the two-to-three year old steers are assumed to be
sold during the course of the year, but they are included in the herd
composition at the end of the year as though they were all sold on the last
day of the year. Although this approach somewhat overstates the actual
use of the grazing area, it serves as a conservative measure to ensure that
grazing facilities are always adequate.
By contrast, the methodology adopted in Table 6-9 does not include
in the herd composition for the end of the year the two-to-three year old
steers sold during the year. The justifications are that the herd is small
and that the carrying capacity of pastures has been conservatively estimated
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to allow for adequate pasture facilities. This is a reasonable approach in
making projections for a small herd, but for a large herd, the approach
adopted in the Kitulo case is recommended.
For a dairv herd, or for a dual-purpose hierd that produces milk and
beef for sale, the same principles used in the beef breeding and faltening
model are used in herd projections. Since milk produLCtion is deterninled
by the number and productivity of lactating cows, however, the technical
coefficients should include assumptions about the calving percentage and
the average yield for lactating cows over the life of the project.

7
Financial Analysis
The financial analysis is that phase of project analysis in which
a project's viability is assessed from the viewpoint of the individuals or
agencies contributing capital and sharing its rewards.' Since the method
of analysis for the farm family is similar to that for any of the other
participants, only the preparation of the financial analysis for the farm
family is discussed. It is often necessary to prepare separate financial analyses, however, for the treasury, credit institutions, cooperatives, marketing
boards, or other agencies that help to finance the project or that provide
services. Indeed, the results of such analysis can have important implications for the success of the project and for the viability of the particular
entity.
The financial analysis for the farm family can be approached from two
angles: by calculating the rate of return on the farm family's own investment, and by calculating the rate of return on all the capital invested in
the project. The rate of return on the farm family's capital is calculated
after all the capital provided by financial sources outside of the farm family
is accounted for. Therefore the receipt of loans and thie costs for debt
service must be included in the analysis. This rate of return could be called
the rate of return after financing. To calculate the rate of return on the
total capital invested in the project, receipt of loans and the costs for debt
service must be excluded. This rate of return can be described as the rate
1. The tern financial analysis sometinmes refers to projection of funds flows, ratio analysis,
and other types of analysis that yield information about the financial viability, the efficiencv
of management, and the past and projected performance of a firm. See Jack L. Upper and
Janet K. Stockard, "Introduction to a Funds Flow Approachi to Project Analysis," EDI)course
material, CN-18 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1977; processed).
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Table 7-1. Format for FinancialAnalysis, after Financing
Item

Without
project

1

With project (year)
2
3

(a) Inflows
Gross value of production
Loan receipts
Grants
Rental value of farmhousL
Salvage or residual value
Othera
Total
(b) Outflows
Investment (farm dcvelopment)
costs
Cash operating expenses
Hired labor paid in kind
Debt service
Interest
Repayment of principal
Other
Total
(c) Farm family net benefitb
(a) - (b)
(d) Farm family net benefit without
pro jectc
(e) Incremental family net benefit
(cash flow)d (c) - (d)
Financial rate of return on the farm family's capital

=

-

percent

a. Other inflows would include items such as revenuje fronm
hiring out cquinment.
b. Includes compensation for (a)capital existing without the proicct; (b)owned land; (c)family labor
and management; and (d)new capital invested in the proiect.

c. Includes compensation for (a) capital existing without the project; (b) owned land; and (c) family

labor and management.
d. Includes (d) compensation for new capital invested in the proiect only.

of return before financing. These two financial rates of return can be
presented in separate tables or combined in a single table. Table 7-1
presents a format for the direct approach in calculating the financial rate
of return after financing; Table 7-9 illustrates the use of the alternative
approach.
As shown in Table 7-1, the main items involved in preparing the
financial analysis are inflows, outflows, farm family net benefit, farm
family net benefit without the project, and incremental farm family net
benefit. Inflows are positive resource flows that enhance the attractiveness
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of the project. They include the gross value of production, loan receipts,
grants, subsidies, and the rental value of the farm. Outflows are negative
resource fiows. They represent the resources used up to create the project
output. Included under outflows are investment costs for farm development, cash operating expenses, hired labor paid in kind, and debt service
(when financing requirements are considered). Each of these items is
discussed below.

Gross Value of Production
The gross value of production is the value of final products and marketable
by-products available for sale or consumption on the farm. A high proportion of output on many semisubsistence farms is consumed by the
home. If the value of goods consumed on the farm were excluded, output
could be understated especially in many rural development projects designed to help the poorest farmers.
The value of intermediate goods produced on the farm is excluded when
calculating the gross value of production to avoid double counting. Thus,
if some of the grain produced on a farm is fed to livestock, the value of
that portion of the grain output is not included in the gross value of
production for the grain enterprise. It contributes to the livestock enterprise, and is accounted for automatically when the gross value of production for the livestock enterprise is calculated.
The gross value of production is calculated by multiplying the projected
final output each year by the farm gate price, or the price at the point of
first sale. It is usually incorrect to use the retail price to calculate the gross
value of production, because the cost stream for agricultural production
does not normally include the cost of marketing. If the project includes
marketing the produce at some point outside the farm, however, project
costs should include transport, marketing, and all other incidental costs.
Similarly, if the project includes an element of processing, processing costs
also should be included.
Inputs and outputs should be valued at constant prices. No allowance
is made for price inflation, which is assumed to affect both costs and
benefits equally. This assumption is obviously incorrect; but it is as obvious
that the rate of inflation over the life of the project cannot be predicted
accurately. To allow for inflation in estimating prices could create more
errors than to assume constant prices. The analysis should reflect any likely
real (relative) change in the price of any item, however. For example,
benefits from agricultural or agro-industrial projects might accrue from an
improvement in the quality of the product, or from a change in the time
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and the period of production or in the time of sale through processing,
storage, or better handling. In such cases the prices of the products would
be different with and without the project, and output should be valued
at the appropriate price to reflect the changes. The samc procedure would
be applied where the effect of a large project is expected to reduce the
price of output.
The gross value of productioni in project analvsis is not always the same
as the gross output of farm enterprises, which was discussed in Chapter
2. The gross output reflects the profitability of an enterprise or a farm on
an annual basis. Adjustments are made, therefore, for opening and closing
inventories, by considering the value of finished and unfinished goods
(which would include, for instance, young steers not sold or consunmed
during the year). In the example given in Table 2-2, the gross output of
cattle is obtained by subtracting the total of purchases and opening valuation from the total of sales and closing valuation of cattle. But in
calculating the gross value of production for cattle, no adjustment would
be made for the value of opening and closing inventories.

Loan Receipts and Grants
Loan receipts and grants boost inflows and reduce the amount that the
farm family would need to contributc. The farm family's contribution of
capital is not included in the inflows. It is reflected indirectly as the excess
of outflows over inflows. Grants and loans may be in cash or in kind as
the value of goods and services rendered. It is necessary to repav loans,
but not grants. Repavment of loans is reflected under outflows as debt
service.

Rental Value of the Farmhouse
The rental value of the farmhotuse is the imputed value of the benefit the
familv derives from occupying the farmhouse. It is assessed at the normal
market rate for comparable housing. Since the mlarket for farnmhouses in
rural areas is ustually inactive, it is difficult to arrive at a precise value. As
a convenience, the annual rcntal value is sometimes assessed at from 5
to 10 percent of constructioni cost, depending on the kind of construction.
It is necessary to assess rental value only when hotusinig is included in the
project costs. If the family owns a house withoult the project and is cxpected
to live in it during the life of the project, rental valuc nced Inot bc assessed,
because the valuc with the project would cancel out the value withlout the
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project. If credit is provided for house construction, the receipt of the loan
would be shown as an inflow each year, the costs of construction as
outflows, the rental value as inflows, and debt service as outflows. There
would also be a salvage value for the house at the end of the project.

Salvage Value
Salvage value normally represents the residual market value or scrap value
of assets used in the project. It might accrue at the end of the project or
during the life of the project, if assets retaining marketable values are
replaced from time to time. To obtain tlhe salvage or residual value of an
asset accruing from a project, it is sometimes necessary to calculate its
incremental value. For example, if a cattle project expands or upgrades
an existing herd that is productive without the project, the value of the
herd without the project could not be ignored. That value would have to
be subtracted from the salvage value of the herd at the end of the project
to obtain the incremental salvage value arising from the project. In some
projects with a long life or a high rate of return, the discounted salvage
value of an asset is too small to have any significant influence on the
internal rate of return.

Investment Costs
Investment costs for farm development cover expenditure for long-term
development such as land clearing; drainage; irrigation; buildings; water
supply; establishment of permanent crops; purchase of breeding stock,
machinery, equipment; and the replacement costs for these items. Replacement costs are usually shown in those years when it is expected that
assets would need to be replaced. Investment costs may be incurred directly
by the farmer or indirectly by some agency on his behalf. In either case
the financial analysis should show the total cost even though a portion
might be offset by loans, grants, or subsidies. At the same time, the
amounts of the loans, grants, or subsidies should be reflected under inflows.
Since there is no difference in the result, some analysts prefer to show
only the net expenditure. Showing the gross expenditure and the offsetting
receipts separately, however, is helpful in preparing the economic analysis,
because transfer payments, such as loans, grants, and subsidies, are not
included in the economic analysis, but the gross expenditure is included.
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Cash Operating Expenses
Cash operating expenses are those incurred for the day-to-day operation
of the farm, and include the costs of hired labor paid in cash, fertilizer,
seeds, sprays, materials, small tools, and transport. Processing and marketing costs are not included unless the project includes processing and
marketing activities. Customs and excise duties, and sales, consumption,
or other indirect taxes are also included; land taxes and inco,me taxes are
included where applicable. Normally the farmer buys goods at a market
price, which already incorporates customs and excise duties, sales taxes,
and other indirect taxes. Since the values of goods are normally recorded
at market prices, no further adjustment is necessary in preparing the financial analysis. Social security payment, national insurance contributions, workmen's compensation, medical insurance, contributions to
pension funds, and other payments made on behalf of labor employed on
the farm are part of the labor cost and should be included in the financial
analysis.
Subsidies and rebates, which reduce the farmer's cost, represent benefits
to the farmer. If they are passed onto the farmer through a lower price for
his inputs, no adjustment is necessary in the financial analysis. If, however,
the farmer had to pay the full purchase price for an item and subsequently
obtained a refund, the full cost would be shown as an outflow and the
refund as an inflow under subsidies or grants.

Hired Labor Paid in Kind
In many communities, hired labor is compensated partly in cash and partly
with produce from the farm. Payment by produce or other perquisites is
referred to as payment in kind. Where produce is the medium of payment,
the cost should be assessed by multiplying the quantity by the farm gate
price of the commodity. Where some other method of payment is used,
such as the right to use land, buildings, machinery, or animals, the value
of the service rendered should be estimated and included as payment in
kind. There are also other informal arrangements for the supply of labor,
as mentioned in Chapter 5. In practice, however, a separate item for hired
labor paid in kind might not show up in the financial analysis, because
labor cost is usually projected on the basis of total labor requirements
without any reference to the form of compensation. The entry for hired
labor paid in kind merely draws attention to particular customs in the
project area.
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Debt Service
Debt service includes the payment of interest and the repayment of the
loan principal. It may be calculated in different ways: as repayment of
equal amounts of principal plus interest on the diminishing balance after
each installment, or as level payment (equated annuity), assuming no
grace period. Interest during the grace period may be paid when it is due,
or may be added to the principal to be repaid as part of the total amount
due by level payment during the repayment period. 2 Some other ways of
calculating debt service may be used, depending on the cash flow position
of the farm.
"Credit is often a key element in the modernization of agriculture. Not
only can it remove a financial constraint, but it may provide the incentive
to adopt new technologies that would be more slowly accepted." 3 To be
effective, credit should be easily accessible, in the right amount, in the
right place, at the right time, with maximum flexibility for repayment,
and with minimum bureaucratic intervention. Debt setrvice policies have
serious implications for the crc 'it institution as well as for the farmer.
Credit terms should be attractive enough to motivate the farmer to achieve
a higher level of performance, but stringent enough to protect the viability
of the lending institution. Large loans with little or no down payment,
a generous grace period, long maturities, and low interest rates might be
a windfall to the farmers who manage to get them. But for the credit
institution with limited resources, such loans have a slow rate of recovery
and would reduce its ability to provide similar facilities to other farmers
in the future. Moreover, credit institutions that charge rates of interest that
are too low to cover the operating cost cannot survive without being
subsidized at the expense of other sectors of the economy. Thus, credit
should be profitable to the farmer as well as to the lending institution.

Farm Family Net Benefit
The farm family net benefit is the difference between inflows and oufflows.
It represents the amount that the farm family has to live on after paying
2. See J. Price Gittinger, "Agricultural Loan Repayment Computation Review Exercise,"
EDI course material, AE-1024-P&S (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1973; processed),

which discusses these methods and provides problem and solution sets.
3. World Bank, "Bank Policy on Agricultural Credit," 436 (a restricted-circulation document) (Washington, D.C., 1974; processed).
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all business expenses and debt service, if participation in the project is the
family's only source of income. It is not unusual for the farm family net
benefit to be negative in the early life of the project, especially with projects
that have a long gestation period. The amount of the negative farm family
net benefit represents the capital that the farm family mtust contribut' from
its own resources. Questions often arise as to whether farnmers will be
attracted to projects with a negative farm family net benefit stream at the
beginning of the project. Participation, however, is often related to expectation of profitability,4 which is not measured by the farm family net
benefit flow. In addition, although bigger loans on softer terms may result
in more attractive farm family net benefit flows, fewer farms will benefit
from the project under the constraint of limited resources.

Farm Family Net Benefit without the Project
In project analysis, the value of previously owned land, existing capital,
labor and management contributed by the farm family are not shown as
explicit costs among the project outflows. They are reflected at their opportunity cost, and their combined value is represented by the farm family
net benefit without the project. This is obtained by subtracting the outflows
without the project from the inflows without the project (see Table 7-1).
As an example, suppose that a family muLst shift from the production
of short-term crops to that of permanent tree crops to participate in a
project. The family, then, would have to give up the income (or farm
family net benefit) it previously derived from producing short-term crops.
This is the opportunity cost of making the change. In preparing a financial
andlysis for the project, the outflows wotuld not include the costs of land,
family labor, mi. nagencnt, and existing capital. These are valued at their
opportunity cost, which is represented by the farm family net benefit that
wouLld have been derived from producing short-term crops without the
project.
This principle is fairly simple to apply where the farm family is occupied
full-time on the farm without the project. Btut it is not unutlsual for the
farm family to have some part-timiie outside employment to supplement
farm income. If participation in a project entails givinlg up sUchI emplovyment, the income foregoiie is a true cost to the project and shotuld be
added to the inflows x%itiiotit the project. T'hus, the additional inptut of

4. Annual profitability is ascertainicd by caletilating thl net farm incomc, as discutssed in
CChapter 2.
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family labor on the farm iicccssitited by the project woould be reflected in
the farm family net benefit without the project, For cxample, the opportunity cost for a teacher considerinlg a shift to full-timc farmillg in order
to participate in the project is the incomiie he gives Up to farm full-time.
T'hus, in preparinig the financial analysis, the farm family net benefit
withouit the project would be the projected anniual salarv whiah lhc wotuld
earn as a teacher. If the decision to participate in the project is based
purely on monietary considerationis, the farmii familv net benlcfit with the
project would havc to be great cnotugh to compen.sate him not oiily for
the capital invested in the project, but also for the salary he has to give
tip to become a full-time farmer.
In a stable farming situation it is not tInlikelv that the farm fanmilv net
benefit without the project would have remainied constant as shownl in
Table 7-2. Situationis do exist, however, where farm familv net benefit
could be expected to decrease progressively if the project were not inmplenmented, for cxample, in a case of declininig soil fertility due to poor
drainage. It is also possible that even without the project beinig implemented, productivity could be expected to inicrease bccausc of previous
improvements in the designated project area. In suchi circumstances where
it is not expected that the farm family net benefit would remain constant
over the life of the project, a correspondinig table ShOLuld be prepared to
show what the inflows, ouLtflows, and farm family net benefit would be
without the project. A single column for the withouLt project situationi as
shown in Table 7-1 and in 7-2 (below) wouild n(ot be adequiate.
Inicremieiital Farmii Famiiily Net Beinefit
The incremental farm family net benefit is obtained by subtracting the
farm family net benefit withotut the project from the farm familv net beimefit with the project. This accouints automaticallv for the cost of the farnm
family's contribtution of owned land, labor, maniagement, and existinig
capital. Thle remainiing inicremen(lital farm family net benefit thus represents
only the rcturn on the new capital invested in the project by the farm
family.

Financial Rate of Returni after Financing
The finlanicial ratc of retuLrn after finanicinig represcnts the rate of rcltrnl
on capital contributed by the farii family. Jn calctulating this rate, loalls
and debt service charges are incluided in the a,maly:is.

Table 7-2. FinancialAnalysis, after Financing, for the Egg Production Model
(thousands of pesos)
Item

Without
project

(a) Inflows
Gross value of production
Loan receipts (90 percent of investment)
Salvage value (incremental)

153.19

1

2

With project (years)
3-8a

9

...
...

154.23
91.96
...

312.29
67.63
...

459.58
...
...

459.58
...
...

459.58
...
22.53

Total
(b) Oufflows
Investment costs
Cash operating expenses
Debt service

153.19

246.19

379.92

459.58

459.58

482.11

...
123.49
-

102.18
123.49
5.52

75.14
230.96
15.10

...
372.33
38.82

...
372.33
...

372.33
...

Total
(c) Farm family net benefit (a - b)
(d) Farm family net benefit without projectb
(e) Incremental farm family net benefit (cash flow)
(c - d)

123.49
29.70
29.70
...

231.19
15.00
29.70
- 14.70

321.20
58.72
29.70
29.02

411.15
48.43
29.70
18.73

372.33
87.25
29.70
57.55

372.33
109.78
29.70
80.08

Financial rate of return on the farm family's capital = more than 50 percent
... Zero or negligible.
a. For each year of the period.
b. From the first column for item c.
Source: Adapted from World Pank, "Appraisal of the Second Livestock Project-Philippines."
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Generally the incremental farm family net benefit is negative in the
early life of the project and is positive in the later years. The discount rate
that equalizes the total present worths of the negative and positive values
in the incremental farm family net benefit stream is referred to as the
internal financial rate of return. It is called an internal rate of return
because it is generated within the project by the iterative process of discounting the incremental farm family net benefit stream.
Table 7-2 illustrates the steps in calculating the financial rate of return
on the farm family's capital for the egg production model discussed in
Chapter 6. The basic data for the analysis are given in Table 7-3, the
gross value of production and cash operating expenses, and Table 7-4,
investment costs.
In this model, the financial rate of return on the capital invested by the
farn family is greater than 50 percent. This result is attributable to the
following factors: (a) the output/input price relation is favorable; (b) capital
is not tied up for a long time in building up assets; (c) substantial benefits
begin to flow early in the life of the project; (d) debt servicing is not
onerous; and (e) 90 percent of the investment is financed by a soft loan.
Projects with these characteristics generally have a high rate of return
(though not necessarily as high as 50 percent), because the cash flow
becomes positive quite early in the life of the project. Broiler and egg
production, fattening operations for livestock, and production of shortterm crops usuallv belong to this categorv. But there is no general rule.
A change in one or more of the favorable factors could give the opposite
result unless compensated for by other factors. Projects with a negative
cash flow for a long period would have less attractive rates of return unless
other conditions, such as the output/inp it price relation, manage to offset
the effect of the long maturation period. Examples of such projects are
those which involve the prodtuction of permanent tree crops, forestry, and
livestock breeding.
Table 7-5 presents the financial analysis after financing for the cattle
breeding/fattening project to be introduced on a tweenty hectare coconut
plantation. The terms of the loan are similar to those in the egg production
project. Ninety percent of the investment is covered by loans to be repaid
in ten years, including a fotur year grace period. The rate of interest is 12
percent. The herd buildup in this project was given earlier in Table 6-11.
Table 7-6 gives the gross value of production and cash operating expenses,
and Table 7-7 shows the investnment costs for the project.
The financial rate of return on the farm family's capital for this project
is 19 percent, as slh.wn in 'I'able 7-5. DIurinig the first ten years of the
project the iricrenieiital farm family set benefit is positive only in the
fourth year. In other words, in nine of these years, the farm famiiy would

Table 7-3. Gross Value of Production and Cash Operating Expenses for the Egg Production Model
Without project
Item (unit)

Gross value of production
Eggs (number)
Culled hens (number)
Droppings (kilograms)
Feed bags (number)
Total
Cash operating expenses
Day-old chicks (nurnber)
Feed
Starter/grower (kilograms)
Layer (kilograms)
Medicines, vaccines,
and supplements
Electricity and water
Labor
Repairs and miscellaneous
Total
Not applicable.
Source: Same as for Table 7-2.

-

With project (year)
2

1

3-10

Pricel
unit

Number

(pesos)

of units

of pesos)

of units

of pesos)

of units

of pesos)

of units

of pesos)

0.38
7.00
0.10
2.00

372,300
934
21,250
1,530

141.47
6.54
2.12
3.06

372,300
934
25,500
1,836

141.47
6.54
2.55
3.67

773,727
934
48,070
3,461

294.02
6.54
4.81
6.92

1,116,900
2,800
63,750
4,590

424.42
19.60
6.38
9.18

Amount
(thousands Number

153.19

Amount
(thousands Number

154.23

Amount
(thousands Number

312.29

Amount
(thousands

459.58

2.70

1,500

4.05

1,500

4.05

1,500

4.05

4,500

12.15

1.28
1.32

16,992
68,000

21.75
89.76

16,992
68,000

21.75
89.76

16,992
141,320

21.75
186.54

51,000
204,000

65.28
269.28

-

-

2.23
1.12
1.08
3.50
123.49

-

2.23
1.12
1.08
3.50
123.49

-

4.17
2.08
2.16
10.21
230.96

-

-

6.69
3.35
3.24
12.34
372.33

Table 7-4. Investment Costs for the Egg ProductionM oTdel
Size
of
unit

Item (unit)

Fixed
Brooder/grower (square meters)
Laving house (square meters)
Store room (square meters)
Workers quarters (square meters)
Water svstem
Miscellaneous

77.50
86.16
11.52
20.00
-

-

Unit
cost
(pesos)

Year I
Number
of units

172a
223a
200a
300a
-

1
2
2
1
1
-

Year 2
Number
of units

Cost
(pesos)

Number
of units

13,330
38,428
4,608
6,000

...
1
1
-

..

19,214
2,304
-

1
3
3
1

13,330
57,642
6,912
6,000

10,iiu()
2,0-

-

1

10.000
2,00

Cost
(pesos)

-

-

-

21,518

74,366

Subtotal

Total
Cost
(pesos)

95,884

Incremental working capital
Chick purchase

Feed (kilograms)
Medicines, vaccines, and supplements
Electricity and water
Labor

Miscellaneous

Subtotal
Total investment
Not applicablc.
a. Per square metcr.
b. Per kilogram.
Source: Same as for Table ,-2.
-

2.70
1.28b

-

-

-

-

1,500
16,992
-

4,050
21,750

435
218
359
1,00
27,812
102,178

3,000
33,984
-

8,100
43,500

870
435
718
53,623
75,141

4,500
50,976
-

12,150
65,250

1,305
653
1,077
1,00

81,435
177,319

Table 7-5. FinancialAnalysis, after Financing, for the Integrated Coconut and Cattle Breeding and FatteningModel
(thousands of pesos)

Item
(a) Inflows
Gross value of production
Loan receipts (90 percent of
investment)
Salvage value (incremental)
Total
(b) Outflows
Investment costs
Cash operating expenses
Debt service
Total
(c) Farm family net benefit (a - b)
(d) Farm family net benefit without
project
(e) Incremental farm family net benefit
(cash flow) (c - d)

With project (year)
4
3

Without
project

1

2

19.00

19.00

22.80

31.08

...

44.29
...

44.46
...

19.00

63.29

...
4.43

5

6

53.12

59.14

58.34

19.34
...

...
..

...

...

67.26

50.42

53.12

59.14

58.34

...

49.22
4.43
2.66

49.40
5.94
7.98

21.49
6.76
11.81

...
21.25
12.97

...
25.53
26.29

23.55
26.29

4.43
14.57

56.31
6.98

63.32
3.94

40.06
10.36

34.22
18.90

51.82
7.32

49.84
8.50

14.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

...

-7.59

- 10.63

-4.21

4.33

-7.25

-6.07

Table 7-5 (continued)
With project (year)
Item

(a) Inflows
Gross value of production
Loan receipts (90 percent of
investment)
Salvage value (incremental)
Total
(b) Outflows
Investment costs
Cash operating expenses
Debt service
Total
(c) Farm family net benefit (a - b)
(d) Farm family net benefit without
project
(e) Incremental farm family net benefit
(cash flow) (c - d)
Financial rate of return on the farm family's capital
... Zero or negligible.
Source: Same as for Table 7-2.

=

7-9

10

11-14

15

16-19

20

62.72

64.22

62.72

64.22

62.72

62.72

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

55.26
...

62.77

64.22

62.72

64.22

62.72

117.98

...
23.55
26.69
49.84
12.88

...
26.70
26.69
52.99
11.23

...
23.55
...
23 55
39.17

...
26.70

23.55

23.55

26.70
37.52

23.55
39.17

23.55
94.41

14.57

Pt.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

14.57

-1.69
19 percent

-3.34

24.60

22.95

24.60

79.84

...

Table 7X-6. Gross Value of Production and Cash Operating Expenses for the Integrated Coconut
and Cattle Breeding and Fattening Model
(thousands of pesos)
Item

Gross value of production
Copra
Cattle
Cull bull
Cull cows
Weaners
Steers, 1-2 years
Steers, 2-3 years
Total sales
Cash operating expenses
Labor
Copra making
Cowboy
Animal health
Bull replacement
Repairs and maintenance
Fertilizer
Pastures
Coconuts
Miscellaneous (5 percent)
Total operating expenses

Without
project

1

2

19.00

19.00

22.80

...
...

.....
...
...
...

...
...
...

...

...

19.00

19.00

22.80

3.80
...

...

...

...

...

...
...
1.08

...
...
1.10

...
...

...

...
...
...

...
.-.

3.80
...

0.42

0.42

...
...
0.21

...
...
0.21

4.43

4.43

4.56

With project (year)
3
4

5

6

26.80

31 22

34.96

38.47

...
2.40

...
3.60
3.90

l.S0
3.60
4.68

...
3.60
5.46

...

14.40

14.40

10.80

31.08

53.12

59.14

58.33

S.34

6.64

6.99
1.71
0.7/6
1.10

7.69
2.08
0.80
...
1.10

2.20
8.55
1.22

2.20
8.55
1.12

25.53

23.54

...

2.00

1.36

0.78
...
1.10

0.28

0.32

2.20
8.55
1.01

5.92

6.76

21.64

...

3.00

Table 7-6 (continued)

Item
Gross value of production
Copra
Cattle
Cull bull
Cull cows
Weaners
Steers, 1-2 vears
Steers, 2-3 vears

7

8-9

38.47

38.47

...

...

3.60
6.24
...
14.40

3.60
6.24

With project (year)
10
11-14
38.47
1.50
3.60
6.24

38.47
...

3.60
6.24

15

16-20

38.47

38.47

1.50
3.60
6.24

...
3.60
6.24

...

...

14.40

14.40

14.40

14.40

14.40

Total sales
Cash operating expenses
Labor
Copra making
Cowbov
Animal health
Bull replacement
Repairs and maintenance
Fertilizer
Pastures
Coconuts
Miscellaneous (5 percent)

62.71

62.71

64.21

62.71

64.21

62.71

7.69
2.08
0.80

7.69
2.08
0.80
3.00
1.10

7.69
2.08
0.80

1.10

7.69
2.08
0.80
...
1.10

1.10

7.69
2.08
0.80
3.00
1.10

7.69
2.08
0.80
...
1.10

2.20
8. 55
1.12

2.20
8.55
1.12

2.20
8.55
1.12

2.20
8.55
-1.12

2.20
8.55
1.12

2.20
8.55
1.12

Total operating expenses

23.54

23.54

26.69

23.54

26.69

23.54

... Zero or negligible
Source: Same as for

rable ,-2.

...

...

Table 7-7. Investment Costs for the Integrated Coconut and Cattle Breeding and Fattening Model
Unit
Investment item
(unit)

Fixed
Grass and legume pasture (hectares)
Fencing (kilometers)
Water system (number)
Improved copra drier (number)
Corral (number)
Bulls (number)
Heifers, 1-2 years (number)
Miscellaneous (5 percent)
Subtotal

Year I

Year 2

cost
(pesos)

Number
of units

Cost
(pesos)

760
3,710
2,000
400
2,000
3,000
1,500
...

10
2.5
1
1
1
1
9
...

7,600
9,275
2,000
400
2,000
3,000
13,500
1,890

...

...

1,000

Year 3

Number
of units

Cost
(pesos)

10

7,600
...

...

...
...

Number
of units
...

...

...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...
19
...

28,500
1,805

39,665

..

77,570

...

...

...

...

10
9

200
360

29
18

580
720

...

Total

Cost
(pesos)

Number
of units

...
...

20
2.5

...
...
...

1

Cost
(pesos)
15,200
9,275
2,000
400

1
1
1
28
...

3,000
42,000
3,69

2,000

...

...
...
...

8

8,000

8

8,000

37
25

740
1,000

76
52

1,520
2,080

...

Incremental working capital
Feeder steers, 1-2 years (number)

Animal health (animal units)
Cowboy's salary (man-weeks)
Fertilizer
Pastures (sacks)

20
40
110

...

...

10

1,100

20

2,200

30

3,300

95

90

8,550

90

8,550

90

8,550

270

25,650

Miscellaneous (5 percent)

...

...

450

...

540

...

997

...

1,987

Subtotal

...

...

9,560

...

11,490

...

21,487

...

42,537

...

...

49,225

...

49,225

...

21,487

...

120,107

Coconuts (sacks)

Total investment
... Zero or negligible.
Source: Same as for Table 7-2.

Table 7-8. Analysis, before Financing, for the Eg7 Production Model
(thousands of pesos)
Item

(a) Inflows
Gross value of production
Salvage value (incremental)
Total
(b) Oufflows
Investment costs
Cash operating expenses
Total
(c) Farm family net benefit (a - b)
(d) Farm family net benefit without projectb
(e) Incremental farm family net benefit
(cash flow) (c - d)
Financial rate of return on the total investment = 33
... Zero or negligible.
a. For each year of the period.
b. From the first column for item c.
Source: Same as for Table 7-2.

Without
project

1

153.19

154.23

With project (year)
2
3-9a

153.19

154.23

312.29

459.58

459.58
22.53
482.11

...
123.49
123.49
29.70
29.70

102.18
123.49
225.67
-71.44
29.70

75.14
230.96
306.10
6.19
29.70

372.33
372.33
87.25
29.70

372.33
372.33
109.78
29.70

.

- 101.14

57.55

80.08

...

percent

...

312.29
...

-23.51

459.58

10

..

Table 7-9. FinancialAnalysis, before and after Financing, for the Egg Production Model
(thousands of pesos)

Item
(a)

Inflows
Gross value of production
Salvage value (incremental)
Total

(b) Outflows
Investment costs

Farm family net benefit (a

-

b)

(d) Farm family net benefit without project
(e) Incremental farm family net benefit
(before financing) (cash flow) (c - d)
Financial rate of return on the total investment

()

1

2

With project (year)
3-81

9

10

153.19
...
153.19

154.23
...
154.23

312.29
...
312.29

459.58
...
459.58

459.58
...
459.58

459.58
22.53
482.11

...

Cash operating expenses
Total
(c)

Without
project

102.18

75.14

123.49
123.49

123.49
225.67

230.96
306.10

372.33
372.33

372.33
372.33

372.33
372.33

29.70

-71.44

6.19

87.25

87.25

109.78

29.70

29.70
- 101.14

29.70
-23.51

29.70
57.55

29.70
57.55

29.70
80.08

91.96
5.52
86.44

67.63
15.10
52 53

...
38.82
-38.82

-14.70

29.02

18.73

57.55

80.08

...

=

Incremental farm family net benefit
(after financing)

Financial rate of return on the farm family's capital
Zero or negligible.
a. For each year of the period.
b. From the first column for item c.
Source: Same as for Table 7-2.

...

33 percent

Financing
Loans
Debt service
Net financing

(g)

...

=

> 50 percent
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have less to live on with the project than without the project. Although
the value of the herd is growing during this tirme, this does not benefit the
cash position of the family. This is one reason why cattle breeding projects,
or other projects with a long gestation period, often prove unattractive to
small farmers who do not have a supplementary source of financing or
substantial income outside the farm to enable them to survive until the
project can support them.
Financial Rate of Return before Fiinancing
One reason given for the high financial rate of return in the egg production project presented in Table 7-2 is that 90 percent of the investment
is financed by a soft loan. Thus, the cash flow position is very favorable
in the early life of the project. In fact year 1 is the only year in which the
incremental farm family net benefit is negative. In general, any increase
in the percentage of investment cost financed by sources outside the farm
will push up the financial rate of return on the capital contributed by the
farm family.
But this rate, which is influenced by the tcrms of financing, is not a
tru-e indication of profitability over the life of a project. 'I'o test the intrinsic
profitability of a project, loan receipts and debt service should be excluded
from the financial analysis. The financial rate of return calculated on this
basis reflects the return on the total inveskineilt, not merely the farm
family's contribution. As shown in Table 7-8, the financial rate of return
on the total investnient for the egg production- model falls to 33 percent.
The financial analysis before and after financing can oc incorporated
in a single table, by listing financing costs in a separate category, as
illustrated in Table 7-9.
It is sometimes felt that the finiancial analysis before financing can be
used as a basis to calculate credit needs. The inflows sometime include
noncash items, however, such as the rental value of the farmhouse, or
the value of produce consumed in the home (which is included in the
gross value of production). T'o calculate the credit needs of the project,
adjustment should be made for all noncash elements of costs and benefits
that may be included in the accounts. A somewhat better approach is to
prepare a separate budget for finanicial resources, as illustrated in Tables
5-8 and 5-9. T'hen the credit needs of the project can be reflected, as
desired, on a monthly, quarterly, or seasonal basis.

Economic Analysis
The economic analysis of a project reflects its profitability from
the viewpoint of society as a whole. Profitability in this context is defined
as the capacity of the project to maximize the efficient use of a nation's
resources in producing national income. This capacity can be measured
in any of the three discounted measures of project worth outlined in
Chapter 4: the benefit/cost ratio, the net present worth, and the economic
rate of return. As mentioned before, the economic rate of return has
certain advantages over the benefit/cost ratio and the net present worth,
and it is the measure most commonly used by the World Bank and many
other international organizations as one of the criteria for selecting projects
for financing. This chapter begins, therefore, by outlining the procedures
for calculating the economic rate of return. The format of the analysis,
however, can also facilitate the calculation of the benefit/cost ratio and
the net present worth.
Despite the importance of the economic analysis, economic efficier>y
is not the sole criterion for selecting projects to implement. Strciger
influences are sometimes exerted by other factors such as political considerations, the capacity of a project to provide employment and to distribute income, regional development, environmental protection, and
defense. These criteria do not invalidate the importance of the economic
analysis, however, since it provides more than just calculations of the
economic rate of return, the benefit/cost ratio, or the net present worth.
Preparing the economic analysis provides a framework within which the
various relations inherent in the project can be tested in a systematic way;
poor projects can be recognized easily; questionable assumptions can be
brought to light; and inconsistencies can be resolved. Economic analysis
also provides the basis for the systematic reshaping of projects; poorly
designed projects can be upgraded, and good projects can be made better.
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Several systems have been advocated for preparinig the economic anialysis. The most important ones include: (a) the OECD (Office of Economic
Cooperation and Development) method proposed by Little and Mirrlees,'
(b) the UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development Organization)
method proposed by Dasgupta, Marglin, and Sen, 2 (c) the Squire/van der
Tak approach,3 aind (d) the traditional method used by the World Bank. 4
The four approaches lead to basically the same results in practice. The
most important differences are in the definition of the numeraire, or unit
of account. 5 The OECD method uses untied foreign exchange available for
u-se by the government as the numeraire. Squire and van der Tak define
a similar numeraire. The UNIDO method proposes aggregate consumption;
whereas the traditional World Bank method uses national income. The
differences in the numeraire are basically variations which have the same
objectives and which lead in most cases to the same resi:its. This discussion
is based on the more traditional method used bv the World Bank, which
usually involves less calculation in analyzing agricultural projects.
The economic analysis, which can be prepared from data used for the
financial analysis, differs from the latter in two important respects. First,
the economic analysis is concerned with flows of real resources. Second,
in the economic analysis, resources are valued in terms of their opportunity
cost, which may be different from their market prices. Therefore, in the
transition from the financial analysis to the economic analysis, adjustments
must be made to exclude transfer payments, loan receipts, and debt service,
and to remove distortions in the prices of foreign exchange, inputs, and
outputs.

Adjusting Transfer Payments
Transfer payments involve flows of income between the government and
the people in the society. Transfers from the people to the government
1. See 1. M. D. Little and J. A. Mlirrles, Project Appraisal and Planningfor the Developing
Countries (London: fIcinemiinn Educational Books, 1974), which is a revised version of
Manual of Industrial Project Analysis (Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperatioll and
Development, 1969).
2. United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Guidelines for Project Evaluation
(New York: United Nations, 1972).

3. Lyn Squire and Herman C. van der Tak, Economic Analysis of Projects (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1975).
4. J. Price Gittinger, Economic Analysis of Agricultural Projects (Baltimore: Johns hlopkins
University Press, 1972).
5. Eugene R. Schlesinger, "'I'he Usc of Numeraires in Social Cost-Benefit Analvsis: An
Introductory Overview", EDI Course Material, CN-841 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank,
197 8; processed).
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include customs duties, excise duties, tariffs, land and corporation taxes,
sales taxes, other indirect taxes, social security payments, and contributions
to pension funds. Transfers from the government to the people include
subsidies and grants.
Transfer payments may be shown as separate items of benefits and costs
or may be incorporated in prices used in the financial analysis. If they can
be identified, they should be excluded when preparing the economic
analysis. If they are incorporated in other items, they should be systematically traced and appropriately adjusted so that their effect in the financial
analysis would not be carried over into the economic analysis.
Loans and debt service can be regarded as transfer payments behveen
borrowers and lenders. Loans and debt service do not actually "use up"
real resources and therefore should not be included in the economic
analysis.
Adjusting the Price of Foreign Exchange
The foreign exchange rate expresses the number of units of the local
currency that can be exchanged for one unit of the currency of some other
country. For example, when the exchange rate is Rs 10 = $1.00, this
means that ten rupees is the price of one dollar, the unit of foreign
currency. The foreign exchange rate therefore provides the basis for settling
transactions between one country and another.
In project analysis, the official exchange rate (OFR) is distinguished from
the shadow exchange rate (SER).The OER is the rate established by the
central government or the central bank of a country as the basis for facilitating international transactions. It is the rate used to value imports and
exports in preparing the financial analysis. Quite often, however, this rate
is either overvalued or undervalued because of imbalances and distortions
within the structure of the economy. If the OER of, say, RslO = $1.00
happens to be overvalued, it means that one dollar of foreign exchange
will buy imported goods which are worth more than ten rupees in the
domestic market, given the trade and foreign exchange policies of the
g^vernment; or, alternatively, that it would require more than ten rupees
of local resources to produce goods which could be exported for one dollar
or which could substitute for one dollar's wortlh of imports. Using an
overvalued or undervalued OER reflects improper relations between the
prices of domestic and foreign resources and seriously distorts the allocation
of resoturces.
Whenever the OER is considered to be inappropriate, the SER or some
other adjustment must be introduced to give a nmore reliable estimate of
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the purchasing power of foreign exchanige. This will not renmove the distortions in the economic systemi, but it will lead to greater economic
efficiency in allocating resources.
Distortions in the pricing of foreign exchange can arise from natural
and artificial barriers to trade. Natural barriers are those inherent in the
goods involved, such as its value in relation to its bulk and weight, distance
from the foreign market, freight aind shipping charges, and insutrance.
These factors help to determine the comparative advantage a country has
in supplying the goods. Artificial barriers are those imposed by the government to encouirage exports and to discourage imports through subsidies
on exports, tariffs on imports, quotas, licensing, bans, foreign exchange
restrictions, and other regulatioins. These artificial barriers create or maintain a divergence between the oiR and the real purchasiing power of the
domestic currency.
The extent of the distortion in the local currency needs to be estimated
to calculate the SER. This requires special skills and an intimate knowledge
of the foreign exchange situation in a country. One simple recommendation is to "use the shadow price (that is, the rate of exchange) that the
central planning unit is using." 6 This approach is justified by the fact that
"if some projects use one shadow price for foreign exchange and others
use another, the whole point of using shadow prices to value import
content correctly and uniformly is lost." Of course if the planning ulnit
is unable or unwilling to suggest the appropriate SER, the analyst has to
calculate an acceptable rate based on some weighted average of the premium for foreign exchange in the formal rnarket and the black market.
-

Adjusting the Price of Inputs
Inputs may be divided into four categories: the nonproduced inputs (land
and labor); locally produced inputs; imported inputs; and mixed-component inputs. Since each category of input is valued differently, the farm
budgets should specify the quantity and valuLe of each category of input
so that prices may be adjusted for the economic analysis.
Nonproduced inputs
The principles governing the economic valuation of land and labor were
discussed in Clhapter 5. For both inputs the main criterion is the oppor6. Gittinger, Economic Analysis of Agricultural Projects, p. 39.
I.bid.
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tunity cost. The rules for valuing land and labor are summarized in that
chapter.
Locally produced inputs
The valuation of locally produced inputs depends on whether they
would normally be exported if there was no project, and, if not, whethur
there is excess capacity in the producing industry to serve the project
demand. The simple guidelines for calculating the opportunity cost for
the alternative uses of locally produced inputs is as follows:
Alternative uses

Opportunity cost

Item is exported (diverted exports).

Foreigni exchange losses (f.o.b.) at

Item is not exported, and there is no
excess capacity in the producing
industry (diverted domestic use).
Sufficient excess capacity exists to
fulfill project demand (expanded
production).

Price paid by alternative user (that is,
market price), adjusted for transfer
payments.
Cost of variable resources used up in
producing item for project (that is,
the variable costs).

SER. '

Imported inputs
Inputs that are obtained from foreign sources are usually quoted in the
currency of the supplying country and are converted into the currency of
the importing country by multiplying the c.i.f. (cost, insurance, freight)
value by the OER. This gives the border price used in financial analysis.
But the currency of most developing countries is often overvalued, and
the OER does not always reflect the opportunity cost of the foreign currency.
It is therefore necessary to adjust the border price by the premium on
foreign exchange. Alternatively, the economic value of the input can be
calculated by multiplying its c.i.f. value expressed in foreign currency by
the SER. 9
Incidental costs of importation (such as port charges and local transport
and marketing costs) included in the financial analysis should also bDe
8. The loss of foreign exchange is estimated by calculating the export parity, as illustrated
in Table 8-1. Export parity is discussed in William A. Ward, "Calculating Import and Export
Parity Prices," EDI course material, CN-3 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1976; processed).
9. For the calculation of the shadow exchange rate, see William A. Ward, "Adjusting for
Over-Valued Domestic Currency: Shadow Exchange Rates and Conversion Factors," EDI
Course Material, CN-28 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1976; processed).
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reflected in the economic analysis, but tariffs and subsidies should be
excluded, as should all other transfer payments.
Governments frequently adopt protectionist policies, which prohibit or
restrict the importation of certain inputs, although the supply of these
items from domestic sources may be inadequate or may be of inferior
quality. These restrictions usually raise the market price for the preferred
imported item. If a project is designed to use the imported item, using the
import parity price (which might be lower than the domestic price) would
underestimate the economic value of the item. The higher domestic price
of the imported item should be used to value the input, as it more accurately reflects the opportunity cost of the item. It represents what other
potential users are willing to pay, based on the value of the benefit from
the best alternative use they would forego, if the imported item were
diverted to the project. If, however, the project is designed to use the less
preferred domestic item, the opportunity cost to be used in the economic
analysis would be the import parity price for the less preferred domestic
item, and the production of output would be related to the efficiency of
the locally produced item.
Mixed-component inputs
Mixed-component inputs are those which are supplied locally, but
which contain a portion of the cost attributable to imported raw materials.
To obtain the proper value for the economic analysis, the financial cost
must be broken down into its foreign and domestic components, and the
proper rules must be applied for the economic valuation of each part, as
discussed earlier.

Adjusting the Price of Outputs
Project outputs may be conveniently divided into five major categories:
(a) exports; (b) import substitutes; (c) locally consumed output that would
not have been supplied without the project; (d) intermediate products; and
(e) intangiblc benefits. Most projects contain elements of more than one
of these categories. As different valuation systems are used for each category
of output, the farm budgets should specify the quantity and value of each
category of output so that prices may be adijusted for the economic analysis.
Exported outputs

The economic value of exported output is measured by its foreign exchange earnings. This is calculated by deductinig insurance and freight
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charges from the c.i.f. value of output landed in the importing country.
This gives the border price expressed in foreign currency. The local currency equivalent, which is also called the export parity price, is obtained
by multiplying the border price by the SER.10 Project costs for exported
goods normally include marketing, transport, and handling charges; if
these costs are not included, they should be deducted from the local
currency equivalent. Table 8-1 shows the steps to calculate the export
parity price.

Table 8-1. Calculating Export Parity Price
Financialanalysis
c.i.f. at port of entry
minus Freight
minus Insurance
minus Unloading at port of entry
equals f.o.b. at port of entry
convert Foreign currency to domestic currency at OER
minus Tariffs
plus
Subsidies
minus Local port charges
minus Local costs of storage, loading, and inland transport and marketing
costs, only if they are not part of project costs
eqtals Export parity price
Economic analysis

f.o.b. at port
convert Foreign currency to domestic at SER
minus Local costs of storage, loading, and inland transport marketing costs,
only if they are not part of project costs
equals Economic value of export
Source: Ward, "Calculating Import avid Export Paritv Prices," p. 8.

Governments sometimes adopt policies to restrict or prohibit the export
of certain goods which are usually exported in order to encourage low
consumer prices on the domestic market. If, during project preparation,
certain items produced by the project are not expected to be exported
during the life of the project, the economic value of such goods should
not be measured by the export parity price. Tlheir value should be based
on the farm gate price or the price at the point of first sale, either of which
might be lower than the export parity price. This lower price more accurately reflects the value of such goods to society.
10. Ward, "Calculating Import and Export Parity Prices."
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Import substitutes
An import substitute is a good produced locally to replace a similar or
comparable good that would otherwise be imported. The economic value
of an import substitute is measured by the saving in foreigni exchange.

This is calculated by nmultiplying the c.i.f. value of thc item by the SER
to obtain the border price cxpressed in local currencv. This is also refcrred
to as the import parity price l or the import substitution value. The import
parity price must be adjusted by adding transport costs and other associated
changes for handling and storage between the port and the market, and
by subtracting those from the market to the project to obtain the value of
the output at the project site. In the absence of protection, the maximum
price for which the good can be sold in the market is the landed cost plus
transport and other associated charges. Therefore the maxinmum price that
can be charged at the project site would be the market price minus the
cost of transport and other associated charges from the project to the
market.
Whenever the imported item and the import substitute differ in quality,
the import parity price must be adjusted. If the import substitute is more
highly regarded than the imported item, the import parity price will set
the lower limit for the economic valuation; if the imported item is considered more valuable, the import parity price sets the upper limit.
A distinction should be made between calctulating the import parity
price for a processed good and for the raw material from which it is derived.
Projects may produce only raw material, onlv processed goods from purchased raw material, or both. When the project incorporates the processing
stage, the import parity price for the processed good should be calculated.
When the project involves only the production of raw material, however,
the import parity pric2 for the raw material should be calculated, which
includes adjustment for processinig costs and the conversion ratio for raw
material into final product.
Table 8-2 illustrates the calculation of the import paritv price for paddy
produced in Gambia as a substitute for rice imported from Burma. Thle
World Bank's forecast for rice of a similar grade was US$81.45 a ton f.o.b.
(free on board) Rangoon. The SER was assumed to be equal to the OER
of Dl.92 = US$1. The millinig outptut of rice to paddy was 66 percent.
The import parity price of paddv at the farnm gate was found to be DI 18
a ton,

11. Ibid.
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Table 8-2. Import Parity Price of Paddy
(per ton)
Value of milled rice
Milled rice f.o.b. Rangoon
plus Freight to the Gambia
plus Insurance
plus
Harbor dues
plus
Fumigation
plus
Handling and so forth
Milled rice c.i.f. Gambia
Converting (OER of D1.92 = US$1)
plus
Storage costs in Gambia
Wholesale cost of imported rice
Value of paddy
Value of 1-ton paddy at conversion rate
of 66 percent
minus Milling cost
minus Transport
minus Storage
Import parity price for 1 ton of paddy

US$81.45
22.88
0.28
0.78
0.52
1.56
US$107.47
D206.34
10.82
D217.16

-

D143.32
D13.00
3.85
8.63
25.48
D117.84

Source: World Bank, "Appraisal for an Agricultural Development Project-The Gambia," PA-142a
(a restricted-circulation document) (Washington, D.C., August 8, 1972; proccssed), Annex 7, Table 1.

Locally consumed outputs
Locally consumed outputs are goods that would not have been supplied
by imports without the project. 12 This category includes goods sold off the
farm and those consumed on the farm. The general rule for valuing these
items is to use the farm gate price, or the price at the point of first sale
after deducting subsidies and other transfer payments. Crop bonuses, premiums, and other incentives paid as part of the purchase price to achieve
quantitative or qualitative production targets are included in the price,
because they represent payment for real resources rather than mere transfer
payments.
Internediateproducts
In agricultural project analysis, final products are distinguished from
12. William A. Ward, "Economic Evaluation and Efficiency Shadow Pricing: Domestic
Price Numeraire," EDI Course Material, CN-2 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1976;

processed), p. 36.
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intermediate products. Intermediate products are goods that are produced
to be used as inputs in a further stage of the project. Thus, if grain produced
in a project is sold, it is a final product, and its value would be shown
separately as the gross value of production of grain. If, however, it is used
to fatten steers, it is an intermediate product. As such, the value of the
grain would not be shown as a separate item. Only the gross value of
production of steers would be shown; to include the value of grain as well
would be double counting. If some of the grain is sold and the rest is fed
to steers, only the value of the portion sold should be shown as the gross
value of production of grain.
Water presents another interesting example. Drinking water is a final
product, but irrigation water is an intermediate product used to increase
agricultural production, which is the final product of an irrigation project.
Therefore, in the analysis of an irrigation project, the water produced is
not valued. Instead, the value of agricultural products consumed and sold
is used to calculate the gross value of production.

Intangible benefits
Intangible benefits of a project are those which represent a true value
but which are not incorporated in the analysis because they are difficult
to value. This category includes such benefits as health, education, nutrition, recreation, and social welfare. Attempts to value these benefits
have not been satisfactory, and it is generally felt that the financial or
economic analysis is usually not appropriate for dealing with them.
Different approaches may be taken to deal with intangible benefits which
represent only a small part of the total benefits and with those which form
a major part. If the intangible benefits are insignificant, they may be
ignored, and the project may be analyzed in the usual way. When the
project appears to be marginal, however, the intangible benefits may then
be assessed subjectively to determine whether or not the project should
be implemented. Similarly, if two projects are equally profitable, subjective
assessment of the intangible benefits accruing from both projects may help
to determine which project to implement.
When intangible benefits account for most of the project benefits, as
could be the case in rural development projects, the normal method of
analysis would place the project at a disadvantage, because costs are included, but most benefits are omitted. In this case the components of the
project with quantifiable benefits should be separated from those with
intangible benefits. Then the usual techniques of economic analysis should
be applied to the former, and least-cost analysis to the latter. In the least-

Figure 8-1.

Transition from Financial to Economic Analysis
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cost analysis, benefits are assumed to be at a certain level, and the most
efficient method to reach that level has to be found. If there are quantifiable
benefits in the components analyzed by the least-cost method, they should
be subtracted from the annual costs before discounting.

Aggregating Data for Economic Analysis
The economic analysis incorporates the off-farm investment costs and the
provision of common services (such as roads, bridgc., and water supply),
which are not reflected in the financial analysis, as well as the aggregate
value of inputs and outputs for all the farms participating in the project.
There is no standard method for aggregating these data. Generally, hvo
approaches are used: aggregating farm models and aggregating enterprise
budgets. The steps involved in the transition from financial to economic
analysis are shown in Figure 8-1.
Aggregating fariia models
Chapter 6 recommenided that a project be divided into models, each
representing reasonably homogenous groups of farms. The purpose of this
is twofold: to assess the effect of the project on each group of farmers and
to facilitate the preparation of the economic anialysis.
Chapter 7 recommended that a financial analvsis for the farm family
be prepared for each model. Since the econiomic analysis represents the
aggregation of all the farms in the project, the finanicial analysis for each
model may be used as the basis for aggregation. Simply mutltiply each
item of cost and benefit inl the model by the niuiiiber of farms it represents,
then add together the total for each model. If market prices reflect true
economic values, off-farm costs may be added and transfer payments,
loans, grants, and debt service subtracted to arrive at the economic analysis.
Since market prices often fail to reflect true economic values, however,
it would be necessary to adjust the values of inputs and outputs beforc
aggregatin1g the data and calculating the econoiic rate of retturn. This is
a relatively simple exercise wsheln there are few adjustmeints. But wlhCI
there are manv, complicated adji:stml Ints, the financial analvsis for each

model has to be recast in ecoIl:nlic values before the aggregation.

Onhe very importhant, but often o\verlooked, aspect of project analysis is
the phasing of the project. Because of phylsical charaLcteristics. the capacity
of the project staff, and the rate of acceptanec by the farmer, noAt projects
cannot be fully implemenieted by the end of the first vear. 'T'he prudent
analyst must allow for this factor.
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Two aspects of project phasing should be recognized. The first relates
to the effect of the project on the farm; the second, to the number of new
farms that enter the project each year during its implementation. The
effect of the project on the farm is reflected in the rate of change in the
composition and size of enterprises and in the level of productivity. This
aspect does not require special treatment, since the characteristics of each
farm determine the model to which the farm is related. The entry of new
farms into the project each year, however, requires special attention.
This point may be illustrated by the two components in the Philippines
second livestock development project discussed in Chapter 6: expanding
broiler capacity on 250 farms from 4,000 to 8,000 birds, and increasing
the laying flock on another 150 farms from 4,000 to 8,000 layers. The
broiler component is to phase-in eighty farms each in the first hvo years
and ninety farms in the third. Thle egg production component is to be
implemented at the rate of fifty farms each year during the first three years,
In aggregating each model, it must be remembered that all the farms do
not begin participating in the project in year 1. Since this analysis assumes
that all the farms would contnue to produce at a constant level without
the project, the second group of farms that would enter the project in year
2 would produce at the same level in year 1 as they wotuld without the
project; and the third group would do so in the first two vears. In effcct,
the incremental net benefit would be shown as zero in the analysis until
the farms begin to participate in the project.
If it is inappropriate to assume that costs and bencfits would remaini
constant without the project, tw'o accounts shotuld be prepared for each
model: OCHic
showing the projection of costs and l)enefits without the project;
the other, with the project. Unitil a particuilar grouLp of farms enters the
project, the costs and benefits wvith the project should be showin at the
same level as those without the project, to allow for the fact that lnot all
farnms participate during the first year.
Tcrmirnal phasing is sometimcs introdtced to compensate for the phasing at the beginniing of the project. F'or example, if a project that takes
three years to implenmenit lhas a life of fourtcen years, thc analysis wouldl
extenid for sixteen ycars to incorporate the farms enterinig the project in
thfe seconid and third years for the total period. It Alternatively tlhere could
be one termiinationi date for all thie farmiis. 'I'hi.s would imecaii that soIIIe
farms would not be reflected in the analvsis for the ftull life of the project.
F'or exaiitple, if the life of the project is tu
ntycars, farnms that cnter the

13. Uorld Bank.
142a (a re-

lited

\p)1)r n1,. for al Aurl oilhir.d Du)clopinclt Projcct-l lie (Gimbia." PACirtnilation (loc iiiiiti
o

ioWashingto,

D). C., I 72: proccscd ';lTable 6.
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project in the second year would be included in the analysis for only
nineteen years, and farms that enter in the third year, for eighteen years,
and so forth.
Aggregating enterprise budgets
In some projects, farm size and production patterns vary so widely that
it would be impossible to prepare representative farm models. In these
cases, the economic analysis is prepared by aggregating the enterprise
budgets. Budgets usually show the costs and returns per acre (or other unit
of land area) for each enterprise under various levels of management.
Market prices are tusually used, and they must be adjusted where necessary
to reflect the economic valuation of costs and benefits. The data in the
enterprise budgets are then multiplied by the area represented by each
level of management, and then are aggregated to provide the basis for the
economic analysis

Format for Economic Analysis
There is no standard format for laying out the economic analysis of a
project. Table 8-3 shows one approach. Several alternative forms of presentation are commonly used. In some instances, the axes in Table 8-3
are reversed, with the "items" shown on the horizontal axis and the period
of the project life shown on the vertical axis. Quite often too, only three
items are shown: incremenital cost, incremental benefit, and incremental
net benefit, as illustrated in the following example:

Year
1
2

Increinental

Incremental

Inicremental

cost

benefit

net benefit

10,0(0
1,00(

0
2,0(0)

- 1(,00(1
1,00(

3

1,5( (

3,()00

1,500

4

2,000

4,0(00

2,0(0

5
6-10

2,0(0
2,00(0

4,000
4,000)

2,000
2,000

inicremental cost is calculated by subtracting total costs without the
project fronm total costs with the project for each s'car over the life of the
project. Incremenital benefit is the (lifferciicc between total benefits with
and without the project. Tlc increnmental net benefit is the difference
behteen incrciiiemetal costs and incremiienital hen efit.
ThCe
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Table 8-3. Format for Economic Analysis
Item

Withotit
project

1

With project (yemr)
2

3

(a) Benefits
Gross value of production
Rental value of farmhlouse
Salvage values
OCther benefits
Total
(b) Costs
Investmcnt off-farm
Investment on-farm
Research, extension,
and training
Administration
Production
Other
Total
(c) Net benefit (a - b)'
(d) Net benefit witlout projectb
(e) Incremental net benefitt
(cash flow) (c - d)
Economic rate of retuLnr = - percent
a. Includes compensation for (a) capital existing without the project, (b) owlned land, (e) family labor
and management, and (d) new capital invested in the proicet.
b. Includes compensation for (a) capital existing withouit the proicct, (b( owned land, and (c) family
labor and nianagencnit.
c. Includcs (d) compcnsations for new capital invested in thc project only.

For the purpose of expositioni, the format showni in Table 8-3 is recommended. T'his table will be used as the basis for discussing the basic
items which are included in the economic analysis.
Benefits
Benefits include the gross value of production, rental valuc of farmhouses, salvage valuies, and other misccllaneous benefits. 'T'ransfecr payments such as grants, subsidies, and loans are cxcluded.
rhe gross valtue of produiction represents the economic value of output
produced in the project. As discussed earlier, project output cani be divided
into exports, import substitutes, and locally consumed output. Exported
outptut is valued at the export parity price; import substittutes, it the import
parity price; and locally cornsuiiiic(d output, at the farm gatc price.
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The rental value of farmhouses represents the imputed value of the
benefit the families participating in the project derive fromi octcpyinig the
farmhouses constructed in the project. It is estimated at the rate families
would pay normally for comparable housing. If the market for farmhouses
is inactive, the rental value may bc estimated at from 5 to 10 percent of
the cost of construction, depending on the nature of thie constructioni.
Salvage value represents the residual market value of the assets used in
the project, as discussed in Chaptcr 7.
Costs
Costs include investmienlts in infrastructure otutside the farm, such as
roads, bridges, water supply, and other common services. Expenditure on
research, extension, training, and administrationi, wlhich are not nornmally
included in the financial analysis, are reflected in the economic analysis.
So are farm investmnent costs and production expenscs. A less obvious and
often neglected item of cost is described as "technical spillover" or "technological externalities." 14 It refers to costs incurred or losses sustained
elsewhere in the economy as a consequence of implementing the project.
Anl example is the decrease in honcy production resulting from the spraying
Or crops in an agricultural project. Although the costs-or the benefits
foregone-may not be incurred on the project site, thev reprcsent real
costs to the economy that would not have been sustained witlhout the
project. Unlike intangible benefits, these costs can be mieasured and should
be incorporated in the economic analysis.
Project costs arc incturred by procuring iioputs. As noted earlier, the
nmarket prices used in the financial analysis are sometinmes inappropriate
for the economic analysis. F'irst of all, the effect of all transfer payments,
such as customs dtuties, excise duties, tariffs, land and corporation taxes,
sales and other indirect taxes, social security paynieiits, and contribution
to pension funds, should be excluded. Also, the valuation of inputs must
be adjusted to reflect properly their opportullity cost. T'heiy should first be
brokeni down into the four categories mentioned earlier: nioniproduced
inptuts; locally produced inputs; inmported inputs; and mixed-componient
inputs. Each item should then be valued according to the principles discuissed before.
Incremental net benefit
Thle net benefit is obtained by subtractinig the costs from-l thc bcnefits.
The incremental net benefit is obtaincd by subtracthig the nct benefit
14. Gittiiiger, Economic Analysis of Agricultural Projects, p. 219.
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without the project from thle net beniefit accrulillg cach year witlh thc
proiect. it was stated in Chapter 4 that the niet beniefit withotit the project
wotuld not necessarily be constanit. In fact it is often cxpected to vary dtring
the life of the project. In this case it wotuld be inappropriate to represent
the situation without the proicct in a silnglc coluinmn, as slhowni in T'able
8-3. Inistead a separate table has to be prepared, showinga the niet benefit
without the project parallel to that with the project over the life of the
project.
Internal economic rate of return
The economic rate of rcturr reflects both the retturn of capital to recover
the resoturces invested in the proicct anid the rettur to socicty's capital
invested in the project.
T'he incremenital net benefit strcamii is ustually negative in the early lifc
of the project when costs exceed beniefits. It becomles positive ini the later
years as tlhe project begins to prodtuce beinefits that exceed costs. 'I'he
discount rate that equalizes the preseint worths of the nicgative anld positive
valucs in the inicremnenital net benefit stream is called the initernal econl)mllic
rate of return. 'I'his rate of returni may be in terpreted as the average rate
of interest earned by investing ssocietys capital in the project. If the internal
cconiomrLic rate of returnr is zero, societv wotuld merely recover its invx estmienit
without carninig anyv interest; if it is greater tlhani zero, society would carn
interest in additioni to recovering all its investment.

Limitatioins of the Economic Rate of Rcturi
TlhC econlo(IJic rate of returni lhas l)een adopted as the mlost comlllonl
mcasure of project worth bv the World BIank anid by many otlher interniationial organiizationls becatuse it has certaini advantages over the benefit/
cost ratio anid the nCt precsCent WOrtl. Italsolhascertaini ili
uita.tico i,I howecer,
that sh1oul-d not be overlookoed.
TIwvo prinicipal advant,igcs of the rate of retiiri are that it canl be calculated
without tlle opporttunity cost of capital, anid that it cani be ulsed casa ba.sis
for ranikinig projects uind(ler certaini c lliiti(;s. 'I'lhc benefit/cost ratio can
also be u.sed to ranik projeck, hut differenit resuilts will be ob)taineld dlepenidinig on the comixcfli mi uised( in inettinig otut costs (Chapter 4). 'I'lhc iiet
preseint worth is niot affecledl by the convention tisc(l in niettilng olut costs,
I)ut by the problein of choosing the proper dkoi> mml rate. It is dlefective
as a mcieatirm for rani]kiiig proicc k because it is ain absolute, lnot a relative
measure. 'I[lLus, for caim i l 4,a lairge nmrgiually acccptable proj'cct cotl(l
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achieve a higher raniking than several smaller highly attractive oncs, which
could yield a higher net prescnt worth in aggregate.
Ranking of projects is sometimes useftul, but project selection is seldom
based merely oni rankiing by using the rate of return, the benefit/cost ratio,
the net present worth, or any other sinigle measure. Indeed, if the objective
is merely to decide between accepting or rejectinig several projects, the
applicatioin of the decision critcria for the three measures of project worth
(that is, the benefit/cost ratio is greater thani one, the net present worth is
positive, and the economiic rate of returni is greater than the opportunity
cost of capital) will inivariably result in the acceptancc of the same projects.
If, however, implementationi priorities are to be establislhcd as wvell, the
economic rate of return is a more reliable indicator, cxcept in three instanices: when the incremental niet benefit stream has no negative value;
when the rate of retturn is higlher than 5( percent; and when comparing
mutuially excltusive alternatives.
Wheln the increniental net benefit strcam has only positive values, tlle
rate of return is undefined anid does n(ot provide a basis for making comparisons. Under these circumstances, the net present worth is a more
useful basis for comparison. In other cases, the increilmcnital net benefit
stream might have some negative values, but the rate of return might be
higher than 50 percent. Since most discouiit tables only carry factors up
to 50 percent, it would be impossible to compare two projects with rates
of return higher than 50 percent. Here again, the net present worth is a
more useful basis for comparison.
Mtutually exclusive alternatives I; arise wlhen only oIIe of several project
alternatives can be implemenited; selectioin of any one precludes adoption
of any other. Each variation in the design, scale, tcclhuilogy, or timing
of a project co lstitutes a mututally exclusive altcrnative. Examples include
the choice between a small version of a project anid a larger, more expcnsive
vcrsioni of the same project, or between the application of capital-intenisive
and labor-intenlsive teclmiology, or betwecen starting the project in one year
as against in sone otlher year in the future. In anly of these situationis, the
simple comparisoni of thc CconIOTlmic rates of retturn for the two alternatives
gives misleading results. I'Iwo otlher approaches are recommiecinded. 'Thc
simple approach is to compare the net prescnt worth of eaclh alterniative
anid to accept the alternative with thel higlhest niet prcsent worth. 'f'hc
alilteatike approach is to discount the diffecrence betweeTn the inicremenital
15. For a fuller discussioil, see (ittinger, Elconomic AnalY sis of AgriculturalProjects, clhapter
5; also \Vd lard 1). Weiss, 'Manual on Hlighway Project Analysis in l)cveloping Cotulntries,"
prepared for the lcononiic IDevelopment Instittite (Washlilngton, I).C.: World Bank, 1974;
picr cets',c
(i
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net benefit streams of the projects taking two at a time. If the rate of return
for the differenice between the two streams is greater than the opportunity
cost of capital, the larger project with the higher net present worth should
be selected in prefeience to the smaller project with the higher rate of
returni. If, however, the rate of return for the dlifference bctween the two
streams is less than the opportunity cost of capital, the smaller project
should be selectkd, because the returii froimi the increiimenital inivestment
in the larger project would be less than the miinimuimi acceptable rate of
return.
A simple hypothetical example comparinig a small mutuallv exclusive
project with a larger, more expensive alternative is illustrated in 'I'able 84. Assuming an opportunitv cost of capital of 12 percent, the net present

Table 8-4. Comparison of iMutually Exclusive Alternatives
Year
Item

1

2-10

Total

Economic return from the small project

Net benefit (dollars)
- 50,00))
+ 15,00()
Discotint factor (12 percent)
0.893
4.757
Present worth (dollars)
12 percent
-44,650
+71,355
+26,)705
26 percent
-39,7-0
+ 40,065
+365
27 percent
-39,350
+ 38,655
-695
Net present worth at 12 percent = $26,7 (05;ecoiiornic rate of retiri = 26 percent.
Economic return for the larger project
Net benefit Xdollars)
Discount factor ('12 percent)
Present worthi (dollars)
12 percent
20 percent
21 percent

0.893

+ 50,0(00
4.757

- 178,60()
- 166,60(0
- 165,200

+ 237,850)
+ 167,950
+ 161,40))

- ('( ,(i,)

-

+ 59,25(0
+ 1,350
- 3,800

Net prewenht \o rtfi at 12 percent = $59, 750; economic rate of return - 2(0 percent.
Economic return for the difference between net benefits
Additional iiet benefit (dollars)
- 150,00()

Discounit factor (12 percent)
Present worth (dollars)
12 percent
18 percent
19 percent
Net present worth at 12 percent
-

Not applicable .

0.893

+ 35,000

-

4.757

-

-133,950) + 166,495
-127,050 + 127,645
- 126,11)1 + 122,465

+ 32,545
+ 595
-3,535

$32, 545; econonmie rate of returin = 18 percelit.
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worth is $26,705 for the small project aind $59,250 for the larger project.
The economic rate of return is 26 percent for the small project and 20
percent for the larger project. If t7hese two projects were indepenident,
implementation of both would be justified, since in each case the rate of
return is higlher thani the opportuinitv cost of capital. h'Iley happeni, h(owever, to be mutually cxclUsive alteriatives; iiimpleiiicitiiig on1e would automaticallv rule out iiiiplenientinig the other.
If selection were to bc made according to the ecoinomiiic rate of returin,
the smaller project witlh a 26 perceint rate of retuirni would be selected, but
this would be incorrect because the ecoiiomic rate of returni for the additional investment of $1 50,000 to utndertake the larger project is higher
than the opportunity cost of capital. 'I'lis, the larger project yieldilng the
Ihigher niet present wortlh should be selected.

Sensitivity Analysis
'I'lhe computation of the bciiefit/coA ratio, the net prescnt worth, and the
internal rate of return in the finanicial anid econiomic anialysis is based on
assessing the most probable ouitcome of many events. Natturally, any weakness in this assessmcnt canl cause considerable error, particularly in agricultuLral projects in wlhich the farmer has virtually no control over his
eniviroinmeint. The data used to analvze agrictultural projects are affccted
by varying degrees of uncertainty in predicting prices as well as productioin.
For examiiplc, in crop enterpriscs it is ofteni casy to be ovcrly optimistic
about the speed of implementing a project or the ratc at which yields are
expected to increase as a restult of the farmer's acceptance of and responsiveness to improved tcclhiilovy or new cropping systems. Similarly, errors
may arise in analyzing livestock eniterprises, particuLlarly in forecasting
stocking rates, wealilg p)ercc-ltagcs, feed consumrlptioni, or inlcrcase in mcat
or milk production. Also difficult to forecast arc delays in constructioni,
postponlemenit of bencfits, and cost overruniis. Mioreover, forecasting prices
creates considerable problems. Error in forecasting prices is partly miniimized by assnnalillg constanit prices, but real relative changes could occur
in the relation between the prices of inlpuits and outputs, and this could
affcct the outcomile of the project.
It is prudenit, thercfore, to identify the crucial factors that can most
seriously affect the project and to test the effect of chaniges in the values
of these factors oni the origiinal rcstult. 'I'hi.s is accomplished by simply
reworkinig the finanicial and economic analysis, adjustinig project costs and
benefits to reflect wlhat would lhappcn unider a diFferenit set of circumnstanlces, and recalculatinig the benefit/cost ratio, the Inet prescent worthi, and
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the internal rate of return under each alternative set of circumstances.
This technique is called sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis can be
applied to one factor at a time, such as a decrease in the price of the
output or an increase in the cost of some critical input. It can also be
applied to a combination of changes in the value of several factors.
Sensitivity analysis is an important feature in project analysis in dealing
with uncertainty and in drawing attention to critical areas that could affect
the success of the project. Thus, if the price of the output is found to be
a critical factor, efforts can be made to strengthen the marketing program
or to reduce project costs. If the project is sensitive to variation in yields
of enterprises, greater attention can be devoted to the extension program,
and efforts can be made to improve productivity.
Sensitivity analysis hias two major disadvantages."1 It is incomplete because it is not designed to cope with all possible circumiiistances; it is also
ambiguous in that it does not specify the likelihood of the occurrence of
the alternatives. Despite these disadvantages, sensitivitv analysis provides
sufficient indication of the riskiness of most development projects. Risk
analysis is the extension of sensitivity analysis. Jones has proposed a simplified approach to risk analysis "by hand";` more elaborate techniques
are outlined by PouLliquen' 8 and Reutlinger. 9
16. William I. Joines, "Agrictultural Development Project (The Garnbia): Risk-Analvsis Supplement," EDI course matemial, CN-5 (Washington, D.C.: 1976; processed).
17. Ibid.
18. Louis Pouliquen, Risk Analysis in Project Appraisal, World Bank Staff Occasional
Papers, no. 11 (Baltimore: Johnis Hopkins University Press, 1970).
19. Shlomo Reutlinger, 7echniques for Project Appraisal under Uncertainty, World Bank
Staff Occasional Papers, no. 10 (Baltimore: Jolhns llopkins University Press, 197(1).
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FARNI INCO&IE ANALYSIS reflects the profitabilitv of a farm o01an annual basis;
agricultural project analysis clharacterizes the performance of a project cornprising one or more farms over its entire life. This book clarifies thle rclation
between simple farm income analysis and the broader ficld of agricultural
project analysis. It integrates both fielcrs and illustrates how the transition is
made from one to the other. For eachl stage in the transition, the kinds of
budgets necessary and the differences in the methodology used are explained
clearly. These stages, each discussed in a full chapter, are: farm income
analysis; partial budgets; transitioni to complete budgeting and project analysis;
budget for lanid, labor, and capital; farm models; financial analysis; and
economic analysis.
The author presecits the material in a simple anid straiglhtforward way, so
that it will be easily understood by a broad cross section of readers-specialists
and nonispecialists alike. The book is neitlher a treatise on agriculture nor one
economic theory, and muchi of the thcoretical discussion often associated
with this subject is expressed in layman's language. The emphasis througlhout
is on tne more practical aspects of project preparation. This volume will give
practical guidance to those responisible for planninig or making investmelnt
decisions in agriculture or in the wider field of rural development.
MaLxWCll 1.. Brown is a lecturer in the Ecoiionoic Development Institute of
the World Bank.
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